
INTRODUCTION

Whcrever the laws of India admit the ooeration of a personal law.e

rsaricl obligations of 	 Hindu are deternuned 'DV [iriclu law. ie. his

traditional law, sometimes called the law of his iCiitOtt,	 :hiect to the

exception that any pan of that law may be modified or abrogated by

statute. HlOdQW	
nQvgçnetally. agreed. has :he most

j urisprudence . The stuny of any

developed legal system requires a exOfflLnOtiOfl 
O

its fundamental elements and conceptions, as also the practical and
concrete details, which go to make the contents or body of that law. t
also requires consideration of the line of development it has oursue d.
The abstraction and exposition of the principles or distinctions necessarily
involved in Hindu law and the consideration of the hoe of development

which it has pursued, are the appropriate matters or jurisprudence and

legal history) The concrete legal system. whack 
-

,iswith the content'

or body of Hindu law, is a maer of positive lavnd the cuestiOnS that

arise for consideration at die outset are: What f lindu 12\\ What ate

he sources from which knowledge of Hind u law must be derived?

' Law as understood b y the Flindus is a branch of clha,'rna. Its anctent

framework is the law of the Srnbtis. The S,mnfis ate institutes- which

enounce rules of dharrna. The traditional d efinition of Dharuui Is: ' hat

is followed by those learned in the VedaS and what is Jppro\ ed by the

conscience of the VirlUOUS who are exempt from hatred and :nordinate

affection' Dharma is an expression of wide import and means the

ag g regate of duties and o bl i ga t ions_rel i giOus, moral. octal and [egal.
ag
In Sanskrit. there is no term sc!iSSi ? fl pins for positive or municipal

m of law
law, dissociated from the ethical and religious sense. In a syste 

I ,ifantisnihii.	 , 1	 t(cjhcfl;tiJi. JOC of the earliest ' i iwfliJtOrs on Ma,itiSflirlIt

expl.iinS (lie terni harotc as 
ditv_Dharflt0Sh0t)0 Karran'ata i 'ochariah. VII, I

For \Iedhatithi, ee p 21.

2 Cf L'!piaii 's Statement of the' Co,nma,idl?iOfltS of the Law. containing .1 )ioad sunm:icy

of lwI inans duties, presened in the xtroductory chapter of JUStLOLtIl I tnstitU(i'

'Jii ru precep(a stint t,c— Tloneate vwere, itCO ni non 1eder e. si ii ii cii iqi IC :':n icY C—

COLiiitl3fldfliems of the law: To live honely: not to inU 
afl 10 i' e e' v' loan

his due.
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necessaril y influenced by the theological tenets of the Vedic Arvans, and
the philosophical theories which the genius of the race produced and
founded on the social and sociological concepts of a pastoral people, the
admixture of religion and ethics with legal precepts was naturally
congruent. It was not possible, indeed always to draw an y hard line of
logical demarcation between secular and religious matter, because certain
questions for instance, such as marriage and adoption had the as pectsof both. An y attempt, therefore, to isolate complete] , any secular mfrom its religious adjun	 wattejcts,	 ould fail to give a co 'mprehensjs'e idea or
Proper perspective of the true juridical concepts of Hindu law

Where, not modified or abrogated b y legislation, Hindu law ma y he
described to be the ancient law of the Hindu rooted in the 

Vda,ç andenounced in the S'nris as explained and enlarged in recognised
commentaries and digests and as supplemented and varied b y approvedusage. Its basic structure was the law of the Srnrisjs and it was from linkto time s upplemented and varied by usage. That was its early character
Then it made remarkable progress during the 

POS[-S,n'!:' period(commencing with about the 7th Century AD), when a number ol
explanatory and critical commentaries and digest (nibandhas) were written
on it and which had the effect of enlarging and consolidating the law
A body of law so de veloped, bears upon it many marks of itsl	 ogins. J nfortunately, mans' ancient works on law are not available in ri thetr
integd' and a number of them are probably irretrievabiy lost. However,
historical research b y ortenralists, both European and Indian, during thelast hundred years has brought to light a wealth of variegated materiai
that had contributed to the growth of this ancient system of law

The ancient law promulgated in the Srnrms was essentially tradirior)and the in junction was that time-honoured institutions and immemorial
customs should be preserved intact. The law was not to be found merel

yin the texts of the Sinriiis but also in the Dracticec 2nd usagc whiJ hadprevailed urjdei It. Toe traditional law was itself grounded on immemorial
custom 5

 and provided for inclusion of proved cusron, ic practices and
usages that from rime to time might come to be followed and accepted
by the people.' The importance attached to the law-creating efficacy of

Afanustnriti states lie,e the sacred lau' has been full y stated	 na.and also the traditiolpractices and usaes of the four varnas'—t 107. A popular verse from the Maba h/ia rateis 'Dbarpja has Its origin in good practices and Vedas are established in Dhar,na-Ac/sara samh/sar cl/sat-mo d/,arrne vedab praothrhizaI Vana Parva, 150, Ch 27.Vastshtha observes: 'Manu has declared that the (peculiar) practices and usages of
countries castes and iainthes rosy be followed in the absence of rules of revealedtexts'—j (SBE Vol XVI)

4 A:haia/, sarnaiachanri dharma,: r'vakbjs, h—	 shalt now proun hd teacts product	 of m	 po
merit (obligations) which are sanctioned be tradition and current

usage_Apa,rasba Dharmas-ut,-a 1. 1.1..

	PO

 explains this by statingSatnayacba,.jh pan rssbeyv tsarasJ/,Uffeflt practices and Conventions of 
(liepeople. For Apastaml)a see later part of the discussion.
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custom in Hindu jurisprudence was so great that the exponents of law
were uriammous in accepting custom as a constituent part of law.

e or two matters of moreIt would be pertinent here to note on 
practical importance. The last ceoWly and a half of judicial decisions has,
though not in theory but in effect, remodelled many points on both
textual and customary law. Many of the important points of Hindu law

are nor, to be found in the law reports.
Moreover, material and substantial changes and modifications in the

law have recently been brought about by a number of recent enactments,
which aim to ensure a uniform civil code of personal law for Hindus in
the whole country. The changes, no doubt radical, proceed in the principle
of equality stressed in the Constitution for evolving a just social order
after taking due note of existing conditions and ideas. Of those enactments,
it will suffice here to draw attention to the Hindu Marriasze _-kcl 1955 and

changesthe Hindu Succession Act 1956. ,.ius outstanding feature of the 
effected in the law of marriage is that monogamy is now the rule, and
dissolution of marriage is permissible in certain cases. The alterations
made in the law by the latter enactment is that in effect it eliminates all
disparity in the rights of men and women in matters of succession arid
inheritance. These recent enactments from their very nature, cannot be

and are not (except on few matters expressly so stated) retroactive in
their operation and even in matters where they apply retrospectively

xisted. Besides.
will become necesstya to know the law as it previously e 
even now a part of Hindu law and usage, as has hitherto been applicable,
remains unabrogated by statute and the importance and necessity of a
study of the entire system cannot be minimised of this hereafter.

SOURCES OF HINDU LAW

The sources from which knowledge of Hindu la ,,' is to he denved are

the indices of Thar?nc1 that have been stated by Hindu urisprudentes.
The tIa, the Smiti. the approved usage. and what is agreeable 

to good

conscience are according to Manu. the highest authority on this iaw, the
quadruple direct evidence Sources) of dhrir.a. Law did not derive its

sanction from any temporal power; the sanction was contained in itself.

The Sniririkars and those who preceded them declared and emphasised

the divine origin and sanction of the rules of dharma.

Since law is the king of kings, far more powerful and rigid than they,
aothing can be mightier than the law by whose aid, as by that of the
highest monarch even the weak may prevail over the strong...

5 See pp 17-68; rtrodUCtOryn otes to the two enacinierits.

6 .ifantis,nriti, 11,12. The variant text of Yaina v alkya idds ane note SOUrct 'desire

sprung from due deliberation'. se p 22.

7 Shaapatha Brabmafla. \tV. 4 . 2.26_TadCt Kshatrasya Aiasbarrafn yad dbarinab

tasntat dhar,, iatparafl uasti arboi leeyanflaVaICcYa it sarnatha,te cihar,nefla.
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The minutest rules were laid down for the guidance of the King. It
was his duty to uphold the law and he was as much subject to law asany other person. He did not claim to be the l awmaker; he only enforced
law. One of his chief duties was described to he the adminis

tration of
justice according to the local usage and written Codes I It was obli gator'
on him not only to enforce the sacred law of the texts, but to make
authoritative the customary laws of the subjects as they were stated to

be. These included customs of countries districts castes and families So
also of traders, guilds, herdsmen, mone ylenders and artisans, for theirrespective classes.

It was an article of belief with the ancient Hindu that his law \'as
revelaj io immutable and eternal, Shrtiti, which strictly means the l''cfr,cwas in theory the root arid original source of dnarma. Ic It was thefountainhead of his law. Sbnt; means, literall y , that which was heard
It was supreme to the earl y Hindu like th Dc'cafo,je to the laterChristian The Vedas, however, do not contain much that alludes to
Positive or municipal law. The few statements of law that are to be 

foundin the Vedas are mostl y incident .Srft; means, literally, recollection.The Shrtaj 
was accepted as the original utterings of the great power. The

S?nrt'tjS, 
though accepted as precepts emanating from that source, were

couched in the words of the rz'shfs or sages of antiquity , who saw or
received the revel,iaonc and proclaimed their recollections The authorit

yof these two primordial sources is described by ManLi

By Shruti, or what was heard from above, is meant the 
Veda By Smrff:'or what was remembered from the beginning the body of' }aw—frou

these two proceeds the wnole system of duties

Th eoreticall y , if a text of the Sinriti conflicted with any Vedic text. thad to be disregarded: 'Where there is a conflict between the Vedas and

Xc i, 20 (SBE Vol fl), Manh(s7flrifl VttI	 1,469 Brihaspao 11, 26-31 (SBE Vol XXXtIU, .410011S7nriti VII. 203' VIII 41I 0 Shn,stu rxcoane;ipvc dhai'i,zacbas,ran; lit cat Sinntib Manz,smrj;j It luII Th Vedas com pri', of' (I Rzpeda the Veda of the cr,et, ( Sa,na-peda the Vedaof chant consisting of pra yers composed to Ilteire: i 3 : }'a,u r-z,eda, the Veda ofsacrificial formulae and () A(ha yva . da COflsis(ij-	 inter aliti of ifl canr5tions,-simprecato' formulae and prdyers i'm a verting calamine., The i'edas are of compositeorigin and include hvirmns by litan y generations of the earls Aryans. Originally tiie\',ere transmUted oralk b\ thu preceptor to the disci p le Thc Vedic language 'A',trelated to the classi c Sansknt, pus: as Attic was to honier,e Greek12 According to Blackstone all human laws rested on the tw in founthmmon of the lttof revelation and the law of nature. The theory of Canonical law, which affected allEurop-ar Svs ::'c of law, was that the funautenJ rules of law had been drvecj
front a divine source. The Muslims believe a pan of the Quoninic 

law to contain tieiPsissima rrba of the divine revelation and the rest to be inspired 
hr God laitiexpressed in the Prophet's own words

13 Marzusngj 11, Itt
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the Smriti—the Veda should prevail') Howe ve r, as there was not much

of positive law in the Vedas. an equation was established, whereby the

Smnhis were understood as having been based on lost or forgotten

Shniiis. By inflexible rule of Hindu jur isprudence, the Srnritts were in

practice never understood as in discord with t'edas. For all practical

purposes, therefore, the SrnritzS were accepted as the effective source of

Hindu law. 15

HREE STAGES OF LEGAL LITERATURE

Considered chronologiCUlY, and having egaid to the stage or ta legal

literature. Hindu law sails under three epochs:

i) the \'dic coach. This is also referred to as the pre-Sn!ra period;

(ii) the era f the D,armaShaStrS This is often sub-divdcd Into:

(a) the Smriti period:

(b) the sutra period;

the post-Srnrti period.

(i) Vedic or Pre-Sutra Period

The fixation of the chronology of --;lc\'edic period Is a matter 'about

which it is indeed difficult ;o sa y anything definite. The authentic history

of this period of Hindu c;vilisation has not been preserved. The philosophic
doctrines of the ancient Hindus did not encourage any desire to leave
historical records for posterity and the Aryans or lndo-Aryans did not
preserve any evidence comparable to the Tablets of the Babylonians or

the Papyrii of the Egyptians; nor have we an ything compatabie to the

Annals of Livv. There has been considerable diversity of opinion amongst

the western and many [nuian scholars on the question of the c111 onolOg

O f the \Tedic or pre-Sorra period. The former have gi en later dates.

while the latter have accepted much earlier dates Alter the archaeological
discoveries at Mahcnjodard and Harappa, and the most recent discoveries
at Lothal and Rangpur and in the southern Narmada valley, some added
support has been lent to the opinion of scholars \\ho

 hah assigned a

hoary antiquity to the Rig-Vedic age. it is not difficuLt now to accept the

view expressed b y many Indian jurists and scholars that the age of the

Vedic Sambitas and other works of the pre-Sutra period was approximately

4000-1000 BC. It is possible that some Vedic hymns may have been

composed at a period earlier than 4000 BC

14 \va.i. 1.-i; t1a,ztiSrflfl1;. 11. 13, 14.
15 The forinulauffir'flifl this equivalence	

as critically discussed by the leading

in i mansara. arid particularly by Kumartia. The practical sunuuauOfl of Kutuarila 
in

ho Ta?trra-Va71i	
s—T9?ia sarVaS,flr.iifla in prayojanaz.'atCe proinaoyastddhth

16 il: i haniahOpadhYa' U K.ine. l-fston' of Dhar?rtaShaStra Vol ti. Pt I. p Xl. in the opinion

coiititiriCd on the next page
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The Vedas were the outpourings of the Arvans as they streamed into
the rich lands of the Puriah and Doab from their ancient home beyond
the Hindu Kush Mountains Totalitarian claims apar,, it is now established
history that those earh' Aryans were .a vigorous and unsophisticated
people full of the jo y of life, and though not given to much intellectual
broodings—the era of the Yoga system of philosophy of cordial harmony
between God and man was vet to come—h2icl behind them ages ot
civilised existence and thou g ht The dedication in R;g 'eda appropriatels'
states: To the seers, our ancestors, the first path-finders' Those early
Arvans P rimaril y invoked the law of divine wisdom b y which accordin,'
to their tbeological conceptions, all thinr in heaven and earth are
governed. Their appeal was to the divine Jaw and the universal order
to judge of their rectitude or obhquitv

'
This was natural law or the law

of reason	 w,, the unwritten la	 Tnen came to be stressed the cOflvCfltlCiflti
and customary law, which bod y of rules dealing with theght, the
wiong, rights and duties and obligations as estahhslied and accepted b

y
the people for themselves but vi:h grea cr stress (u: duties and oN1iationsThere is intrinsic e vidence in tic' Si7nlfls that those An'ans of the \7edic
age had robust concepts of a lawful man's duties The emphasis was on
the pmcuce of dhanna, an expression which came to signify the privileges,
duties and obligations of a man, is standard of conduct as a member of
Aryan community as a member of one of 

the castes and as a person in
a particular stare of life'.

Although, the Hindus appeal to the Shnttis as the prima source of
their law and religion, the Shrittis do not conmir, much that car, bc
regarded as positive or lawyers' law The refcrence cr these ic Secui:i
law arc mingled with matters ethical and religious and dim'cc slmement
of law are rather few. A number of rules of law 

Ic, be found there arc
of Sri 13G Titak, the traditions r'led 	 iinin!'i:Ik:,I'j\ p11101 to aperiod not later than 411(1(1 BC when the vernal equin,s was in Orion ' The sameView Was expiessi,'d b b'oj

7 to Ii cOogioineratioi, () f ')i wli,ii ciiti	 CrC(li,'pC'ch lnir,4, 	its nm	 l'5	 1 ft'JL jRhe found sonic 0.11 irat otiipl)Litings of tie iwarT in l:iriuu:ige win,'), is dietPoetry: Ritasi'c, Jrtai 'a par'ate 'nac/buab Rig IX. 5'2 One pi':;vcr i 'Loi'd he near in
hearken to us and make our speed, iruihitil Rig 62 t 0 }-aiih endow 

tic s u)belief,

16 The expression chosen for the CifliVers order and law Wa' 
Ri/c, 'The down follow,the path of Rita. 

the right pith a if cue iiecc' that I efor She never ()"Crslep tileregions The Still 
follows he pail, of Rita Cf 'He g:is to the sea his licence ih

the water should not pass his cummiiandineni' . Provrhs 6 29. The expression 	
:i

'Ri/c, 

r

also Caine to mean th e foiinii 0 of uisrice and the path of iiioralit to he followed
men One poes,	 as 0 india lead:-' on Ih v pail, Ci Rita on tile right path:,Rot"eda X, 133:6,

19 Even when later on rights were naturally the topic 
if Ioreflsjc disciisc,',i ti,accent was on obligation rather thanon rights Curlijucis eon 

igit, there is flcgulivaieni expression III Snn s ki- 1 1 for the word 'rights' as &iech ln modern writei onIulflsprwJence
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i ncidental and at time metaphorical. The existing Dbarm4asbastras belong

to the second period. However, we .find references in the DharPiaSb0.St's

to previously existing laws and customs, it 
is obvious that for many

centuries, there existed Gatbas which are mentioned in the Manu.smriti

and the Siw-as 
of Gautama, \'asishtha and others, but of the original form

of those Gathas we know very little. The Smnt;kars are agreed and

common traditions have always accepted that the earliest exponent of

law was Nianu. The Smntis purport to embody one traditional law.

namely the pronouncements of Manu. 2° The Rig Veda enjoins observance

of the ancient rules of Manu: 'Do not take us far awa y from the oath

down to us tram our
rules of dbirma) prescribed by Manu and come

forefatherS- i
 The material of that period available to this da y does not

render much assistance in collating an authenticated account of that body

of original law, traditionally accepted as Manu's law, which indubitably
existed. It was the unsophisticated age during hich were composed a
catena of Stitis, simple and naive, yet adequate for the purposes of

pastoral people and their corporate life. Those early 
Sr,rrcis, composed at

a time when knowledge was imparted catecheticaily, are so far matters
of legendary history and what we know of them is only tram references

to some of them in the extant DharmaShc1St _Jurisprude nce in the

Vedic age was nascent and creative. There IS ancient iteratUre ref1ectin

the continued cultural existence of many centuries luting the 
\'etttc

period, but we do not have that abundant data requisite for the purposes
of the history of that epoch and we know ttuch ess of its Legal history'

The initial difficulty has been the lack of ay
n genuine works ot

historiography and no historical surveyor that first ep
och of legal literature

There Is, however, reliable data of a tong
has so far been accompiishe. 
period of transition between the first epoch and the era ot tte

Dbcrrlflashastras. The Brahma) as. whtch form the second part of the

Vedas. and deal with rituals, and sacrificial rites, belong to this period

during which were formed numerous Shakhas or Schools of the Vedas

and greater emphasis was placed on the supremacy ')f the 
Vedas and

d the rise in power
observance of castes and stages of life All these an 
and dominance of the priestly caste are the features of the period o

transition. In the ancient BrahminiCat society, 
several groups called

charaiaS had been formed. Each of these Charatias had its own Shakba

(branch) of the Veda and had its ov.,n ritualistic and legal codes. Evety

Oarana had also Kalpasilircis, which included the /jranta, the Grihi'

20 ",CL 3,flrti, introjw.1101'l	 tL'i i.'ook.

fl Ma?iah pathab piircUa?1 Jooram ,iaishta. Rig-Veda. VtIL.	 3

22 The Brah,nflPia3 aFe rheologt('dl ires in prose atchd to t i le	 TIi pnflLl.Il

Brahiriaflas are , 'ltcJr€'ra, Shatapatha. Panchauir1i-s' ind Gopatha. TI .ey ioinL deal

with rituals and erficay of aCrlltCeS.
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and the Dbarma Sutros 23 The charanas of the Vedic period 'WCtC calledthe Sanhita cbaran.as, There were similar charauas also in the Brahmana
period that followed. After that, came the period of the Sutra Charanas
The C'haranaii,uha the writings of the earl y tnirnansakars, and the
available Kalpasurras are full of references to those early works and
draw attention to that mass of earls' literature in the form of Ghb'cas,,tra,c
in which were stated the duties and obligations of the Aryan as an
individual arid as a householder. During this period of priestl y dominance,
a good deal that was written was full of elaborate sacrificial technique
and religion assumed a stereotyped form verging on svncretism, However,
it was also the age of protest against that rigid formalism and the time
when the older Loa,zzshads-- were com posed. The bold philosophicj
speculations embedded in the vaka and other earl y UDa;zi,shads
are a reminder of the long journe y from naturaltstic pol y theism to almost
cabalistic ritualism and ultimately to monism. The em phasis now was on
self_realisation, 25 In the held of law also there w 	 uas p:'gress ,\ nanL)erof Sutras written during the later part of the Vedic e poch dealt with le-a
injunctions and customs. These are quoted in Yaska's Arukta, a series
of legal maxims in Suira sryle. 2 There is also date which shows that
towards the end of the Vedic epoch, philosophical and at times legal
disputations were carried on in learned assemblies or parfs/ads. These
debates were responsible for the rise and development of schools of
philosophers, principles of reasoning (dialectics ) and the practice of the
art of discussion. A parallel to this may he noticed in the use of the art
of debate by Socrates for the purpose of eliciting the truth and in the
logical treatises of Aristotle. However, of those legal dis putations in thepari.shads of the learned, no record has been preserved just as no record
exists of those early Suiras from which only a few quotations are to be
traced. All that is known toda y is rh thereexctcd t Vedic Epocn.rules of dhar-ma traditionally regarded as promulgate d by Mario and
Sutras containing aphorisms on law, it would be a misnomer, therefore,
to call this as even a bare outline of the legal literature of that first epoch
of Hindu law.

23 See Dharmajrra I ntroduction to the book
24 The (Jpanisbads are philosophical discourses described as 'ancient rhapsodies oftruth' and denominated as the Vedanta or the concluding treatises of tile VedasSchopenhauer made it clear that his philosoph y was shaped Isv the fundamentalultimate of the tipamshads He stated 'From every sentence, deep original and

sublime thought arise ... It has been the solace of ow life, it will be the solace of nivdeath'.
25 One supplication was for the removal of the veil or obstacle that llicies the reat Theobstacle was described in one of the most quoted of the L1,benrshai-t,c ' ' The goldenlid that covers the face of truth'
26 Yaska, who is very ancient himself, quotes earlier gr.inunarians and etymological

exegetes. Manu emphasised the Importance of MniL'za—)çji Ill

8
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(ii) Era of DharmashastraS
In the three periods stated above, are discernible successive strata of

legal thought, progressive evolution and expansion and growth of a

system of traditional law claiming its oundo	 waon in the la of revelation,

and having the Smritts as its ancient rainework. The era of the

Dhannasbxistras was the golden age of Hindu law. No doubt, the more

critical period was the post-Srnnti penod, when the system became more

refined and ampler, but this second era was the productive period of
Hindu law. It was synchronous with the age of some of the leading

pauisJ,acis, which are instinct with a spirit of inquiry and a passion for

the search of truth about the hidden meaning or things. Truth wins ever:
not falsehood' was the avourte axioin, and the famous invocation was:
Lead me from the unreal to the real: Lead me from darkness to light:

Lead me from death to i llatlio rtality ' . 23 The spirit of the time was naturally

reflected in the a phorisms of law then promulgated and toe influence on

secular matters of the philosophical lmnpuises and tendencies is easil
discernible. However, care was taken in aving down the minimal standards

Of conduct appropriate to the sociery, that was being governed, to see

that ethical judgment should not be allowed to control the operation of

every rule of universal application Even modern urmsprudence, according
to which the functions of low and ethics must be different, does not

require that laws must be ethicall y neutral.

The Smriti Period
Nature of Smritis The hindu ur:sprudence regards: he Smntis, whci1

are often designated as DLiar asbasrrus. as constituting the toundtitmon

.ind important source of law. The term sources or ow USCO :n many

legal treatises on Hindu law and in decisions at the Privy Council is

somewhat amnbmuous. Possibl y it was borrowed from that deparnient t

Roman law entitled Dc jurfs j'oimtthzis. It has in ariv case been found

convenient and useful because in one acceptation of the term, sources
of law are the earliest extant monuments of documents be which existence

and purport of the body of law ma y be known.- he Smritts of

Dharmashasrras are the earliest extant treatises from which our knowledge
of the line of development which Hindu Law had pursued during the
second epoch of its history is derived. Mostly in metrical redactions and

in some cases both in prose and metre, the .STrnritis are collections of

precepts handed down be rishis or sages of antiquity. Composite in their

27 Sa:yarnera jayare ncjiirutam.
28 .4sa10 mam. sad .t,'ainava. airzao main ,)otzrmamflaWa: ,nrmtiOr ,na,nreammianna.

29 The expresstuu used by 1113n y Smruikars is Dhar,naniOOIa . which is ;itso used by
danu. Dharm.asva Iadsi,ana'n is another exprcsson used by Munu. which titeins
direct evidence of Jharma.

9
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character, the principal Sm ntis blend religious, moral, social and legal
duties. The y contain some meta ph ysical speculations, matter sacramental
and also ordain rules of legal rights and obligations. Ethico-religious
obligations were regarded by these exponents of d/jai-ina as more
important than legal obligations. The Smritikars were not always punctilious
about stressing a clear distinction between the positive or law yers' law
and moral law, but this is not to suggest that they were unmindful of
this distinction When necessary , they took care to define this distinction,
as for instance, in the case of the pious and legal obligation of a son
to pay the debt of the father when the debt was not for an immoral or
illegal purpose.

The charge levelled by some western scholars against the authors of
the Sin rUts for a want of precision and discrimination between mor:d and
legal maxims is unreasonable and unfounded but it is unnecessa!-v now
to take any serious notice of the same. The SinriiLc are Dbnrnici.cbn,ctruis
enouncing rules and precepts of di.arma. an expression understood in
a broad and comprehensive sense. .'\ clear perspective of Hindu law is
not possible unless it is properl y appreciated that the blending of religion
and ethics with law by these juris-theologians was in a Jorge measure the
natural results of a philosophy of life, which laid emphasis on the
supremacy of inward life over rhinos external. The acceptance b\ a
corporate society of the connotation of cwry dharma,, which associated
religious and ethical concepts with secular matters was bound to be
projected into its codes of positive law. There are to be found, however,
numerous texts in the S;nritis, illustrative of the distinction between law
and morality applicable to questions where it was felt necessary to
emphasise any SLich point of distinction. The distinction, when not
observed, was because the best rule was regarded as that which advanced
dharma.' Religious iniunctionz and legal precepts were a: rmca ap: iu
be mingled up unless the rules of logic and certain accepted canons of
construction were brought in aici of the ascertainment of the distinction
which nevertheless obtained, 31 It may also be observed that Yajnavalkva
and some other S,nrmnkars divided their treatment of subjects into three
sections, achara. i'vauabara and prayashchitia. The firs: and the last
relate to rules of religious observances and expiation. The earl y writers
laid greater stress on these rules than on rules of zavahara, ie. of civil
law. The later Sin nilkars mentioned above have treated rules of z'Jaea?ara
in separate sections (prakaranas) and exhaustively considered rules of
positive law and Nat-ada and some Sinitikanc have compiled rules only
on zyavahara ' The shrewd practical insight of the Hindu ris/jis, who

U Cf Suinma vato Cs.' quae pro rthgsone for a.
31 See Dbarma. introduction io the 1)00k.
32 I'avahara embraces 1orens' iaw and prJcticL' as weI us rules for puvale acts -and
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were both sages and virtually lawmakers, left very little that was undefined.

At a very remote period, law, was-treated under 18 heads and 132 sub-
divisions and laid down. rules of law both substantive and- adjectival.
Founders of their own jurisprudence, these philosophical jurists-enunciated
and expounded a system of law, which does not suffer in comparison
with Roman law, which inspired the conrinentat codes and much of

English case-law.
By the Austinian principles of jurisprudence or theories of Bentham,

much of the traditional law of ancteni India would be termed as 'morality'
because that law was not a direct or circuitous command of a monarch
or sovereign number to persons in a state of subjection to its author'. The

Stnntis, some of which deal exhaustivel y with various topics of. law and

are generall y referred to as institutes or codes, were not codes in the
strict sense in which a code is not understood, te a single comprehensive

egslative document on any particular topic or branch of law. The extant

S?nrttis were compiled at different times and in different parts of the

country, but the y all purported to record on traditional law. heSinnrz

was not autonomic law, which is the result of a true form of legislation
or is promulgated by the state in its own person. It was not imposed by

any superior authority in inz.tos. There was no dogmatic insistence upon
any fundamental notions of command of a sovereign and habit of
obedience to a determinate person. \Vhar was accepted was the rule-
dependent notion of what ought to be done as agreeable to good
conscience and in conformity with the cherished article of belief that the
fundamental rules of law had been derived from a divine tiuthor. A legal

s ystem is a s ystem of rules within rules; and to sa y rha t a legal system

exist entails not : 1 1 -it there ;s general habit of obecdenc c to ceternuirate
oersons, but that there is a general acceptance of a consnn.:enr 'dIe.
simple ur complex. defining the manner in which the ordinar y rules of

the system are to he identified. One should think not of the sovereign
.irid independent persons habituall y, obeyed, but of a rule providing a
sovereign or ultimate test in accordance with which the laws to be

obeyed are identified. The acceptance of such fundamental constituent
rules cannot be equated with habits of obedience of subjects to detenninate
persons, though it is of course evidenced by obedience to ihe law. 3 The

general effective motive, according to these 5mrftikaz, was observance

of c.i1.:'arma and the sanctions recognised by the people themselves.
Enforcement of law (danda) in the nature of things proceeded from the
sovereign, but one view of the genesis of legal institutes was that the
King and the law were created b y the people. ,\leclhatithi and Vijnaneshvara

33 See Professor Harts I,nrocjuctton to II1010L $ Province oj'Jisrtspriiiei;ct' Determined.
pp xi—xii. Prof Hart 1so refers to Bryce, i'eIsen and ': almond General Crttic,sni of
,-iusnn 's Doctrine of Soeercyritv.
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as also the Mahabbarak and the Arthashasirci of Kautilva maintain the

view that law as enjoined in the Vedas and the Sinnl:s was a popular

origin It was law by acceplance—tus recepiurn—and constituted in pail

of recollections of precepts claimed as of divine origin and in part of
conventional and custc,mar: law The law rested on the quadruple source

already mentioned and the sanction behind that law was not the will of

an y supreme temporal power but that which was inherent in the law

itself and the nature of and sanctir y attached to its sources.

Smritikars The ri'shis who compiled the- Sniritis did not exercise temporal

power no: did they owe their authorit y to any sovereign power. The
authority ot impcmuve character at their legal injunctions was partly
derived from the reverence in which the y were held and the accepted
principle that what they laid down w:s agreeable to good conscience.

What the Srnn'tikars said was regarded as the principle direct evidence

of dharma. Tii Smrfl;ktanc did not arruCare IC themseI"e the position

of law-makers, hut only c l aimed to be exponents of the divine precept.s

of law anci compilers of traditions handed down to them and clung to
that position even when introducing changes and reforms Changes in
the law were primarily effected by the process of recognition of particular

usages (unless the y were repugnant to law) as of binding efficacy

Brihaspau ruled that 'immcmoral usage legalises an y practice' and that:

a decision must not be made solely by having recourse to the letter of
written codes: since, if no decision were made accorchng to the reason of
the law, or according to immemorial usage. there might ne ailurc of
justice.

Acting on these principles, the risbis abrogated practices which had
come to he condemned by the people and ordaned and prcscrtbed rtics
based on practices and customs which had come to be recognised and
followed by the people.

The ,Sniriti texts evince profound acute thinking of the sages and
jurisconsults responsible for them. A remarkable instance of this is furnished
by their treatment of 'ownership' and its comprehensive signification.
Salmond in defining ownership states that 'ownership' in its wide sense
'extends to aL classes of rights, whether proprietary or personal, in rem

or in personant, it-i re propna or in re auiena,.,', There are a number of

texts in the Snmjis on the subject of ownership, which show that the

jurisprudential concepts reflected through them remarkably accord with
the view of the most modern writers on jurisprudence. The basis of what
we know as Holland's theory of 'ownership' as 'plenary control over an
object' and the necessary qualification to the same that the right of

34 Brihaspini, Ii, 26. 28 (SBE Vol >X111).
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ownership must be enjo yed without interfering with the rights of others

has been logically considered by the Sinitikars and those who followed

them, 35 with due regard to the refinements implicit in this theor . Another
remarkable instance was the recognition of 'prescriptions. Although.
Roman law accepted extinctive and acquisitive prescriptions as sanctioned

by unsprudence, modern western lawyers, as pointed out by Sir Henn'
Maine, viewed them firs with repugnance, afterwards with reluctant
approval'. Law, it was said by these Smritikars, should help those who

were vigilant in asserting, their rights and not those who slumbered over
them In their treatment of the law of prescription, these lawmakers

ae'ined practical insigha nd legal acumen of high order Yana'alkva
laid down a period of 2C 1 vca:'s for recm'en' by the lawful owner of land

and 1( years for the recover' of a charte enoved by strarge:* and
Brihaspati ruled that in case of continuous and uninterrupted possession
of land for the pres:ripttvc period there would even as against the
original owner be created possessorv title in favour of the person jr,

actual possession " Thus, lapse of time was recognised both as destructive
and creative of title. A further instance is equall y remarkable 'A fact', it
was said in an apophthegm, 'cannot be altered by a hundred iexts'. 3 An
act done and finall y competed, though it ma y be in contravention of

hundred directory texts (as distinguished from an\ mandatory text. v.,ill
stand and the act will be deemed to he legal and binding This maxim
of Hindu law has been recognised and applied by the courts in cases
of certain questions relating to the validity of marriage and adoption. The
doctrine corresponding to this maxim was faciunt zaIoi qzioa' /ien non

debuit. Also notable was the logical acumen of the Sm ntikars and those
who followed then to harmon:se rules no-, easily reconcilable. The

fallacy of rigid iiterai construction was not overmooked S ynthesis was, as
far as possible. achieved by in effect reiecunc that meaning which was
apt to introduce uncertainrv. confusion or friction ?' In their desire to
adapt the more ancient law to progressive conditions. the y sometimes
resorted to the tavourec contrivance of the jurist by evolving a number
of beneficent and elegant fictions To mention onl y one. the y announced
the identity of the husband and wife and on that assumption, rested the

35 Trtere is an IrisinictivL uI5 ration by Vilnaneslivara on the turiuical concept of
ownership in Ch 11 of the MlaLshIra.

3h Grounds of legal drsabihry were recognised. Thus. for instance, there was exemption
Iroin operation of lunitatton in case of'mmnors, property of the king and deposits
involving the eleinen! o LFUSt.

3	 tirihaspati. IX. 6. 7 (5BE. Vo >X1l1).
38 There has been some conflmn of opinion among Indian murists on the 'question of the

correct meaning of the lteaxiln as stated by lmmutavahana Vacbariasbaten.apm
vas:m:nonvattaaaranasbae:cr CL )DI1. f 434

31j Roman law
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rule [hat in case of a person who died sonless, his widow could succeed
in preference to all other heirs recognised by 1aw.° A ma)um that found
favour was that reason and justice are more to be regarded than mere
texts. Some of the ancient rules of law propounded by these lawmakers
surprise us by their strikingly modem character and remarkable insight
into jurisprudential concepts, for insight does not depend on modernity.

The Smrrtis or Dharmcsba.siras are divisible into two classes. The first

of these are the Sutras. Complete Sutra works contain aphorisms on

sacrifices (shrauta); aphorisms on ceremonies requiring domestic fire
,çrthyci) and aphorisms on law and custom treating of temporal Junes
of men in their various relations isarnayachankrn. The last one of these

three kinds of Sutras are referred to as Dharrnasutras.' Some of them
were written in prose and some both in prose and verse.° The extant
Dharmasutras though part of the Sm rtis of Dhannashastras, being more
ancient, are sometimes differentiated from the metrical versions more
specifically referred to as the Smritis. The principal extant Dharmasutras

are [hose of Gautama, Baudhayana, Apastamba, Harita, Vasishtha and
Vishnu. The Smncis more specifically, the Institutes of Manu. of Yajnavalkva,

Narada and the Smritis of Parashara, Brihaspati. Katyayana and others
belong to the second category of Dharrnashastras and are later in age

than the Dharrnasmetras. The Dharmasimtrcis are sometimes divided into

Purr'a and apara Sturas, the former being the more ancient ot them. but
no list intended to be exhaustive, The Sutras generally hear the names
of their authors and in some cases the names of the Shakha or school
to which the authors belonged. It will suffice to refer only to some of
them in the present context. The Gautarna Dharrriasutra belonged to the

Samavedins. The Vasisbtha Dhcir,nasutra belonged to the Vasishtha group
of Rigvedins and the Apastamnba and the Baudhavana to the Taiturivas.
The rituals of the groups differed in details. The Dhar,nasutras, however,

dealt mainly with duties of men in their various relations and in course
ot time began to be accepteo as of authority by members of all tile
groups.

The Sutra period

Dharmasutras The Dharmasutra of Gautama. Baudhayana, Apastamba.
Narita and Vasishtha are now considered and accepted to be the most

40 Yo Bharta sa sinruangana—.Janusmrdt. IX. 45. Jeevatyardhashareereriharn Katharn
anrab samapnityat..AsiitLasya pro rneecas3'a patnee. tadbhagahareem—Brthaspati cited

mn Sritichandrtka. Mysore SCrLCS No 48, p 0 78. The provisions of the Hindu Women 
Rights to Propert y Act 1937 adapted this Jictto ;tiro.

41 The expression means strings or threads of nuts of dharrna'.
42 The objective of the Smuras or aphorisms was to give in a compressed sty le of

composition, principles and rules with the utmost brevity . The aphorismic style
helped to avoid uverburdening the memory. A trite saying was and author rejoiceth
in the economising at half a vowel as much as in the birth of a son
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ancient of the existing recorded aphorisms on law and custom treating
the duties of men in their various relations. As has been observed:

Though the texts of the Dhar,nasurras have not alwa ys been preserved
with perfect purity , they have evidently retained their original character.
They do not pretend to be anything more than the com positions of
ordinary mortals, based on the teachings of the Vedas, on the decisions
of those who are acquainted with the law, and on the customs of virtuous
Aryans... It is further still possible to recognise, even on a superficial
examination for what purpose the Dharniasutras were originally composed.
Nobod y can doubt for a moment that they are manuals written by the
teacher of the Vedic schools for the guidance of their pupils, that at first
they were heid to be authoritative in restricted circles, and that they were
laler onl y acknowledged as sources of the sacrect law.'

The Dharmasuiras were fascicular rules, which came to be accepted
as records of the one traditional law. They were no: bodies of law
strugiing with each other for recognition. Composed in different parts
of the country and different times they did not present an y anomal y but
tended to slide into each other. In common with most of the
Dhannashastras. they mingled religious and moral precepts with secular
law. Some of them are remarkable for the mariner and vigour of their
expression and the multifariousness of the subjects of living interest
covered by them. Some of these teachers give the impression that they
were free-willed, creative, ideal-harbouring human beings who did not
feel bound by everlasting orthodoxies. In their texts, there are no urgings
to docile and sedulous conformity to every authoritarian mandate of the
ritualists. If an ything, they suggest that confining and endless conformity
is bad for the human spirit. The authors of these Dharmasurra.s took the
law from earlier Gathac, Suiras and customs, which had grown up bit
by bit and reduced them to some sort of order and svmmetrv Some of
these Sutrakars have evolved idioms of expression and contributed a
significant quota to the language of law.

Apastamba The Apas;arn.basutra is probabl y the best preserved of these
Sutras. In a distinguished manner, not free from archaic phraseology.
Apastamba treats certain aspects of the law of marriage and of inheritance
and criminal law. A notable feature of this Sutra is the clarity and
forcefulness of its language. tintampered with by later redactors. it is-one
of the most quoted of the Sutras and accepted as a 'high authority.
Apastamba hailed from the South and it is believed that,in his work were
embodied the customs of his part of the country . Haradatta has written

43 Dr Buhier, Ino-oduci:on to 'The Laws of Monu, Sacred books of the East Series, Vo
25, P X The Stnnrs of Manu and some others were largeK . based on law, which
had partl y been svsiematised by the surrakarr The Dharmasutras supplied the
ground plan for those works
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a commentary on this work, it is entitled UjIvala.. Apastainba ernphasises

the trackitiorrai view that the Vedas were the source (praina'ia) and

nucleus of ail knowledge. He takes care, however, it the cnd ot his

work, to impress his pupils wi th statement; 'Some declare that the remaining
duties (which have not been taught here) must be learnt from -women
and men of all castes . He also states: The knowledge which.. women

possess is the completion of all study'. 5 Haradatta explains this as in part

referable to the science of useful arts and other branches of 4rthasha-srra,

which latter expression he uses as embracing all general knowledge. The
classical Sanskrit writers including Kalidasa endorse this pithy maxim in
some ohrases. The expressions 'knowledge' and 'completion of all stud.",
were presumably used by Apastamba bearing in mind the rule that wide
and comprehensive meaning must be attributed to word, if they are fairly

susceptible of it.

Gautama The Gantamadharrnasutra is probably the oldest of the extant

works on law and as already pointed out belonged to the Saruavedins.
The injunction that it was the duty of the King to preserve intact the
time-honoured institutions of each country and make authoritative the
customs of the inhabitants of different parts of the country ust as they
are stated to be, favoured by Manu, Brihaspati. Devaia and other writers

of the metrical Smritis, does not appear to have been quite established

at the time of Gaurama. 7 it would seem. however, that by the time of

Baudhayana, the rule was firmly es tablished . * 4 Ga,eta,nadharrnasiira is

in prose and treats extensively of matters legal and religious importance.
These include questions of inheritance, partitions and stricThana. Gautaina

attaches adequate importance to tradition and practices and usages or
cultivators, traders, herdsmen. moneylenders and artisans. Fin radatta lias

written a commentary also on the work of Gautama.

Baudhayana Bat idhayanasutra is not available i n Its integrate form.

What we have is a dismembered work, wiiicii according LU tiiC :carchca

of Dr Burnell consists of four prashnas. of which the last '.vouid seem

from intrinsic evidence to be an interpolation. There is evidence, both

internal and external, to suggest that Budharanasutra is older than

..l pasta mbasura. Dr Buhler has examined various arguments which go to

establish the high antiquity of this work." t Baudhaysna is rather elaborate

44 11, 11, 29, 15.
45 LI, 11, 29, 11.
46 Yasmin deshc pnre,ii7'atne Ira ud e na,'arep1va: v:'atra vtht:o dbartnasta,n dijarma,,

na eicbalavef.
47 Gauarna, however. Jcs 'jv that the Laws of countries, casies and Liinilies ',hoiitd

be recognised in adiiunistering justice—XI, 20.
48 See Baudhayana. I. 1. 2, 1-15.
49 Gautarna, XI. 21.
50 SBE Vol XIV, p xx.vii.
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in his treatment and discursive. He himself says: 'This teacher is not
particularly anxious to make his book short'. Baudhayana treats of a
variety of subjects including inheritance, sonship. adoption and marriage.
He mentions a number of usages and practices of the people and refers

to Certain customs prevalent onl y in the South. one of them being

marriage with the daughter of a maternal uncle. He also mentions some
customs which were peculiar to the people living in the North. two of
them being trading in arms and going to sea. He also speaks of the levy

of sea-customs ad va1oren0 and of imposition of excise dut y oil

by the king.

Harita Harita is another Sufraar whose work deserves special notice

One of the most quoted of the earl exponents of i:iw, he is mentioned

as an autborit by Apastamba and some other coapilers of Dharmasntras,

and possibly his work is one of the oldest Dbarmasiitras so far known

to he in existence. His treatment follows the same pattern that is adopted

by the early Sutra1,ars. Harita is freely quoted also by the commentators.

A verse ascribed tc Hartia is reminiscent of the stage of progress that
Hindu law had made even during the first period of the era of the

Dijarmashastras; when the defendant avers that the matter in controversy

was the subject of a former litigation between hint and the plaintiff when
the latter was defeated. the plea is a plea of forme:uclgment—pragi1a,va

This is similar to the doctrine of resjzidtcala and the cxceplio res,judicatae

of Roman law.

Vasishtha Of the Dharma-cutra of \"asishrhc. not much is extant. He

deals inter alia with source and jurisdiction of law and rules of inheritance.
marriage, adoption and sonship. Vasishiha stresses the importance of

usage and describes it as a supplement to lay, A number of manuscripts

of this Sierra have been translated and published and opinion is divided

on the question of the authenticity o: certain chapters. Vasishtha gives an

interesting description of .4n'at'arta (the country of Arvas). He adds that,

according to man y writers, its northern and southern boundaries were

respectively the Himalayas and the Vindhva range.' and goes on to state
that customs which are approved in any countrv must be everywhere

acknowledged as authoritative.5

Vishnu Vishnu is another Sutrakar whose collection of aphorisms is

entitled to consideration among the ancient works of this class, which

have come down to our time. Vishnu ts one of the Smtiti.&'ar. mentioned

51 1, 1, U, 1-4.
52 1. ii:, 18, 1.1.
53 1. IC. 15, 15.
5	 1, t. 9. 12. 13.
55 1, Ii:, II—Provided ihev are not contrar y to the poll,
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in the enumeration of '{ajnavalkya, 56 but an examination of the extant
work clearly shows that its author has copiously borrowed from .t!awsmriti
and other standard works and must have adopted as the basis of his
work, an ancient collection of aphorisms intituled Vishzusii.'ra. The bulk
of the extant work consists of rules in prose composed in the laconic
style of the early sutrakars, but most of the chapters conclude wuh
metrical verse. It deals with rules of criminal and civil law, inheritance,
marriage, debt, interest treasure trove and various other subjects.
Nandapandita himself an erudite writer on law, has written a commentary
of Uishnusutra known as the Vaijava7jti.57

Of other ancient authors of Dharinasiuras very little is known, althouh,
the aphorisms of some of them, mostly remnants, are to be found
mentioned in the works of later com p ilers of the Dbarmashaszi-a.s. Of
those, mention must be made of the brothers Shanklia and Likhita, the
co-authors of a Dharrnaszura bearing their names. In and oft-quoted
verse from Paratharasmruj, the Dharrnczsiitra of Shanklia-Likhita is given
considerable prominence. The Dharmasutra of Ushanas is mentioned by
Yajnavalkva in his enumeration. The author appears to have aserthed his
work to Ushanas, who is probably Shukra, the mythological preceptor
and the regent of the planet Venus. An oft-quoted text of Ushanas is that
the son is under no pious obligation to pay a fine or the balance of a
tine or a tax (or toll)' due by the father; nor is lie bound to pay a debt
due by the father which is not proper.5"

Importance of the Dharmasutras The great importance of those works
today is not so much in their texts as in the concepts jf Jurisprudence
reflected through. thetr medium and the historical value of their contents
and the reference that is traceable in them to prc :ouslv unrecorded
custom, and cn'stallisamion n the form of precepts Of isaes and practices
and the transformation of these into constituent law. Gautama in
enumerating the sources of the sacred jaw speaks ut We 'c/ id tiLe
tradition and practices of those who know (the 'ëdas). The chapter on
duties of a king also states that his administration of justice shall be
regulated by the Veda. the institutes of the sacred law and the laws of
countries, castes and families provided they are not repugnant to the
sacred records: There are similar express texts recognising custom as a
source of law (dharrnamooiarn) and also references both direct and
implied to various customs in the Dharmaszitras mentioned above, sliowint

56 See S,nririkars. Introduction to the book.
57 A translation of Vshr:ttsittra by Dr Jolly was published in the SBE Series, Vol \
58 Ushanas is mentioned as in ancient seer in the Bhaavad Gira Dioursc X, 37.
59 Na i.yavahartka.
61) 7 . 1,	 ; XI. 19-21, 585. VOL II.
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that the law was traditional and that custom was a constituent part of it.1

It may be of interest to underline some of the liberal rules relating to
the status and rights of women, vmch found favour with these early
exponents of law. Remarriage of widows and divorce are recognised in

some of the old texts `2 in Visiniisutra, it is stated that on partition

between brothers after the fathers death, not only are the mothers
entitled to share equally with their sons, but unmarried sisters are also
entitled to their aliquot shares. These teachers of the Vedic schools
brought a virile mind to the deposits of the legal thought and traditions

of the past. Acclaimed propounders of the earl y Smn', law, these 5itraL'ar.

primaril y sought to express the cO,nmimLc s&',1Ieflhia of the Inclo-Arvans

and were unanimous in their appeal to customart law. This adherence
to the doctrine of accepted usage and the enoined uurv of the interpreter
of law to see that customs. practices and tamil% usages prevailed and
were preservec one o the outstanding features ot Hindu jurisprudence.

Chronology of Dharmasutras Of th y Dhar?nasulrco we have some

reliable history. thou g h the tash of the historian in tixinc the chronology

of these works has been indeed hard. However, the problem of determining

the dates of the leading Dbarmasutras and Sinrtis was so fascinating and
opened up such a vast field for reconstruction, that during the last

hundred y ears some jurists and scholars, both European and Ind ,--in. have

craicall\ and with meticuhous care examined the available data and
relevant criteria and assigned the approximate dates of the compilation
cf these works. There have been many handicaps to the task of fixation

of the dates of the vartou' .Dbarinasutras. A number of earls' Dharmasu!ra,c
are not available. Nor are available the compiet tcxls of all the extant

Smntr.c. Then again, some texts attributed to some of the anciem exponentr

of law are to he gathered onl y from later worts which quote them as

authority . Of the :tvaiiabie Doarniashasiras,sonie ouote with approval

previous works but do not throw any light on tue question of their age.

In case of some of these Dharrnashastra.s. it is not possible to rule out

the existence of interpolations, and in case of Ofle or two of tileni. there

are manifest indications of subsequent remodelling of the texts. in these
circumstances, the conclusions reached must often be of necessity rest

with the fixation of the approximate century during which the particular

Dharmashastras must have been compiled. There was a sharp controversy
amongst some earlier Western and Indian scholars on the question of the

tit Aci'orthng it kniiiar. jurisprudfricc t 1oinr law obtains Js posiii\ e lw hr virRw

of thc consensus :izeni nut. Itotintar. states n,n quid incerev, popuiiis stiffra8ie
uiu,ira:e,n sown deriarct, an rebus Jp.cis er Jaciis*iteo. i. 3, 3.

62 Vasistha XVtt, 2-7 SBE. Vol XI\' This wa in consonance with Rida, IUM lb.

63 Matarab pizraboaganusa rena bhagabariuvah aniidhtsasoacha dihi:arai—Vtshnu,
15, 35
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chronology of the I)Iarmashastras. There is even now some difference
of opinion amongst the Indian jurists and scholars themselves as to the
rime when some of the Qjiarmashcfs(rc7s were first reduced to writing in
the form in which they are extant. According to some of the earlier
Western writers, the Smntzs were reduced to writing some centuries later
than the dates assigned to them by Indian jurists and scholars. It has
been the opinion of the Indian critics that on this point, some western
scholars often indulged in a priori reasoning and based theirconclusion
on unsound analogy. An anal ysis of the reasons in support of their
conclusions given b y some eminent jurists and scholars, both European
and Indian, would suest that the Dharmaszjt,-as of Gautaina, H;iudbavana
Apastamba and Vasishtha mist have been recorded between :tbout 3Q0
BC and 300 BC. Dr folly has tried to prove that .'lpastaoziJac,,rrcl is the
oldest of these. Ma hainahopadhvava Kane puts the time of
Gaiitamadha,',, i ,jra before the spread of Buddhism and his opinion
5 that this Sutra cannot be placed later than the period between 'jOO-
00 BC. 6 The age of Chandragupta .\laua, which is reliabl y fixed as 321

BC co 297 BC is the sheet anchor of Indian chronology.. \Imost cqiahlv
useful is the date of Panini who lived probabl y soon after 500 BC'.'
Some Sansk-ritmsts on the other hand have made claims of greater antiquity
Car some of the extant Dbarmasbasrras. The y also rely on certain data.
However, it seems unnecessary to join in the desire to go as far bacI
as possible for the purpose of enhancing the importance of these ancient
authorities on law.

Yajnavalkya's Enumeration In a verse of Yajnavaikya are enumerated 20
of the Dhc.irmashastras, all bearing the names of the rishis In whom their
authorship was ascribed. Manu, .rti. Vishnu, Harita. Yajoavalk i. Uslian:is
.\ngiras. Yatna, .\pascamnba, Samearta, Katvavana Bribaa','. P arashari,
Vvasa, Sankha, Likhita, Daksha. Cautaina. Shatatapa, and \isishtlia are
mentioned as founders of fl rn,ay/2(lsrras ((' The '.'erse obviously vas
penned by a later redactor and the list is illustrative and not exhaustive
Narada, Baudhavana and some others not mentioned br are among the
recognised compilers of law

64 Vol I, p 19.
65 MacdonelI India s Past. p 13(1 Panini is the author of a work on eraiiiiiiar described

as montiniunc of thoroughness and algebraic brevit y Panjni gives ne data of
considerable anport2ncv IC) the historian (Dr RK .'. T c sokerh j Hi,ith, Ciz.'ilizatjo,iCh VI).

66 Dbarniashastrap,.a .ajj. ;, C. 4, 5. In his Vir;zayasind1, i g KiitiiIikir:i refers to over100 S,nrrtrs Slanv of those mentioned b y butt 1)1cc not been found.
67 The Padinaptiraza lists 36 compilers of law. The flame Of .-\fii iilcfltioned in

}'ajnaz . alkyas,nriti is not iiientione'J To the other 19, are added .\lLrichj, Pulasya,

l3a
Prachetas, Blirigu, Narada, Kash'apt, Vislivantitri Devila. Rislnishrunga, Girgvi,

udha yana I'aithinashi Javali. S:ioi;tntti . Parasfti ri . t.kiks1uj and Kuihuitti.
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Of the numerous Smritis, the first and foremost in rank of authority
is Manustnnli or the Institutes of Mann. There is a striking resemblance
and agreement among the Smrilis on many questions, and they purport
to embody one traditional law. All the Srnnt,s in course of time Caine to
be regarded as of universal application l'o greater authorit y was attached
to one than to another S7777-712

'

 except in case of Maiz,,stririli, which was
received as of the highest aurhorirv. it was not as if any one S,nnt, was

taken as in substitution for another on any particular aspect or branch
of law or as of greater authority in any part of the country. but the y were
all treated as supplementary to each other.

Manusniriti Mafl;isiiiri!2 or lnstitute- of Mann is by common tradition
entitled to a place of precedence among all the 5;nni:s The othet
Smn:iA.'ai themselves subscribe to this view. Opinion, however. is divided
on the question of the identit y of Mann. It seems impossible io offer any
strong data one wav or the other on the somewhat fascinating riddle as
to the idcnitv of thy original law-gi er or to point out the specific rules
of law promulgated by him and preserved as part of the extant Code.
There is a striking resemblance and agreement among the 522rilis and
they purport to embod y one traditional law often stated to be the
pronouncements of Mann. who was accepted as the first expositor of law
and often reverentl y reteiTed to by the Srnrt'tikars in the pluraL's ;najesia.tiIs.
The ancient law existed before writing was invented 4nd human memory
had to be its sole repository . It was not static, but a growing s ystem and
was handed down for centuries from preceptor to disciple in succession
In course of time had come the Gathas and Siirras of the Brahmana
period, and after that came the Dbarrna.cnimas All these were
supplementing, altering and gradually moulding the ancient traditiona.
law into system. This evolution was going on for man y centuries and s
was going on the process of lawmaking with a body of customs taking
and receiving recognition from time to time and itself forming a constituent
part of the traditional law. The rules of law attributed to Manu, the firs:
patriarch, were hounc to come up continuousl y for consiocration and
application and the exponent or interpreter of law had to take account
of the law at the time extant and also attach adequate importance to
growing usages and customs. The accretions were naturally accepted as
part of the same law and having the same obligatorv force as the original
rules. The fixation of these rules was obtained when the Code itself was
compiled and bore the name of Mann. the original exponent of law. The
Code is not in the language of Vedic times and it is obvious that it was
reduced to writing at a later period. The d3.e of this compilation in its
extant form, can now fairl y and reliabl y he fixed as about 200 BC, but
there is little historical data about its actual author. The Code contains
interesting parallels vitli other works and the author, whatever his real
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identity was, appears to have compiled an exhaustive code binding on
all and identified it with the most familiar and venerated rointe of Ma-nu,
the primeval legislator. The Dharmasbastras right down from the Rig-
Vedic age copiously ref to the opinions of Manu and of Manu
Svayambhuva. Then again, there are references made to Prachetasci
Manu and Vriddha Manu. References are also made to Ma,iuclljarmasmra
Evidence about Manu traditionally accepted as the first exponent of law
cannot altogether be said to be scanty, nor is there any conclusive data
to establish his identity. There is not much reason however, for the
student of [-linclu law to make himself uneas y over the Paucit y or
uncertainty of evidence regarding me identity of die real author of the
extant .iia?izIsmntx or or the original Manu whose name it bears. What
is of importance and consequence is the paramount authorit y of Manti
It has been repeatedly asserted and affirmed that the aLlthoritv of the
precepts contained ill 	 Manzismriti was beyond dispute.

Commentaries on Manusmriti ' he extant Code, of Manu compiled ill
about 20 0 BC was obviously an answer to a long-felt desideratum because
the legal literature of :he Dharmaswra period had not produced any
work, which could meet the requirements of a compendium of law in
all its branches. The unique position acquired by it as the leading Sm;'fti
and effectuall y of the most authoritative reservoir of law'.v'as due both
to its traditional history and the systematic and cogent collection of :uies
of existing law that it gave to the people with clarity and in ianuae
simple and easy of comprehension Analogy, though imperfect. of the
codex Theodoszamts, a compilation promulgated in 429 :\D :incl the
codexJzistiniazus compiled in 528 AD may serve to give and idea of the
purpose achieved by the Institutes of ManuP Virtuall y :lmounring to a
recasting in a convenient and easily accessible form of the whole of the
traditional law, it appears to have in practice replaced on matters covered
by it the use of the rules of law stated in earlier (7athas and ctirms and
the chapters oil in the Dharrnas,itras, most of which ii has
practically embodied. The Code is divided into 12 chapters. In the eighth
chapter, are stated rule on IS subjects of law—intituled titles of
which includeinclude both civil and criminal law. 59 In the later treatises, other

8 An examination of the depannienis of law dealt with in Maniis;nrtt: will liow that
S was a complete code embracing alt branches of law and was suitable to cottdimorit
ihen prevalent and the extcencies of the tulle. The colonial expansion of mdci at one
time embraced .ulmoot :he world of South-east ,-\la. it ma y he of ouitc inivrcst to
nonce that the rt:tuute of ,l:inu was authoritativel y a.ociated wich the Ltxvs of many
countries in that vast region. Oil facade of the !cgu ' l:itiire l)tiilding in \t:mnila. the
capital of the Philippines, are four figures representing the culture of that country.
One of the figures is of .\lanu.

69 Manusmuriti, VTtf 4-7. The 18 titles are: 1. Recovery of Debts: [I. l)cpmit and pledge:

cviii i?z1,9u/ on the ':t'Xt pai,'c
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Smntikars have mostly followed this division and the nomenclature
adopted in the Code except that the ninth division of Manu was dropped
and the title of prakiruaka (miscellaneous) was suppiemented' The
author of the extant Smriri may not have been the originator of the
famous division, but it appears to have been a traditional classification
accepted and popularised by him.

The rules of law laid down in Manusinriti and its most characteristic
doctrines have toda y their practical importance in this that the Code is
a landmark in the history of Hindu law and a reservoir to which reference
ma y a! times become necessary for the proper appreciatton of any
fundamental concept or any question involving first principles. Laws o
inheritance. property , contracts, partnership, master and servant are sonic'
of the branches of law comprising the (.,ode. The Code records many
genuine observances of the ancient Hindu and gives a \ i% id ide:, of the
customs of the societ y ;hcr. extant The ordtnancc 01 Manu is based or
ancient usages. Predominance was to be given to approved usage in 11

matters: Let even- man, therefore... who has a clue reverence for the
supreme spirc which dwells in him, diligentl y and constantl y observe
immemorial custom. Thus, have the hol y sa,.es, well knowing that
is grounded on immemorial custom, embraced, as the root of all piety
P-usages long established. 'A King... must inquire into the law of
castes (tat:). of districts Lauapada.'. of guilds (.ciFe,u. and of families
ku/a), and settle the peculiar law of each. in his survey of the duties

of the King. Manu stresses the importance of daizda, which connotes the
sanction behind the power of the king to restrain transgressions of law
and to inflict punishment on offenders. The a'micia alone governs al
protected beings, alone protects them, watches over them while the\
sleep: the wise declare i: 'id: be identical with) the law. Otlie:' leading
Sntnuikars echo this punitive clement of the theory of kingship. Of the
numerous English translations of the Code, the one that has often been
referred to is that Dv Dr Buhler, which vvals published in the Sacred book'
of the East Series in 1886.' A number of commentaries were written on

ti: . Sale	 ',ih(,Ii ownership; 1V c.oncert-s 1il1oflst pa; luLl ..	 r(csiiunrtu >I' I I guti
\' Non-pavluIen of wages or hire; V` 	 of :igiccil eni.'. \'ttt Peeicic';:
of sale and purchase: IX. Disputes htwcen master and N,2ivani. X DiLput;	 i'egardxn
boundaries; XI. Assault. XII. Defamation: Xitt Theft, XIV Robber y and violence: \'\'
Adi Iier' . X-\'! . i)ui ue 01 luma n and wile; X\'l I Partition (o` ml leriwn C	 mid \'\t' I
(autililing and betuni.,
For l:l't:tflCe see .Varadasno'rsj' X\'tli.

11 ,'t'talIiusnirm'ti, \jfl 41, 46.

72 \1!. lb

73 Mc n.t on here nov be made tO th c t ra::! a dan	 Mn ntis,? ''I.'; I y, Sir \V'i lint itt Ion''
whucl, came out in 1 79-1 In his prefa(-e, lie ol)erVed'
Thr' st y le of it (Ma,uuus,nrüfl has a cenaun austere iii;Ilestv. ih;it u)kuncls like ihe
langiI:uuc of Iersl;,tuor and exltons a respectful awe: the sentiment, of independence
On all l,clnit ' tin Cod inc! toe hars;i adllbonution?, C"Ct' to kitte' .t,e rub noble.
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Manus Code during the post-Smnti period by Medhatithi, Govindaraja,
Kulluka and others. Kullukas text has been referred to for centuries in
India and Dr Buhiers trnslacion was made from a recension of Manu
given by Kulluka. Mahamahopadhyaya Sir Ganganath Jha has published
volumes on the .Llauus,nnti with Medhatithis commentary.

KuLLUKA Of the commentaries on Ma,iusmriti. the most notable is
Jlanvartharnukcava/i of Kul]uka. In the preface to his translation of
fanusrnriti, Sir William Jones observed:

It ma'i perhaps be said very truly that it is the shortest vet the most
luminous, the least of ostentatious vet the most learned. deeoest vet the
most agreeable commentary ever composed on :inv author. ancient or
modern

Obviousl y , this was superlative praise. Kulluka treely quotes Medhacithi
and Govinclara 1 a and attack some at their explanations and comments in
a trenchant manner. :-le directed the shafts of his sarcasm against them
and his remarks when he derides them arc spiced . jib malice and itiade
in poor taste. lie refers to some of the observations of Govindat-aja with
sarcastic mockery and in a manner reminiscent of some of the neatest
and most pointed of the eighteenth century English satirists There was
no limitation to Kulluk:i's egotism as might be seen from his own
assessment of his exposition and ability as a couinientator but it be said
chat he was a legist of the first rank. His forte was an ability to reduce
difficult rules to the simplest language and logic. There is no obscurity
about his sty le. Master of his subject. he is not altogether free from
sophistry in his reasoning. There can. ho,-,,-ever, be no doibt that the
merits of Kullukas work and or his original technique as a critic are
outsianoing. His elucidations and :inupiitIcatioris of sonic laconic expressions
and curious terms used b y \ Ia nil a ril nip Th srI obcurttv of ,laaua
texts have for centuries been at great assistance, and his
Jlanwarrhez,n:ikraia/i is a very valuable production.

MEDHA TITH! Of further commentaries of Jtam,srnrit/, which are many,
reference ma y only be made to those of Mecihatithi, and Govindaraja.
NIedhatithi, although he shows great veneration for Manu, states that
Pr-ajapati Manu of the Smriti was:

a particular individual perfect in the stud y of marty branches of the
Veda, in the knowledge of its meaning and in the performance of its
percepts, and known through the sacred tradition which has been handed
down in regular succession.

74 Vyakbyataro ito	 u i -aba rep ya nvato th irlabbam vab.
75 t. 58.
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Medhatithi sorhetimes resorts to general propositIons, which expose
him to the attach :hat he i s begging the question. in matters of law.
general statement. unless they weld a formidable mass of particulars, can
rarely be convincing. They merely convey nothing but a benevolent
yearning'. Kulluka clues not tail to criticise Medlatithi lot this tendency
of his. As a rule, lecihatithi's interpretations and comments are instructive
and dependable, although, sometimes he indulges in casuistic subtlety,
as for instance, when he explains awa y the oft-quoted verse of Manu
permitting remarriage of a widow. This not to disparage the merit of his
work which is cooiouslv informative and a landmark in the legal histor
of Hindu law, and it seems onl y right to add that most of. broad
propositions are the result of reflective generalisarions... .ledhatithi shows
perfect mastery of the /ili,nansa rules and adniir:ible legal acumen. in his
41a?l,Ibbas,5v'a, he cites freel y from earlier Ddci'niasiiiras. His citations
are apposite and selected onl y for :lie purus o elucidation and a
times for extrcti ng principles.

Co''vu.R.4J., Tile .'ifOUi('&iO of c,o\'incirata, despite some lapses, gives ii
faithful explanation of the texts of the Sriirrtj and is a reliable commenran'.
There is not much subtlety . However, there is depth. Govinclaraa
sometimes illustrates the obvious and is rather elaborate in treatment. He
is patiently anal y iic'and pedestrian, but sound jr hi exposition.

Yajnavalkyasrnriti )'zjuarialLi'asrnrizr or the Institutes of Yajnavalkva, it
would seem from relative criteria, must have been compiled in about the
first centun' alter Chnst. Acearding to one tradition. Risb Yajnavalkva
was the grandson of the redoubtable ro yal sage Vish\amit'a. In the
introduction to the Code, it is mentioned tfl:1 i: was in an assemble of
sages that this Dbarinashassro was pronounced be YaIna'alkva. It is also
stated in. this .Sii:ri;;. that the compiler was the same person who was the
author of the Bribada,'a,:'i'aka Lpaizisbad The more acceptable view
seems to be that the Code was not authored b y the sage of that Upanishad,
but was the work of a follower of Yainavalkva, w'lin hid his identity
behind the name of the venerated ns/i. Support is ic be derived for his
view from a scaterlient in the iifrak.sliai'a of Vijnaneshvarta, the celebrated
expositor-v treatise on this SmrUr. The Code contains man y parallels with
other citis nd draws u pon and quotes from several of them. Yainavalki
states that the ordained foundations of dbarma are The Sbruif, the
Smrrn, the approved usa ge, what is agreeable ic one's self (good
conscience) and desire sprung fr-urn chic deliberation' -- The last part of

cii, )'ajnacaIkasinnzz ltHlu.
I '. 'i'ijnavalkva enuincrate in 	 ,iii	 if ni ried.ie and
di,ia 'lila The fou r I 'eda i hen 1\	 P Ql  ,	 su 'i-id Li I '.'. 7el,	 an dhar,nasbas! ins
ilL .'t!inia,Isa .untJlnlriL ruvi i,: C.\eCi,e the .\ tai'a IL	 I''!	 III rot)lt\' aflln
I'uraiias or record, Q .Ifli ilililiS —'i, 3
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this text would seem to add one more source of law to those enumerated
by danu The oft-quoted words of Manu: Yet karma kurr'atosya sat

paritoshantaratmanab .', which emphasise satisfaction of the inner self

as one of the indices 8f dharrna, and the expression desire sprung from
due deliberation' have no bearing on positive law ano must be read as

having references to ctharrna in its ethical sense. The selt-satisfaction'

mentioned in this context is not an y one's self-satsfaction, but of those

good persons who were learned in the ¼'das.° The words desire sprung

from due deliberation' do not incorporate any doctrine of private judgment
in law.

The Code of Yajnavalkava is in the main work founded on .tlanusinntz.

but the treatment here is more logical and synthesised. On a number of

matters and particularly on question of status of Sudras, of women's right
of inheritance and to hold property, and of criminal penalty , Yajnavalkva,

although a follower of conventional conservatism is decidediv more
liberal than Manu. The influence, though not direct of Buddha the
enlightened' and Buddhism on the i'var'ah..ra part of dbarma ol its

Srnnti arid the Sinnti of Narada cannot be ruinimiseci. Bucidhas reachings,

and particularly his message of universal compassion, naturally had eftect
on certain invidious and rigorous aspect of law and this is retlected if,

the Stnriti of Yajnavalkya. Punishments prescribed in ilus Code are
comparatively less severe in case of number of offences. There ii greater
recognition of rights of women and ot the status of Sudras. Yainavaikya
deals with a number of subjects and deals exhaustively with the law of
mortgages and hypothecation. I-Ic also deals with partnership and
associations of person interested in joint business ventures:

A number or traders, .arrving on trade or making prorit, snail shaic protit
and loss according to their respective snare or according o the compact
made between rheiiiselves. If an y ineniber Or a compan y does at-. .ict.
forbidden by the general body, or without (heir permission or negligently.
and thereb y causes a loss. he shall have to mnderminity the odiers for the

same.

(iii) The Post-Smriti Period

Ade q uate importance has not been given in hi i,sotrt.' to rules o

procedure. There are quite a number of verses in Yapiazaikvtrsmritt.

which shows that the law of procedure and evidence to be followed in
civil disputes had made considerable progress by the time of Yajrumvalkya.

There are no and technicalities, but it is clear that b y that time some

• 8 ,iiamts p nrjjj. U. 12-
79 Maui sm rat. IV. !61.
80 Medhatithi, 11, 6.
81 It, 262, 263, cf Vot: Sock'!as Ca con 1ractmisjirisgenhiuin. ono'fldei coiscnsii coustO?is.

scinper re honesta. do liccri ox da'nur conrnni'xto're'.
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elements of strict procedure had been found necessar y and desirable.
Yajnavalkya endorses the rule of pleading, which insists upon all material
facts on which a party relies being Set out in his Statement of claim or
defence.

DEVELOPMENT OF LAW OF PROCEDURE

That which is not alleged does not in the eye of law exist even though
as matter of fact it might so cxist ' . Yajnavalkva does not confine justiceable
matters to the IS titles popularised b y the author Of Mai,usrnritj.
Vvavaharapada. a case for judicial proceeding, arises if any right of a
person is infringed or an y wrong is done to him in contravention of the
Srnrzzis or customary law.' There are some remarkable verses in
M1,2aralk)anr1r, which challenge an y possible assertion of divine right
of kings. He exhorts the king to he modest, even-minded and righteous,
to give himself in service of his subject and to daily look iter the
administration 1 justice. The injunction is: 'whether a brotlie,....son . a
Preceptor... none can escape from the punishment of the king, if he
deviates from the performance of his own cluties'.t

Yajnavalkya on the whole is scientific and constructive. Although he
is at times unduly elaborate. there is in his work on most of the matters,
rigorous exclusion of the inessential. Most of his legal precepts though
succinctly stated are full of juridical meaning and impoi-t. Sometimes, he
introduces in his language an audacious trick of phrase. He has enriched
the vobuIarv of law with some expressions remarkable for their precision
and significance. It is true that the authontv of )anava11.'i'asmriii was
greatly enhanced by the edifice of Mitakshara raised u pon it by
Vi;ananeshwara and which commentary is today of pre-eminent impoonace
in the greater part of India.` That does not, however, detract from the
merits of the work, which has alwa ys been accepted as one of the three
principle Codes am gon the D1.'armashas:ras and referred to as high
authority by commentaioi -s of repute and in decisions of the Priv y Council

82 Mtrakihara II 19

83 1. 5 ,Srnritvacbara t.capetena margettadharshiiai, paraib. Auedt'afj chedra,in
1Y3vahar2Padam lu car.	 -

8-i F 358.
85 For instance. ihu verses rei;itin to partition and the texts about paflition per stripes

between the members of different branches of joint family . Division of propem
rebus sic sra,rnhicc is implicit in those Riles. Also, the rule about priorn\ of the title
in case of successive htvpoihecations or sales—Il, 23 and the rule :uhotii ascert;minnient
of shares of partners-11. 259.

86 in staling the familiar erimnples of act of .slte:ir......... u God resulte'o in fi-ustrai on
of contract he uses onl one word namclv, the collipourid expression ra ia-dai t ilAia -
For sources c' law he used the signifie:tnt expression 'gnapaLtabesumr

8' For cut hcr immt prur-manr coitititenta ries on }i,'utat alI:j a see irtuud I ct ion to lhu Ixxih Fo
tnt roduct on to he ho1,i.
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Na ra da sm riti

VaraciasrnrE1, also knovn as \?araciva6ibarmaShaStrC1: was compiled in
about 200 AD. Narada purports to accord with the ancient writ when he
professes merely to be a compiler of [he traditional law handed clown
from the time of Manu. In the introduction to his Code, N.Irzida stales
that it is an abridgement of the larger work of Manu said to have
originally been in one hundred thousand verses. The Code of Narada lia
come down to us in its integrity. It begins with an introduction and the
treatment of the subject is divided into two parts. The first deals with
judicature and the second enumerates and discusses with remarkable
clarity , the 18 titles of law contained in the .tfanmesrnntf. Clarity and

fidelity to the texts of Manu are not, however, the only merits of the
Code. Although, there s a faithful similitude with certain texts of Mono.
Narada differs from him on a number of interesting and important points.
He is categorical and emphatic in his statement that custom is powerful
and overrides and text of the sacred iaw His york is systematised and
he is exhaustive in his treatment. I-fe does not show an y servile adherence
to the views of his illustrious predecessors; nor does he shrink From
stepping in and declaring rules in conformity with the changes that had
taken place in social, economic and political conditions. One great merit
of this Smnti is that it states the law in a straightforward ttianner
logical sequence, which is readily assimilated and in a style which is
both clear and attractive. There is euphony in a number of verses of
Narada, but he never sacrifices precision to euphon y . Narada is renowned
for the advanced and progressive view expressed b y film on a number
of matters A feature of his Smn'ti is that it deals solely with law (m'yot'ahara)

and does not contain sections on cmchara or pra3'ashchltta. Some of the

topics of law dealt with b y Narada are inheritance, ownershi p . property.
tzifts and partnership, lie also treats inter olin of the age of :naIorirv.'
shares of widow and unmarried sister on partition between sons, and
recognises separation and remarriage by a woman in certain
circumstances.') " Narada gives some detailed rules relating to payment at
interest. After stating the general rules relating to interest, he adds :hnt
there can be special rules recognised by usage. There are some reles
founded on principles, which are recognised as sound under the modern

88 The colophon in one manuscript in Nepalese eltaructe esatnined 1w Prof Jolly 'it:
Mona uadhar nashosrc Varackiproistaya m Sanib itoyan:

89 Vyavaharo hi balovan dhanna.cten at'ahiyaie—IV. 40. Jw.tincin s compilations are
collectively referred to in modern legal literature as the Co:pus jurts cwiis. In the
digest, which is a part of the sonic, sometimes culled the Pour/errs in states: Qi,arL'

rcctS,sime ilizid reception est, ut 1ces non so/it/n sit/fi'agio a , t5atoris. crl ella/n 1Oct10

consenslt ornin itt/it per desuetudinem ahrotztr.
90 Narada uses the expretoiOn Vyai'aharajiiah' to denote one who is sit: juris.

91 XII, 96-101.
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on the subject of interes: In certain cases of loans, where no interest
is stipulated interest can begin to run from the date of demand 112 Narada
condemns usurv.

An outstandjno feature of this Smrijf, is that it la ys down a series of
rules relating to pleading, evidence of witnesses and procedure These
rules make interesting reading and reference m2v be made to some of
them. Narada speaks of the plaint as of the essence of a law-suit and
stresses the rule that it must disclose a proper cause of action In
dealing wtth the defendant's repl y he states: 'The defendant immediately
after having become acquainted with the tenor of the plaint, shall submit
in writing his answer, which must correspond to the tenor of the plaint
'An answer is four-fold a dental; a confession; a special plea; and that
which is based oil plea of former judgment."' Reverting to the pleading
of the plaintiff he adcs 'Before the answer io the plaint has been
tendered by the defendant , the plaintiff ma y amend his own statements
as much as h desires' l- 'These are called the defecis of plaint; it
telates to a diff-ent subject; if it is unmeaning: if the amount relief) has
nc; been properl y stated; if it is wanting in propriet y , if the writing is
deficient or redundant... 'Y 'He who forsakes his original claim and
pioduces a new one, loses his suit, because he confounds two plaints
with one another'. 99 As to burden of proof he rules: 'what the claimant
has declared in the platnt that he must Substantiate b y adducing evidence
a: the trial' . 1 'Where the defendant has answered the piaint by means of
a special plea it becomes incumbent on him to prove his assertion, and
be is placed in the position of a claimant' .2 Referring to the decree of the
court. Narada sa ys: The victorious Pam,shall receive a document recording
his success and couched in appropriate language'

A striking feature of .Varadas,nri r is that it is the first of the
Dhar77ias/,asfras to accep t and record the principle tha: Nina-made laws
could o\ en'ide an y rule of Law laid down in the Smn:ac The most
glorious chapter in the history of ancient India has commenced with the
reign of the Maurya dynasty (founded by Chandragupta in 321 BC)
Ashoka dez'ana?npri l a , as he is described in his edicts, was another
Maun'an emperor who ruled an empire. the boundaries of which extended

92 I. 105, 108, 109
93 1. flu, iii.
9i Lnt( I.	 ,ai.aharaflc n prarioi.a Sam ridahroio.
95 Into IL 2
91 ' Intro 11,
9	 nec. Ii,
95 Intro TI, 8.
99 Intro II, 21

I intro 11. 3
2 Intro II, 31
3 Intro II,	 3
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from the Himalayas to the Vindhyas and the eastern ocean to the western

ocean. 1 Other emperors and powerful kings who succeeded the Mauryans,

while theoretically subscribing to the tradition that law I Jharma) was

mightier than the king, romulgated many laws and edicts and from the
nature of things, the king-made laws were bound to be enforced) The
monarchs who flourished in that age might well have said like their

Roman contemporaries Regia coluntas supreina ay . but as a. rule they

took care not to say it aloud. Narada concedes the high authoriry and
sanction of King-made laws.' He also adds: As the king has obta:rxed

lordshi p he has to be obeyed. Polity depends on kiin

Naradasrnnti affords great help in deriving reliable knowledge of the
line of evolution, which Hindu law and urisorudenee ad pursued
during the remarkable era of the D/aarmashastra-S. it being in point of

time the last of three leading Codes. Bryce has observed: The law of

every country is the outcome and result of the economic and social
conditions of that country as well as expression of as :ntelectual capacity
for dealing with these conditions. There ate :ncrinslc as well as other
evidence to show that the work was compiled after there had been
remarkable political. economic and social progress in the .ountay, when
the highest intellectual capacity of the people had already produced the

philosophy of the Upanishads, out of which had been developed the

doctrine of karmcn'oa, and when considerable advancement had been

made
The compiler of :Varadasmnti, according to Dr Jolly, probably lived

in Nepal.' This Smrztikar seems to have attributed the authorship of his

compendium to Devarshi Narada, one of the great nshis of antiquity.

That the author is of this and other important Srnnitr should not express

their real identity has baffled some writers and the quesuon hd at times

been posed as to whether some of them were ncr dilertanu. One reason

suggested for this anonymity, a reason not very coinpiimeritarv. was that

by Fathering their Smritis on ancient rishis in the opening stanzas of their

works, they tried to get meretricious authority and age which would not

othe rwise have been their portion. The more acceptable reason for these
jurist-theologians ascribing their works to other seems to be that they
were unconcerned about personal fame and the fruits of their efforts and

yet anxious to give the people standard works on cihar,na, when they

fathered their institutes on the time-honoured sages of the past, some of

4 The country was often valled . Irvauarta and sometimes a [tt1 () U WJS iIiCflhIOfltUJ

as Brah,nara(ra___laflUSUir1tt 1. 1

5 .Varadasmrmti, XVII. 25.

6 Intro
7 It is for the cstablishinent of order that variulis laws have been prockuimieci 1w Kings.

A royal order is declared to overrule such as even — ,Qan yo raja shasanan. :vttt.

24; XVII!. 25.
S There is no reliable data for this opinin.
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whom were regarded as the first path-finders The names of man y great
thinkers of the Lanishads remain similarly undisclosed.

Asahaya's Commentary on Naradasmriti Asahava, who is himself quoted
with esteem in a number of treaties and digests, has written the
Naradabhasha, which is a very useful coinmentat' on A'a?-aaasn?riti.
Asahava lived in about the beginning of the seventh cen1ui' and is
probably the earliest of the leading commentators. A translation b y Dr
Joll y of the larger of the two versions of A'aradas,nrjjj now generally
accepted as the authentic text of the Code of Narada. was published in
the Bibliotheca Iizdica in 1876. In his edition of Naradas,nrjtj, published
in the Sac?-ecl Books of the East Series. Dr 1011' has used Asahava's
commentary . Asahava shares with other earl y commentators, the peculianrv
of g:\ 'ing illustrations taken from e'ervdav life of ] ,. i

s period, with help
to throw light on the practice and working of law in those times. Time
avanabie commentary of Asahava has not been preserved in its original
sha pe and is not complete.'

Parshara

Parasharasmna s mentioned in the enumeration of Yanava]k-va. Parashara
also gives a list of the law-givers. Most of the names in Parashara's list
are to be found in the enumeration of Yajnavalkva. He does not mention
Yama, Brihaspan and \'asa, but includes instead Kashvapa. Gargva and
Praciietas. The author of this Smriti appears to have Jdoptecl the name

a revered sage of antiquit y , who is referred to in the w ork as time
father of Vvasa. Parasbarasmriti deals only with the subjects of achara
and prayashchst:a and omits discussion of ivaz'abara. Adverting to civil
law. Parashara says that certain questions are to be determined by the
decisions of a parisbaci or an assembl y of the learned. This statement is
interpreted by Mr Mandlik to mean that Pai'ashara found the civil jaw f
the nriti so considerabl y modified by usage that he felt unsafe to refer
his readers to those works 'and, therefore, invested the verdicts o f the

ripashads or conclaves of the learned, versed in the current usages of
The countr: with great authority . ' Whatever be the reason for omission
of upavahara in his work, it does appear that Parashara recognised
current usa ges and customs of the people as transcendent law.

Madha viya

Madhavachanas coIrunentarv on this Smrf Ii is known as Parashara
Madbcwiya, and is often mentioned as the Madhai'iya.'' Being a great

9 SBE \ot XXXiI1.
Iti ee Parisbad Hinth Lao
1] An English irinsl:ition of the law of rnilertance and S1'CLessOn froiii iis tieatisc wo

\ Mi A C I311[flCi Other tr5ns*ai3ons of the S't1Ie arc to l)c io&arid in ihe
piihiic;tion. of Ghosh. Pruiciples of Hindu Lao. Third edn, Vol it 1917. Sethi,
Collected Texts on J;iiic',jjeocc Vol it.
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scholar and also the Prime Minister of the great Vijavnagar kintdom, his
work is accepted as one of the leading authorities :n the South.12

Madhavacharya in his Lommentar deals with i.yavaJarapada as well as

religious matters treated in the Smnti of Parashara.

Brihapati

The Smñtz of. Brihaspau is unfortunately nor available in asntegrity.
Brihaspati. like Narada, who preceded him is comparatively very

unorthodox A comparison of his work with Naradasnzriti and other

relative criteria would suggest that it must have been compiled one or
two centuries after Nararia and at a time when m man y branches of a.

the law had made further strides in its hne of development. There are
verses on the subject of concerns of a partnership, which illustrate this.
though it is clear from the available texts thatseveral of Briliaspati's rules
on the subject have not been u-aced. The element of mutual agency in
partnership, which is a product of the same commercial necessities as
ordinary agency, requires that the business must be carried on b y rae

partners or some of them acting For all. Brihaspati rules that ever partner
is in contemplation of law, the general and accredited agent of mac

partnership: 'Whatever property one partner ma y give or lenu authorised

by many, or whatever contract he may execute, all that is considered as

having been done by all'. 13 He also deals with the right of a partner to

be indemnified by the firm in respect of an act done b y him in an

emergency for the preservation of the common stock and the obligation

of a partner in his . turn to indemnify his partners for any loss caused to

them by his negligence.' -' BrihaspaE i distinguishes civil wrongs and crimes

from all titles of law: Di'tpcido uycivabarasbc/ia dhauahtnsa
samudbhabavah. The conteni of the incomplete and somewhat scattered

rules of this SmrUi available to us is abundant proof o( the reuson for
the lasting influence of this illustrious authority of Hindu law Brihaspati
gives a number of general principles on a variety or subjects . [-Ic is in

fall accuiLi •.ah the saluiuy uic rha the nettirg ul utds would be

such as has been received by common acceptacion, 
:5 and the preferable

exposition of any rule of law should be that which is approved by

constant and continual use and experience—optima euirn est k'gzs mteipres

co nsucudo.
The rules of procedure and particularly those relating to pleadings laid

down by Brihaspati are a great advance on the adjectival law in operation
before his time and which had to be gathered from the sporadic rules

of Manu on matters of procedure, the YaucwaiL'vasmritz and the more

12SubbaramaVya v Vankatasitbé)a!n yna ILR (1941) STud 989 . 11)4))): Oollccror rf.'iadrira

v Moottoo Ramalinga (1868) 12 WA 397, 437.

13 Brih-upui XIV, 5 (SBE. VoI XXXIII).
14 t3rihaspaii XtV, 9, 10, (SBE. Vl cc(TIt).

15 'The sense attached by current usage is to prevaiI'_RodhVOga9iaPodarafl
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elaborate rules in the texts of Narada. Bnhaspati speaks of tour stages
of a judicial proceeding: the filing of the plaint; the filing of the reply;
trial of the suit having regard to burden of proof and passing of the
decree.' The requirement of a plaint stressed by Brihasputi are that the
pleading must be precise in words; reasoflable; brief; rich in content;
unambiguous; free from confusion; and devoid of improper arguments.

Of a written statement he sa ys: One should not cause to he written and

answer which wanders from the subject; or which is not to the point.
too confined or too extensive, or not in conformity with the alaint, or

not adequate or absurd or ambiguous'. Disposal of a su it ex partc' was

discouraged and, if possible, the defendant was by processual law to be

compelled to make his reply. One of the processes adopted has its

analogue in :he writ of earl y English law 6apia.s ad resboHdefldl(rn,

under which an absconding defendant in a ci vi l action '.vas .Drres:ed or

obliged to give special hail. Brihaspati laid down that it should be only
in case of failure of the process ot law that the aecisiori should go

:tgainst the defendant and give to the plaintiff r he I'chef sought by him.2t

:-lc gives a set of rules iegatding witnesses .irid dioccinicnt:Lry evidence

and treats of estoppel 2 ' and .idversc possession.

The author of this S,nnti appears to have adopted i nappropriately the

name of Guru Brihaspati, the venerated os/al who according to Hindu

m y thology was the preceptor of the God and whose name was

i 'mortalised b y associating it with Bohaspati. the largest planer of the

solar system. That planet. it ma y not altogether be amiss to ooser e. is

believed to be concerned with Law. Brihasoali does not state mtisses ot

verses to be earnt b y rote. lie does not revel in the use at v ords. but

	

prefers exactitude	 Jeb.tndl its dc rinitions are vertl': 	 nitive. His ules are

coherent and consistent and he does not give an y unditterent:ateu oetaiis.

lany of his original pronouncements ;tie vested v tth conc:'ctc stgnificance

arid IC takes a sp i no7.istic VIC'.V of the whole vSteiii ci a' Thou-11

available in parts. which are inconi tetc .rnci ;n some cases hicken Dl.

i t is one of the most readable of the S.Mritis .ind is written in 11 ii testing

sty le. There is remarkabl y skilful use o assonance ui some o t the '.erses

of Brihaspati. but nothing is given upto the exigencies of metre. In a

verse of fundamental importance, he perfected the doctrtne about invoking

the aid of equity and enjoined that a decision must not be made solely

lii Briti_ipaui M. 12 I. 5131!, \oI \'X7'1tl

	

Orthaspati 111. c ,	. .531!. \t.'l \x'c:o.
18 tlriluisp:iii V. .5 531!. \'ui 'd\Xti

	

19 ilrih_ispati IV. 2	 .5131!. \'A \>-t!t 1. There ire	 mee Xt	 'fl ')I'C )eeLIiir:il hi'.. 	 iti Ii

ire .i irihed holh & it rh_i .111i 'K.1 i : t'. .1 n_i.

20 11rih_ispatit'' 1 5131!. '0.1 \XX[lt I.

.21	 ttrth_i.paui 02.
22 lirih.ispau Ch IX.
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by having recourse to the letter of the written codes. 2 M Kane has
observed that the complete Srnriti will be, when discovered, a very
precious monument of ancient India, exhibiting the high watermark of
Indian acumen in strictJv legal principles and definitions. 2 Dr jolly
undertook the arduous task 

of 
reconstruction of this 57777-71 troll) the

available sources and collected and arranged the legal texts (verses
attributed to Brihaspati from the works in which they were quoted. An
English translation of those verses is published in the Sacred Bookc of/be
East Series. Dr lolly has observed: The fragments of Bi-ihaspati are among
the most precious relics of the early legal literature in India'.

Ka tyayana

The Srnri/i of Katvavana also is unfortunatel y not available in its interev.
Texts from this Smrt't are copiously q uoted in all the principal
commentaries. A noteworth y feature of this Sm?-it is tile varler\ of subjects
dealt with in it and the rules of adjectival law there stated and which
go to show the progress made in thai branch o the law b y the time o:
Katvavana (4th or 5th Century AD). The topics dealt with b y Katvavarai
have a wide range. in procedural law. they range from judicature and
pleadings to means of proof and probative value of different types of
evidence. Another notable feature of this Smri'ti is that the king. despite
his lordship over the land, is not accepted as the owner of the soil.
Ownership in land is declared to belong to the subject and the king is
not entitled to claim an ything more than one-sixth of the produce by
way of land revenue. 2 Karvayana is emphatic when he sa ys that the king
should resort to the dictates of the Dhar;nasha,stra and exhort him not
to be guided by considerations of policy favoured by the Artbasbastra,
The most striking feature of this Srnriti. however, is its treatment of the
law of stridhana. The whole law relating to the lights of a woman ove:
her striabana has been evolved from a text of Narada and certain texts
of Kat-, , avana. l The available verses of Katvavana relating to woman s
property and her power of disposal over the same became the subiec-
matter of elaborate critical stud y by later commentators, as he was probably
the first of the S;nn'ti writers to discuss the subject in some detail. There
is discernible here a blend of empiricism and rationalism.

There are many interesting verse of Karvavana dealing with adjectival
law. Rule of the law of pleading from Katvavaizasmrit', quoted by the

23 Kevalam sbasjramas/jrupa ,ja Irzavyo hi iiu-nayah. yu/erbeei: vicha-c tu Dr.,ar,nahauih
praja vale,

2'i Vol 1, p 207.
25 SEE, Vol 00011, p 211.
26 Bboola?wrh swarnitwatn.
27 SEE. Vol )OOttI!, p 271.
28 See	 113
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commentators, clearly go to show that this Srnnfl marks an advanced

stage of development in adjectival law. In a verse in the vIitakshara,
Katyayana is quoted as enumerating the form and nature of a reply
(written statement) a confession, a denial, a special exception and a plea

of former judgmerl (res jitdicata) are the four sorts of answers')9

Katyayana is more liberal than his predecessors in the hatter of allowing
amendments in pleadings. In considering probative value of evidence,
Kawayana states that positive oral testimony should carmy more weight
than a mere inference, and documentamy evidence speaks louder than

oral testimony. 39 He treats of judicature at some length and !a ys down

the requisite qualifications of a judge-n and jurors who it seems assisted

the judge in certain types of cases both civil and criminal. in dealing with
adverse possession and limitation, he draws the necessary distinction

between possession de facto and mere ostensible possession b y an

person amounting really to custody.32
There are numerous verses of Katyavana, which bear the impress of

the rules laid down by Narada and Brihaspati and it is clear that he has

rephrased, clarified and expanded a number of texts from their Smntis.

Katvayana maintains unimp aired and distinctive qualities of the Smntm o

Brihaspati to which he freely refers. His exposition is authoritative and
remarkable for its freshness of style and vigorous approach. There can

be little doubt that this Srnn. ti must have been brought into line with

current Law. It must have commanded a wide appeal as may readily be
gathered from the profuse manner in which it has been quoted in all the

leading commentaries. 33 The Smnti Cbandnka3 alone, it has been

reckoned, quotes nearly 600 verse of Katyayana. The arduous task of
collecting all the available texts of Katvay'ana from numerous comiaentalies.

and digests was accomplished b y Mahamahopadhyaya Kane, who collated

and published in 1933 about 1,000 verses of the Smnhi on

with an English translation.
There are number of other Smrtis, none of which can be said to have

come down to us in a complete form. Praiseworthy efforts and research

by western and Indian jurists and scholars during the last hundred years

have resulted in the collection of a number of old manuscripts.
Unfortunately, only fragments of some of these Sm ntis have been traced

and in case of some others, all that we have are isolated references to

29	 a(vavana U,scribes these four answers in detail: Nurada L

30 .4?zii,uaflad gurmtb sashi: saksbibbayo Itkbita;n gttrnh.
31 Sonic of these are: he should be well-equipped in law: inpaitial: balanced; Firm.

:cinperatc; industrious: free froiu anger; nerciful and intelligent

32 En 1 oyiuenr by any such person does not create any title in IiiniBbogcil Tatra ua

siddhl s Vat.
33 There are some texts which are ascribed both to Bnhaspati and yat;iy:ina.

44 See S,nriti Chandrika. Introduction to the book.
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and stra y quotations from them in the commentaries and digests.3
The authentic existence of most of these is not in doubt jr. "jew of -
tile fact that the y are mentioned in other Dbarmashastrcis and
referred to as recognised authorities by the commentators. Of
these, mention may be made of the Siiinis of \'vasa, Samvarra and
Devala. Vyasa and Samvar-ta are included in the enumeration of
Yalnava1kya. 36 Vyasa and Devala appear to have adopted the names of
very ancient and venerable seers mentioned in Hindu scriptures.-' -' The
Snnii ('bandrika is plentiful in citations from their works. 38 Apararka
also quotes freel y from these Srnri'tzs in his massive treatise. 3' According
to Vvasa, all wealth given to a wife by her husband was her absolute
property. As to the contents of judgiiient and decree of a court, he
states that it should give an abstract of the pleadin gs. of the evidence on
record, discussion of the questions that arise for determination and the
law applicable to the same. Devala is one of those progressive and
liberal Srnn i r'kar 4t who recognised remarriage of women in ce'lair.
events 42 Texts from his Smnitf, and particularly those relating to partition
of heritage and succession, have been quoted in a large number of
works and in numerous decisions of courts. Texts from the Sm rift of
Samvana are cited in man y works. This S,nnitikar laid down some equitable
rules relating to the law of interest

Arthashastra of Kautilya

No conspectus. howsoever brief, of the sources from which knowledge
of Hindu law and of the stages of its legal literature ma y be derived, can
omit to notice the Aribashastra of Kautilva. who according to the most
firmly established tradition, was the celebrated Chanakva whose proenomen
was Vishnugupta. The work is not a D/jarmashasrr	 ma, but a	 asterly
treatise on ancient Indian prslir\' and a '.'erltoblc rescraii uf ule inter aim

35 In the 7th Centurs AD, Hstian-tsang, the most famous of the Chiesc irjvellers. wio
came 10 India, and qualified as a Master of Laws at the Nalanda Unieorsiiv wrote
in a letter to an Indian friend Among the Siuras and 5basras, thai I Hsttan-msarig,
had brought with me I have alread y translated—in all thirt y volumes—Dr PC TLmgciii.
India and China Hsiian-rsang spoke highl y of the administration of justice in India.
A number of works taken 1w him were lost on the way.

30 See Smnfikan, Introduction to the book.
37 Bhagavad Gda Discourse, X, 13
38 See S,nri:i CbandriAra, introduction 10 the book.
39 Ibid.
40 Yachcba bharira dhanarn dariam sa urathaka,naani apurivat.
41 He is mentioned in the list of Stnrif ikars given in the }'admapimrana; The Pathnapuraiia

lists 36 compilers of law The name of Ani mentioned in >'ajnavalkyas,nrjji is not
mentioned. To the other 19, are added Mariclii. Pulastya. Prachetas, Bhrigu, Narada,
Kashvapa, Vishvamitrtm, Devala, Rishvashringa, Gargva. R:iudlui y tin:m, Paitlsintishi, Juvali
Sansantu, Parashara. Lokakshj and Ktithuii

42 See introductory Note 10 the Hindu Marriage Act 1955
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relating to the duties of a king, his administration including administration
of justice laws, courts of law, legal procedure, taxation, rights of women,
marriage, divorce and numerous other matters, would form the subject-

matter of p1lilosophy, 3 sociology, economics and hygiene. ifl discussing

the duties of a King, Kautslya said:

In the happiness of his subject lies his happiness: :n their welfare his
welfare; whatever pleases himself he shall nor consider as good, but
whatever pleases his subjects he shall consider as good."'

,4rthashclstra means the science of polity. The word :lrdaa' is at times

understood in a mundane and derogatory sense. but the connotation or

Arthashastra is of danda,tUi or the science of government. The

compendium deals with flatters worldly as distinguished from religious,
and principally with the state and its governance. Kautilya stresses the

importance of daiidwdti and observes that according to the School of

Ushanas, there is onl y one science and that is the science of government;

For they say, it is in that science chat all other sccnccs un e rhetr origin
and end. A number of Kautilyas precepts and maxims having bearing
on the welfare of the state and the king are rounded solely on
considerations of policy. With scientific application of principles or
utilitarianism, he builds up Iiis -theory and science fit gove rnance. Some

of his tenets proceed on the assumption that human nature consisted not
of social benevolence but of self-love, the instinct or seif-preseratiOfl
and of self-seeking activity. Like Ilobbes, the English political Philosopher,
he would have the state supreme in all inatters atfecting the mutual

relations of men and like the Leviathan encompass, all living beings. Ile
endorses empiricism in philosophy and utilitarianism in politics and law.
In some matters of politics, he endorses unscrupulous statecratc like the

Florentine author of Del Principe It is not necessary , however, to refer

here to any of his Machiavellian p
ropos it ions on the subject or pOiitV.

The authentic text of the .irthcishastra of aut i lv:l—althOugh. it "% as

mentioned and extracts from it were quoted in auiflCOU5 ancient wouks

and historical monographs—Was not available until its disc cry in 1909.

when it was translated and published by Dr Sliamasastri. Dr Jolly and
Dr Schmidt also brought our an edition of Kauttlya's .-trthusbcLstra. This

monumental work has since its first publication started controversies
about the work itself, its date and the identity of its author. Most historians
are agreed that it was Vishnugupta Chanakya and author of Kautilya-

.4rthasha.Stfa who successfully helped and guided Chandragupta Maury:1

in establishing a mighty, empire in the 4th Century BC. Niegasthefles, the

0 Kauiilya speaks of philosoph y as the lamp of all sciences, the ittearts of performing

all T Ile works. and the su p port of .111 the duties

44 Ilk 1, CIt XIX. para 39.
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Greek ambassador at the court of Chandragupta, Justin the Greek writer
and some others refer to Chandragupta as Sandrocouos. When, Alexander
conquered Pun lab , a large part of Northern India remained under the
sway of the last of the emperors. The Nandas were exterminated b'
Chandragupta, who also defeated Seleukos, the genera of Alexander,
who on the death of Alexander had inherited the eastern Countries
Conquered by the latter. Justin and many historians are agreed that India
shook off the yoke of servitude Soon after the death of Alexander in 323
BC and that the author of this liberation was Chandragupta In his work.
Kautilva points out how foreign ruler drains the countr y of its wealth
(apaz'aha3.'atj) and squeezes out of it as much as possible b y exaction
and taxation (kcrc/,ayatj) At the end of his work, Kautilva claims that
lie has liberated the country from misrule and further states:'tates 'Having seen
discrepancies in many wa ys on the part of the writers of the Shastras,
Vishnugupra himself' has made (this) Sutra and commentary ' His approach
being always practical, he is averse to theoretical speculations He does
not offer his homage to a number of earlier doctrines in matters of law
and carnes his legal propositions to their logical consequences

One of the controversies that arose after the discovery of the
Arthasha,srra was whether at any time, king-made law had higher authority
than the law promulgated in the Dharmasha,ctras. Some scholars were
emphatic in their view that such was the case. The rele'an: text in the
Arrhasba,crra is: Sacred law (dharma), evidence (icwahara history(char-itt-a), and edicts of king (Ra/asho.sana) are the four legs of law Of'
these four, in order, the later is superior to the one previousl y named'
The question reall y falls within the purview of legal history . It max' not
be amiss, however, to observe that the Arthas/jastra was written at a
Period in the history of India during which law and politics were not
accepted as wholly and strictly controlled b y ancient niles of dharnta
but as ivauers to be dealt with severally and freed from religious
domination, In actual practice, the edicts and ordinances of the powerful
Maui-van em perors like Chandragupta and Ashoka. 417

 and the kings who
succeeded them, were from their very nature and by reason 01 the
sanction behind them, bound to be accepted and enforced without any
challenge even when theydid not accord with the Smrztz law.Adminjsanon of Justice (danda, vested in the king and those emperors
and Kings laid down numerous law according to their own judgment and
to suit the felt necessities of the people over whom they ruled at a time
of remarkable political, economic and social progress. Yana'a1kva, although
he does not recognise the authority of king-made law does refer to the
same: Dharnio rajakritaschayah meaning, the law that is promulgated

45 lIt, Ch 1, para 150	 -
41) See Dharrn,a lnrrodtiion to the book.
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by the sovereign ' Similarly Narada, as has already been pointed out,
concedes the high authority and sanction of king-made laws. Kautilya
himself subscribes to the view that the king and the laws were created
by the people and that laws were of popular origin According to him,
the king at the time of his coronation affirmed that his prerogatives and
powers emanated from the people and his oath was really and oath of
service to the people: 'May I be deprived of heaven, of life, and of

progeny, if I oppress you'. Narada, after stating chat the king had been
appointed to administer justice and decide lawsuits, adds. Avoiding

carefully the violation of either the sacred law or the .1rtha.shastra, he

should conduct the trial attentively and skilfully' 49 This and other relevant

data would seem to indicate that, as far as possible the edicts and
ordinances of the kings so operated as not to disturb an y fundamental

concepts or rules of law embodied in the DharrnaShastl-CLS. and it would

seem from the .4rthashaStra itself that theoretically, at least Kautilva

regarded king-made law and rescriptS as a set of rules and announcements
operating within the matrix and framework of the traditional law embodied

in the DharmashaStraS.
The work is not a DharrnaShastra and is not to be understood as a

source of Hindu law. Its very importance, however. is that it throws a
flood of light on a number of matters including law and its administration

before the time of the metrical Srnrttis. It gives i nvaluable i nformation on

a variety of subjects, such as social stratification and organisation of

matters of administration internal and foreign, civil, military , commercial,

fiscal and judicial. The work is divided into 15 books aa'htkaraiias) and

150 chapters, which are admirably arranged. Book ill deals wi

dharma.stbiya chat is with matters 'concerning law'. in Book IV,

ath
re

discussed numerous matters affecting administration of usticc including
measures to suppress disturbance to peace', crimes and punishment in

y be of interest to note that some of thecase of various offences. It ma 
matters treated in this masterly compendium relate to municipal

administration; co-operative undertaking; juven i l e delinquency; :nvestigatiOfl

n case of sudden death; vagrancy; and superintendence of slaughter-
houses. liquor shops, passports, etc. Punishments prescrtbed for certain

offences relating to morality and social h ygiene we-- -e severe and iii

some cases, gruesome and unspeakabl e. Caste entered in a conspicuous

manner and privileges and the disabilities of caste are reflected in the

nature of offences mentioned in the :lrthashastra and the punishments

to be meted out to the offenders. Kautmlya, however, adds:

Whoever imposes severe punishment becomes repulsive to the peopie:
while he who awards mild punishment becomes contemptible: but whoever

,	 11. 186.
is See p 26.

49 I.
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imposes punishment as deserved becomes respectable... punishment when
ill-awarded under the influence of a greed or anger or owing to ignorance,
excites fury even among hermits and ascetics dwelling in forests, not to
speak of householders.

The work is in the Sutra style. Kautilva prefers prose to verse and
comparatively the number of verses in the Arthashastra is not large.
There is economy of language, which is easil y perceptible. There are
some expressions, which the author admits to have been coined by him.
and some expressions which are antiquated. The work bears on its face,
the evidence of skilful and masterl y treatment, and clearl y shows that it
is by an authority second to none on the subject. The style is singularly
lucid, and at the same owe felicitousl y forceful. Kautilva's generalisations
are as precise as possible and many of his observations are of absorbing
interest.

Judicature was a head to which some importance was attached b y the
authors of the metrical Smriiis, though ii is from the Arthasbastra of
Kautilva that it is possible to get more vivid and detailed information on
the subject. Constituted judiciary as now understood did not exist in the
Vedic era and there is hardl y any data available on the subject of
judicature from the literature of the pre-Sziira period. In ancient india.
the bulk, if not the whole administration of justice was carried on in
popular assemblies known as the Sabha or Sarnzti. These were deliberative
bodies assembled for discussing public business and also served as the
forum for the purpose of judging the cases which were brought to
them. 51 The King mentioned in the very ancient works, is not a ruler of
a large state but the head of any autonomous clan. There is no reliable
history of the territorial kingdoms, which flourished before the
establishment of the empire of Maurvas with its strong central government
and dul y constituted courts of law. Nor do we find any exposition of the
subject of judicature in the Dharmasl.ias pras. Gaut-0i`1713. the earliest among
the authors of the extant Dbarinasutras. speaks onl y of the exercise of
danda and of administration of justice by the king in conformit y with the
institutes of the sacred law. 5 ' Vasishtha enjoins the king to punish those
who transgress the law and inflict punishment in accordance with the
precepts of the sacred records and with precedenLs. 5" There is no reference
TO any centralised judicial s ystem and there seems to have been little
interference by the king with the traditional local tribunals, which
functioned in matters of local importance including dispensation of justice

The Arthasbasira of Kautilva was written when India was politically
and administrative}' unified and there was consolidation of power in the

50 A very exalted position s'a, ascribed to the Sab/a and 5n,jff in the i'dc; 5hho
cha ma samit:schat ajar' prajapalc.rduhizara i , sainvjda,ze (A Thai, 'or vdci VU, 12).

51 XI, 28, XI, 19.
52 XIX, 8. 10.
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hands of the emperors, '3 whose writ ran in the whole country. Here, we
have a comprehensive account of administration which snow that no a

priori limitation was Set on an y stite activity. Kautilva gives a vivid
description of the Kings courts of justice. There was the court for the

sai&g raha, which was for a group of 10 villages: there was the court for

the a'ronarnukha which was for a group of -iOO villages; and there was

the court for the sihaniva which was for a group of 800 villages; and

there was above them all the court presided over by the kings judges.
A remarkable feature of the treatirient of the subject by Katirilya is that
he does not attach any importance to the local jurisdictions, which had

been functioning for man y centuries. He does not expressly mention any

supplementary jurisdictions and only speaks of the establishment of the
King's courts, The traditional local authority(village community)

represented a national s ystem of local self-government And local

jurisdiction, it wouLd seem that though a network of Kings courts were
cstablished. the local ursch;ctons had not disappeared. There was celtatri
amount of institutional continuity, although the King's courts were naturally
superior in their universal extent and stability and the sanction behind

them.
During the Sniriti period, there was remarkable progress in and

unification of law both substantive and adjectival. This is noticeable in

any texts of M:inu an	 a	 wd Ya;nv:;lkya. but we get a much better idea of

the adjectival law including judicature from the Smnos or Narad:i. Brihaspati

and Kawayana. ianu speaks of the royal court (Sabha) staffed by

experienced councillors and directs the king to :;dinnister j ustice in the

sabba and to decide cases which hill under me 18 titles of law according
to principles drawn from local usages and from the institutes of the
sacred law. Manu also speaks of administrative units consisting of one.

11), 20, 100 and 1,000 villages. ama from this and other texts at these

Smn'tikars, we ce, some nfcrmation about the hierarch y of courts with

the king as the rinal arbiter. The tribunals set forth by Ya j na'alkya' and

other later s,,t,'iitka, as ku/ct. sbrL'ui and pugcz were not torunis ot

private arbitrament but the y functioned as tribnnals noticed and appro ed

or b y the leading Soin likars, and accepted as part of the ;udicial machinery,

both by the king and the people. Broadly speaking ku/a means an

assemblage of persons of the same family or community or tribe or caste
or race. The meaning of the expression in the present context is a family

council. However, the word famil y is to be understood as one of wide

import and as inclusive of members of 'a caste of tribe. Shreni means a

corporation or company of artisans followingthe same business. It also
means a guild cr association or traders in any branch of commerce. It

53 'ce S,,zritikars	 'On )LLU.'i loll io the hook.
5-1 .i(aniisrnrTh. \Th I. 3-5 'I'M.  ')- 1
Si .ilanzts,nr'tt. Vit, 115.
s	 011.iya. tI	 30.
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may be observed en passcmt that by the time of Yainavalkva. there was
unprecedented progress in trade and industry and we read of Indian
merchants sailing the seven seas. Puga, in its broad sense, means an
association 'or a union or an assembly. The expression in the present
context has the element of habitance and means persons h ying in
village or town or city. Narada uses the parallel expression gana instead
of puga. The leader of the local assembly was designated ganapalL
Narada says: Gathering (ku/a), corporations (shreni), assemblies (gana),
one appointed (by the king) and the king himself, are invested with the
power to decide lawsuit; and of these, each succeeding one is superior
to the one preceding in order'. ,'  Brihaspati also refers to this network of
courts. He speaks inter alia of courts of itinerant judges functioning from
place to place and describes the court headed b y kings chief justice as
inudn'ta.58 The last mentioned court had the privilege of using the kings
seal. He states:

Let the king or a member o f a twice-Dorn caste officiating 'iS civc judge
try causes, acting on principles of equity , and abiding by the op:nlot: u
the judges, and by the doctrine of the sacred law. When a cause haa not
been duly investigated by ku/a, it should be decided alter clue deliberation
by shren:: when it has not been duly examined by shreni, it should be
decided by puga, and when it has not been sufficientl y made out by puga,
it should be determined bv appointed judges Judges are superior in
authority to ku/a and the rest: the chief judge is placed above them: and
the king superior to all.

The King's court was the ultimate court and, in theoi, presided over
by the King, though in practice, it must have mostl y been headed by the
chief justice pradviz.ka or dha r7nadhyaksha) .' These different component
parts of the judicial machinery show that even under a strong centralised
government, considerable autonomy was left in matters of local and
viiiage adrrunisrrauon and in matters solel y affecting traders guilds, bankers.
and artisans. The stubborn vitality of these functional jurisdictions of the
village community and the guild of merchants withstood strong central
government and anarchy alike, because they were deep-rooted in tradition
It is of some significance to note that modern legislative theor y encourages
arbitrament by domestic forum in case of members of commercial bodies
and associations of merchant, and recent legislation in India confers
jurisdiction of village panchavals to try certain causes. What at first sight
may appear to have been parallel or competing jurisdictions, were really
functional organisations rooted in autonomy and so dovetailed as to

57 Naradasmriti Iniroduclion, p 5
58 Brihaspati 1, 2. 3 (SBE. Vol )D111).
59 Brihaspati 1, 24, 3C, 31 (SBE. Vol )0111)
60 Naradasmritj Introduction. p 24
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remain homologous with the supreme authority of the king's courts in

the administration of justice It is not possible to say from the texts of

the extant Smritis or from the expositions-of the leading commentators,
that we have the complete picture on, the subject; and it is true zhat. none
of the extant treatises gives complete rules of adjectival law. However,
it would be inaccurate to say that they give nothing more than haphazard
collecuons of precepts and precedents, as it would be inaccurate to
suggest that they give an adequate and exhaustive code of coordinated

rules affecting judicature and procedure.
However ponderous or exhaustive a code might he, it cannot provide

for all varieties of matters or all situations that might crop up for
consideration, and this is particularly so of rules of procedure. Attention
has already been invited to some important and significant rules of

procedure and to the development made in this branch of the law by
the time of Narada, Brihaspati and Katvayana. For alt, that it must be

conceded that while theleading S11711iAxua gave elaborate rules on

matters of substantive law, the rules of procedure which ma y be gathered

T
the extant work do not embrace all the heads of procedural law

and are indeed wanting in fullness and even scanty on sonic topics. One
reason for this paucity of rules seems to be that some of the topics were

regarded as matters to be governed by practice of the court, rather than

by inflexible and mandatory rules of procedure. There are some texts of

the Sm ritikars, which go to suggest that the court ought not to be hound

and tied by too many rules of procedure and that every,  court is the

:nascer of its own practice—CiirsiS curiae est k'x curiae. The provisions

contained in these ancient treatises do not give any comprehensive code

of procedure and there are a number of rules which mUSt seem defective
when tidged by modern concepts. A critical summation of the true

position has been given by Sir S Voradachariar, the eminent jurist:tu

Whenever, wherever and so far as circumstances permuted, attempts were
all along being made ... to administer justice broadly on the lines indicated
in the law books. The defects md cieficencies, sometimes serious, must
have been the resuit of the geographical features and the political nistory

of the country.

There were bound to be some variations and even conflicts between

the texts of one Smritm and another, or even between some texts in the

same Smriti. The SmritiL'ars themselves were conscious of this and tried

to deal with the problem n the first place by declaring: 'That Smnti (or

text or law) which is opposed to the tenor of Manu is not approved' 
. 62

01 Hindu Judicial ,viLeun. p
62 .11cuni'artham'i0arcc?a in so Sniriturna Prashasyate—Bctha.pJtL XXVU, 3 ISBE, vol

VCX]
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In actual practice, this maxim was not strictl y followed and effect was
at time given to texts of later S?nr'itikars, on the ground that they were

more in accordance with approved usage or by availing of some principle
of exegesis. Another rule of preference stated by Nomdii was that- in
case of conflict between Smriris decision should be based on reason'.'-
Nat-ada supplemented this rule of his by stating that: 'Custom is powerful
and overrides the sacred law'. As far as possible, attempts were made
to reconcile the texts by taking the view that the conflict was not real,
but only apparent. 65 At times. an apparent conflict was resolved b y taking
the view, not without some difficulty , that the less favoured text properly
understood was of the nature of a statement of fact and not an y rule.
Where, however, the contradictions were patent and irreconcilable, there
was the option to prefer one of the contradictory matters i" I lowever. the
most salutary rule of them was stated by Yanavall<va, who with his
intrepidity and powerful sense of justice ordained t}tt: 'Where twc
Smritis disagree, that which follows equity guided by the people of old
should prevai!'f Nvavc, which is the context of this rule means natural
equity and reason 69 was, therefore, to prevail in case of conflicting rules
of law. 70

Mimansakas

However, even apart from cases of conflicting texts, the fixed and
authoritative formulae of which the Smnri texts were emboclimenta, suffered
from the same defects to which any /itc'rci legis is subject. The li;atsaia

gave rules of exegesis which, though primarily intended as aids for the
interpretation of rules contained in the t'edas and other Dhar,nasbastras

relating to ceremonial observances and sacrifices, were applied, though

not with uniformirs', in construction of texts also of v'nzabarc or municipal
law. Assistance was derived in the task of interpretation front the

rules of Mirnansa of which Jaimini was the greatest exponent. Aid
was also -sought from the Nini1a of Yaska who is the earliest of the

63 Dhar,nashasra virodhe xii yziL'nviikio vidhib Siriiah - l\'. 40
64 14avaharo hi balavan dhanna.cxe,r avahit'aw - IV, 40.
65 One of the leading aphorisnis of Jaitnini 0: 'Coniradictucct^ hotild not he loll L;t.'dk

- assumed'. He asserts that apparent incon s istencies are at liine. not :icrti;iI, so. the
merely consist in difference of applicntion—Prayqge hi t'nc4I,aI stat— II, i. 9.

-66 Apsstamba, II. 6, 14, 13.
67 This was referred to as Vikalparpaladbii.x2ranam—l;iilnini. X. viii.
68 Smriiorvirodhe ,rpapasxi, balvan vvar,tahara'ab1V, all.
69 in the case of earls' statutes, English jurists and Iawvert, often appealed lit the 'reason

of the law'; see Bacon Ahrha'tinenz of the Lain Title Statute,s. This was of inierpremion,
thoqgh not encouraged by rules of construcuon, application to modern statutes is
not, however, altogether unknown.

70 For conflict between S,n,'it,6aia, Introduction to ihe hook.
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known exegeres. The Mirnansakas were not merel y exegetes but also
logicians.'

When the language of :i text was not only clear and unequivocal, but

admitted of only one meaning, such language was regarded as best

declaring the intention of the lawgiver and accepted as decisive. -2 Where,
however, the meaning was not self-evident, the sense could be gathered

by availing of the principle of necessary mmplication. 3 Although, the
foremost rule and one repeatedly stressed by the Mimansakas embodied
the cardinal principle of literal construction, words of sufficient flexibility
and ot doubtful import could be construed in the sense, which if apparently

less correct grammatically, was more in harmon y with the intent of the
lawgiver: that intention, where possible, was to be gathered by recourse
to the principles of s y ntactical 75 or conex tual Th construction. The
.l!minansakas have laid down some clear, logical and distinctive rules,

which permit departure from the mules of literal construction and have

also indicated the order in which those rules are to be applied. Those
rules do not compare unfavourtiblv with the rules stated in modern

treatises on the subject of interpretation of statutes. Where not fettered
by any mandatory rule, the judicial interpreter was Free to accept that

meaning of the text, which was supportable solely by the reason of the
law. Then again, resort was had to suppositions of law by inquiring into
what was implied by the text and giving it more rational interpretation.

This was akin to what the later Roman jurists called ficno juris. Study of

n Rainchana',a v liiiat'ct :1914) I A 29)). the Priv y Council Iy.erved:
The 1 tinclu law Lonmamiis it., own principles of eposittOn. ind L)ciestic to. .ii'i ' irmg under
it ojnnoi ic Jeteriiiined on .Li'oIfUCt rc:isoniflg in .iti:bic'te. liOiiiOVed Iiiiiii oilier
O0etiis ' f ow, hut iuo.t depend )or divir deiisiiin .in Uie 1111Qs And doctrines

enuiridiateii h y its own	 -ind reeoniseil exp:miiioier An ol)scrr:mtion to the
saute effect w.is nude in Rant Sinih : [. bar .'c,i,'h	 S'iit 13 ,\IIA	 '3.
this rule 01 literal coflstriictii)n W.IS rLOcrreU 10 .is mile Shill!! )rsncipie—,Vii'apcbshal,
evah sb,iamh.

3 Apadevo. :iuthi,r or a nuimmlier em :re,irl,.es on .ilmnmatscm ie:ils freek with this '00

I Axr/i-u), which i.s covered liv the princi p le of inlet pret:ition called lni,ç'a, Inference
could be ettiploved n settling tlte sense either of a word or sentence-
shabadsaniarthaia,n iitu)am. The ureaning derived b y necessary inipLiention is by

adopting the principle of !akshanarrba.
s Where this prlimurv rule )ri'.erned a case, no other nile cf constntcton ould he

brought in a id—Sb ri lii tärmRa r'akva prakara rmastba flu sa inabb uai tarn ca ,riar a )'c'
ow'acmumir-balnmu,arh,a :b,akarrhaz— ::iiitiini. M. i1i 14

75 sy ntactical connection is referred to as the use of iakra principle: Sonmabhu'i'aobaro
zakani.

76 consrnietion b y emphasising intcrdepenLiciace between p'uge is called praJaratia—
iibbaiakaribsba praiarairiairi. The .tlbtjarmsakas also laid s.iress on the iniportance
to he .ittached to sequence—Sciiia°mdbesh:i makmasbeshas—hiiniini. I. iv 29. -
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Mimansa was regarded as an integral and essential part of the study of

the Sbosrras. Of jaimini's Mintansa C. c-brooke observed.

The logic of the Mnnansa is the logic o: e law—the rules of interpretation
of civil and religious ordinances- Each case was examined and dcierm:ned
upon general principles, and from the cases decided, the pnrlcipies rmv
be collected. A well-ordered arrangement of them would constitute the
philosophy of the law, and this is, in truth, what has been attempted in
the Mimans:tT

Alentioij must here be made of the Mimansa treatise. Tantra-ljartika
the commentat' of the versatile writer Kumarila Bharia The celebrated
work of Kumarila is a commentary on certain im portant part of the
Miunansa-Bhashya of Shabara Swami. Shabaras vork neats of the
Purza,niunansa Sutras of J.iiinini. The coimncntan of Kuitiarila is an
ency clopaedic treatise and a veritable mine of information on

D/aar,na,s1actra. Mahainahopadhyaya Sir Ganganath Tha Translation of
Kumarilas work was pubiished in 192i in the Bibliotbecn Juclica.

In the histor'.' of Hindu jaw, creative and critical period succeed each

other and it was the post-Smriti period. during which IlindLi law and
jurisprudence reached a remarkable stage of progress and assititilation. If
the productive era of the Dbarmasba.c/,'as was the golden age of Hindu
law, then this was the period of crittca inquiry , expansion and
consolidation. The ancient aphorisms of the Sii/rah'anc and the carlie
Srnri/is were compiled when the spiritual motive dominated life The
Sm ntis, though accepted as 'revelations remembered, were themselves
partially based on usages and practices and did not profess to comprehend
every aspect of vpazabara. Questions of law were not decided by reference
merel y to the rules propounded by the earls' Smn'tii.tars. The sa]urar\

rule, that in course of time had come to he ricrpntpri and emphasised

by the Smn'til_'ars themselves, was that cases were also to be decided
agreeably to such usages and customs as were approved b y the conscience
of the virtuous and followed b y the people This, from its y en' nature,
contributed to the growth of Hindu law b y introducing innovations and
modifications in what was in theon' attributed to divine precepts, otherwise
unalterable, owing to their emanation from the deity. Usage when
established, outweighed the written text of law. The Smriti law had a
rational synthesis and went on gathering into itself modified and revised
concepts of jut-al relations and things.

An auxiliary to this process of development was the contribution of
the commentators who did not hesitate to interpret and mould the
ancient texts, so as to suit the needs of a progressive society. Without
claiming any delegated authority of claiming paramount power, they of

Miscellaneous Esaua. p 342
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their own initiative helped in the process of development that was going
an. Questions drew up around situations, round matters of frequent
occurrences and round the problems of interpretation and application
that derive from every text of law. A comprehensive and homologous
view of the contents of the Srnritis required syntfiesising of what was at

times presented in an unsystematic form and the bringing out of the
mutual co-ordination or subordination of single texts and detached
passages. The aphorism of the Sutrakars, though riot intrinsically obscure,
were often concise to excess and at times elliptical. Some of the rules

of Smrttf law expressed general principles without the necessary
qualifications and exceptions and were therefore of the nature of
propositions much too absolute. A number of rules were of the nature
of maxims of the law, and had the merits and defects common to such

LI1aXIiIIS. Being brief and pith y statements expressed in form of metrical
redactions. the' often constituted a species of legal shorthand requiring
interpretation and exposition in the light of expert knowledge Moreover,
the fixed and authoritative formulae of which the S;nnri texts were

erubodinients, suffered from the same defects to which art y iUera 'egis is

subject. Then again with so man y recognised authors of the

Dhar,nashastras, differences and even some conflicts of opinion on
points of law were naturall y to be expected. Reference has already been
made to some of tIle princloles of exegesis relied upon b y the Snzrüikars
themselves who realised the various difficulties in the va•' of evolving
one system of aw out of numerous Sm7ftis. 78 Besides, the Sniritis were
not exhaustive. Points of law apparently not covered by the textual-law
',vere naturally cropping up from time to time and man y acunac in the
texts were clearl y discernible. The commentaries being dissertations on
iaw, had in the nature of things to take notice of all this. Under the guise
of critical interpretations of the SL'astras, the commentators resorted to
construction by implication and inrerences, or supplied such omissions,
or did both. It was :n this and iii their task of reconciling some of the
inconsistencies and occasional conflicts found in the Snirz'ii texts and in
their treatment of vague and ambiguous texts that the commentators
really excelled. The import of some of the terms emplo yed by the

S,nritikars was complex and the intimate and indissoluble connection,
which existed between some of them, demanded dissertations, long,
intricate and coherent. When dealing with the IS titles of law, which they
felt, bound to recognise the commentators, did not consider them as
watertight compartments. The y looked upon them as matters of
classification and not necessarily legal treatment. In the task of
interpretation, the rules of Mitnansa were availed of by these commentators,
but not invariably. What the commentators had recourse to were the

'S See S,nrnr, irnrodLlOmon co the book.
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principles of exegesis to be found in the S7777iIis themselves and the

.Mf'rnansa; rules of logic ( tarka); dialectic philosophy 71i'OY* riths of

grammar (paninI) and approved methods of construction The cat inal
rule or literal construction, and man y of the cn'stallised c::cepti: .s to
this rule discussed b y modern English authors. with which exccption
laws in India are so familiar, were borne in mind by these commentators
and many doubtful points were solved by suggesting the ke y to the true
intent and meaning of the lawgiver. Nonetheless, difficulties (lid arise in
the interpretation of texts not readily admitting of extended or restricted
import and in getting over express texts, the application Of \viiiCn had
become obsolete. There can he no doubt that the commentatot's at times
stretched points. took precepts out c their context and on occasions
gave strained interpretations to rules As far as possible. tile: tried to
bring out the true import of the ancient texts. but at times the y made

logic y ield ID convenience and clearness. Sometimes. the reason given
in support of all Construction would seeni to be :i sophism, but
their ingenuity was at times taxed to the umios:

DEVELOPMENT OF LAW BY THE COMMENTATORS AND
N/BA NDHAKARS
The process of interpretation of law and ihrough that process the
declaration and exposition of law went on for :I time and natur:ill\
helped the rational development of law. There were established courts.
but there was no system under the 1 lindu law of reference loautllontatn'e
or persuasive j udicial precedents. Instead, a very large number of

commentaries and digest 1 ,iiba,iclhasi were from time to time written

during the post-Smri.'i period. The commentators did not at tin y time.
arrogate to themselves, the position of lavmnkers. ,\lanv of the
commentators with refined amenity of sty le disa\ owed :i intention to
make innovations. Their sole claim was that their works gtie critictd
interpretations of the textual law ot tac ,Smn!is and collaied and declared
the established textual and customar' law.' Nevertheless, their thought'
was to fashion tile law into as perfect an instrument of justice, as they
could devise albeit within certain absolute formulae Of the Smri:i law.

and as far as possible, by analogy to what -,v.15 alread y settled and on
lines parallel with usages and customs, which were springing unconsciousk
from the habits and life of the people in their part of the country.

Although, in form merel y commentaries on the ancient S,nni7e and
complimentary to the same, these treatises were independent works.
which embodied the law current at the time. Some of the commentaries

79 Xhere a proposition la ying down a mandatory rule was staied in clear teriiis. resort
to extrinsic aid was not permissible In such a case. con.sidcrations of reasoim '.lit

of no avail— Vacharie hi heteasainatlhve—Jaimini. IV. i • 1. The po ila sLvIflg

taval vachaiiam hi vachanikam
8iJ For instance, iii treating 'inheritance Vi 1 rianeshvara siaies In his seciion of ,tIjfakcna,'a

the texts arc mostly narrations of well-recognised iisage 	 tt. 115. 119
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were written under the parsonage of kings or at their instance and must
have assumed importance on that score. In case of one or two works
ascribed to kings, it would seem that the real author stood in the same
position as Tribonian did to Justinian.

SYSTEMATIC BUILDING UP OF THE LAW

In course of time, the commentaries appear to have acted with ever
increasing force to give an impulse to the systematic building up of law.
The commentators amplified narrow provisions of law, rounded oft their
angles and added a mass of relevant inacter thereb y materially contributing
to the process of self-develo pment of law. The veneration in which they
were held and the acknowledgement of their scholarship was indeed so
remarkable, that their opinions and conclusions became law b y acceptance.
The commentators, although the y rested their opinions on the Sinntis,
were explaining, modify ing, enlarging and even at ames deoarting from
the letter of the /c'x scnpta, in order to keep the hw in harmony with
their environments and the orevailing notions of iusticc and to suit the
felt necessities of the times. ''he law was basically and essentiailv traditional
law and rooted in Custom. As a resuit, the process of development and
assimilation continued and the law had to be gathered not merel y from
the ancient texts, or solely from :he cotitmenmrics. but i'nainiv :rom the
latter and always having regard to rules of conduct and practices reflected
in the approved usage.

So, in course ot time, the Law came to be ascertained and accepted
in the main from the commentaries and digests of which the leading
ones acquired almost ex cathec/ra character. Composed in different parts
of India, several of these gained ascendancy in those parts of the country,
where the authors were accepted as of pre-etninent authority . Facts of
geography were massive and in different parts at the country , different
commentaries came to be referred to as the chief guides on law. The
result was that the two principal schools of Hindu law, the Nlitakshara
and Davabhaga sprang into existence and, furthermore, where ditakshara
prevailed, there came to he recognised a number of sub-schools of the
parental authortv.

TWO PRINCIPAL SCHOOLS OF HINDU LAW

An account of the origin and development of the schools at ilindu law
was given by the judicial committee of the Privy Council i n cbllector o/
.f lad:, ra :	 iooltoo Ra nni, ala:

The remoter sources of the Hindu law are common to all the different
schools. The process by which those schoois have been developed

81	 1868> 1.2 VIA 397, ja,çonL'han :' O/jYc:aI Liquidator .AIR 1956 All 1'45.
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seems to have been of this kind. Works universall y or very generally

received became the subject of subsequent commentaries. The

commentator put his own glosses on the ancient text, and his authority
having been received a one and rejected in another part of India.

schools with conflicrin: doctrine arose. Thus, the Mitakshara which

is universally accepted by all the schools except that of Bengal as

of the highest authority, and which in Bengal is received also as of

highest authority , y ielding only to the Davabhaga in those points

where the y differ, was a commentary on institutions of Yajnava]kva;

and the Davabhaga. which wherever it differs from the Mitakshara,

prevails in Bengal, and is the foundation of the principal divergences
between that and the other schools, equally admits and relics on the

authority of Yajnaalkya. in like manner, there are glosses and

comn)enr.ar]es upon the Mitakshara which are received b y some o

the schools that acknowledge the supreme authorit y of that treatise.

but are not received by all.

The Dayabhaga school prevails in Bengal the Mitakshara school prevails

in the rest of India. These schools, born of diversity of doctrines, mark

a new stage in the evolmion of Hindu law. One of the main differences

between these two principal schools of Hindu law relates. as has been

pointed out later on in some detail 82 to the law of inheritance.. The

meaning of the doctrine of saprizda relationship in the law of inheritance

insisted upon by \7 ijnaneshvara, whereby community of blood (propinquirv)

is to be preferred to community in the offering of religious oblations, is

the governing factor whereb y under the Mitakshara law, the righ: to

inherit arises. Under Davabhaga, the right arises from spiritual efficacy,

ie, the capacity for conferring spiritual benefit on the manes of paternal

and maternal ancestors. Another distingu i shing feature relates to certain

incidenLs of the joint famil y . According to Mitakshara law, each son

acquires at his birth an equal interest with his father in all the ancestral

property held by the father and on the death of the father. the son takes

the property , not as his heir, but by survivorship. 1'3 The position of the

son or grandson in Mitakshara is somewhat similar to that of sui herea'es,

who under the Roman law are regarded as having a sort of dormant
ownership in the estate of their father ever during his lifetime. Their

succession was not so much a succession as coming into the enioyment

82 Sec Chapter IV.
83 but now, after the coining into lorry of the Indian Succession Act 1956. as held I

the Supreme Court, this legal position has been materially altered. see notes undet

S 8 of that Act
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of what in a sense had already partly belonged to them.' According to
Dayabhaga school, the son does not acquire any interest by birth in
ancestral property. His rights arise for the first time on the Fathers death.
On the death of the father, he takes such of the property as is left by
the father, whether separate or ancestral, as heir and not by survivorship.
Partition is another branch of law on which there is some radical difference
between the two principal schools.

Sub-divisions of Mitakshara School

The Mitakshara is sub-divided into four minor schools:

(i) Benares school;
(ii) Mithila school;

(iii) Maharaslitra or Bombay school Western India): and

	

(iv	 Dravida or Madras school(Southern lndia

Benares, Nlirhila, Maharashtra and Dravida are old names of the territories
in which these schools gained mastery. The Benaces school covers
practically the whole of Northern India. 7 with the exception of Punjab,
where the Mitakshara law has on certain points been considerably modified
by custom. The Mithila school prevails in Tirhoot and certain districts in
the Northern Part of Bihar. The Bombay school covers Western India,
Including the whole of the old presidency of Bomba y as also the Berar.
The Dravida or Madras school covers Southern India, including the
whole of the old Presidency of Madras. These schools differ between
themselves in some matters of detail relating particularly to adoption and
inheritance. All these schools acknowledge the supreme authority of
Mitakshara, but they give preference to certain treatises and to
commentaries which control certain passages of Mitakshara. This mainly
accounts for the differences between them.

Mitakshara of Vijananeshwara Mitakshara—a very modest title meaning
a brief compendium—is a running comnmencamv on the Code of
Yajnava1kva, 9 and a veritable digest of Stnn'ti law. It was written in the
latter part of the eleventh century b y Vijananeshwara. an ascetic also

84 Digest 28, 2, 11, Paulus.
85 See Chapter \%1I.
86 See 3i
87 The Benares school prevails in Orissa—Basanta Kumar vJo,&nclra .\itb 0906) 33

Cal 371, 374. 375. The Benares school also prevails in (tic Central Provinces-
Rainchandra Raznahai AIR 1930 Nag 27; Bhaskar, Laxinibai AIR 1953 Nag 326:
L'debham v Vikrani AIR 195" MP 175, Ru,naji z' .lfanohar AIR 1961 BOL11 169.

88 Baji'rao v ,4t;naranj AIR 1930 Na 265.
89 As to the importance am the Slirukshara and Yajuavallsyasnrrfti, and the juristic weight

to be an-ached to the :tine, reference mae he iiujde to Sci;yit Lai Cbbcii,cki p Commr
of lttCoine-tax ;19Gi 2 17PX 164.
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mentioned as bearing the name Vijrmana Yogin. in Mitakshara. which is
more of a digest than a mere cc,mmentan on a particular Sm i-itt, we find
the quintessence of the Smrdt law and its precepts and injun.: - ions. The
chief merit of the work consists in its comprehensive trc'alrne:' if almost
all important topics of the law and tl synthesising of vanous Sinriti
texts. It is of supreme authority throughout India except in Bengal. where
the Dayabhaga of jimutavahana is given paramount importance. In Bengal.
Mirakshara is more revered than followed, but its authorit y is not
questioned on points on which there is no conflict between it and the
works prevalent there. The Mitakshara is given general predominance in
all the four minor schools, which are no more than sub-divisions of the
Mitakshara school, but in Gujarat. the island of Bomba y and North
Konkan, Mavukha, a more modern tretIse, is allowed to compete with
it and even regarded as an overruling authority on certain points. In
Mithila there are some deflections from the parental authority.
Vijantineshwara analyses and discusses the tests of 'i'ajnavalkva Sometimes
at considerable length As the Privy Council has observed he 'explains
the meaning of recondite passages, supplies omissions and reconciles
discrepancies by frequent reference to other old expounders of iaw'Y He
has the great merit of being unpontifical and being easil y readable.

Mitakshara has for more than nine centuries occupied a plac of
ascendancy and unique and unrivalled authorit y in the annals of legal
literature. \'ijnaneshwara was one of the greatest of the juristheologians,
who contributed to the making of Hindu law. The subjects he dealt with
were reasonabl y well classified and he had no call to do what the canon
lawyers were always doing. He did not take upon himself the task of
endlessl y arranging and re-arranging particular instances in an endeavour
to deduce principles. He rather emulated the example of Confucius, who
had a thread along which his experiences slid. Even though his treatment
of eertaili iiiatters is exhaustive ana sometimes elaborate, he is mostly
concise and precise and true to the brevity designated in the title of the
work. However, on some points, which are indeed few, his expressions
are so brief that they do not afford adequate guidance and it ma y he said
of them that they suffer from 'obscurity from 100 much precision' as
Dumont phrased it while complaining of some of Benthams' expressions.
He is imbued with the genera/ia of law and there is no ipse .c//xi'!ism in
his treatment of an y point. Nor is there an' antiquarian trifling or wild
philosophy about his discussions. In his Mitakshara, he produced a
juridical work which is an institutlonal trcatise. There can be little doubt
that his treatise had, from a verv early time, a large degree of practical

90 Buddha Stngh i' Lahti 5i'igb (1915) 42 IA 208, 21, 220, (1915) 37 All 604, 613. A
to Colebrooks translation of Mnakshar-j, reference nov he node to Sharniaf
Arnarnath AIR 1970 SC 1643
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influence on many branches of Hindu law. The very wide range of its

authority was only due to its intrinsic worth. A number of commentaries

were written on the Mitakshara itself, of which mention ma y be made

of the Subodhinm' of Visveshvara Bhntta. and the controversial treatise of

Baiambhatta 92 Nandapandltti, an esteemed writer of the Benares school

and the author of the t'aijavaiiti, and a noted work on the law of

adoption, the Datlaka Miinatnsa, had written a commentary also on the

Mitakshara. Mention was made of this work by the Priv Council in

Buddha Singh t La/ui Singh, but their work has not been piibhshed nor

has it been found in its integral form.
it is of consequence to notice over again that the Mirakshaia holds

sovereign sway in the whole of India except Bengal. 'ihc sectioning of

the Mitakshara school into the four minor schools nomtna'cd Benares.

Mithila, Bomba y and Madras schools, is no doubt of some importance

and consequence but it is apt to create confusion and even lead to error

if it is not fuib appreciated that essentially there are onl y the two schools

of Hindu law, the Mirakshara and the Davahhaga. These minor schools

are not born of any diversity of doctrines such as exists in case of the

Mitakshara and the Dayabhaga. There is no disagreement on any

fundamental or constitutive principle and the differences that arc to be

found are mainl y the result of variant interpretations given b y different

commentators to some texts of the Stnritis, and part:cularly to certain

tests in the Mitakshara and at times the result of conflict of opinion
between different High Courts it is also of importance to notice that,

from some exceptions to be pointed out later, the commentaries and
digests. to be immediately referred to as the leading authorities of these

minor schools. were onl y intended to supplement the Mitakshara and not

to replace or abrogate the same. Speaking broadly. therefore, the first

thing is to inquire what Mitakshara has laid down on the question under
inquiry, when it is not concluded by the judicial decision and then to
turn to the other authorities. Error is almost sure to arise it this order of
priority be changed. The first thing to be considered is what Mita:shama
states. When reference is made to texts from any of the recognised
authorities, it is always unsafe to examine a single paragraph or a single

verse, it is necessary to see for what purpose the reference is to be made

and with that view to turn to the verses immediateiv preceding the same

and to studr' the whole chapter and in some cases, several chapters ot

the same treatise.

91 See Muakshara, Irtiruduemion to the book

92 ibid
93 See S,nruikars, introduction to the book

94 (1915) 37 All bi. 61 (PD.
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Viramtrodaya of Mitramishra Viramitrocla .ia of Mitraillishra, 95 composed
in the earlier part of the seventeenth century. is a coinmen(a

i-v, on)'apzat-a1kyrnn tj and accepted as an authority in man y parts of India
where the Mitakshara school prevails, and ranks as a special author

it v inthe Benares school. In Girdharf Lalfs case, the judicial committee Of thePrivy Council observed:

Adhering to the princtples which this Board lately hod down in the
case of collector of .Wadura c -1100ttoo J?arnafiuça 97 their Lorcishipshave no doubt that the Viramttrodaya is p roperly receivable Is -- nex position of what ma y have been left doubtful by the Iiraksiiara
and declaratory or the law of the Benares School9

Where however, Nlitak5hara is clear on a point, it must not be
overlooked that the Mitakshara is the guiding authority of the Benares
school and indeed of every sub-schooI The 

i'cii'ahja,-0 part of
the treatise is sub-divided into four parts. The first treats of judicature and
procedural law. The second treats mainly of the law of e

v idence. The
third division relates to the IS topics of litigation and the last gives somc
rules of criminal law.	 hitrainislira expresses profound respect for
Yajnavaik ya whom he alwa ys calls the lord of the sages (tjeesh1varci)

Mitramishra is a voluminous writer and master of anal
ysis, though oncertain points which are indeed few, his analysis is 

half-illuminating and
11,11f-obscuring. He was determined to use ha' rcl and empirical terms in
its disputations with the wr iters of the Davabhaga school and in Ails
criticism of the reasoning of those with who' was at loggerhead. 

Ac
ontroversialist of no mean order, he does give the impression that lie

sometimes deliberately chose to indulge in barren [ogoiioichiv. This
pugnacity d isregarded, there can be no doubt that in his very notable
comnlenta i-v there is reliable discussion of [lie iaw on every useful
subject and thorough exposition of every point was taken up 

by himThe work is documented wirh_ reference to must ui miie caL-her writcrOf the utiliry of the work, there seems no end because for eadi dipoing,
one finds some useful discussion oil 	 point under inquiiv, \hitiamnishra

95 An English translation of the law of s&ICC55iofl from Vi uii,mrod-j L.Lhled Pailiw,,ofHcr,rae was published b y Gopalchandra Sarkar Shiastri in 1879. Oilier tr:inl:ttions
of parts of the t reatise have also been published.

)6 Collector of,iJadi,, •a v Moottoo Ra,,malj,z' (1868) 12 MIA 397• -i38;
i.

	

	 ja,L(a1l,,c,f/, P!Ra,zji; SudI,'h 1898) 25 C,il 354. 367-4)8. ,asac
97	

1868) 12 SIIA -om8, 4U6. ti., value and 111l)ort:inee Las been repe-jiedle rec,,ni,-j
by the Privy (.iiuncil—Gujah ij m' Sadas/ju' :91()) -13 IA 151	 15998 Jaan,za:h Prasa/ m' Ranj/i S/ugh (1898) 25 C_1135-4 , i67_(,8

99 In .l[o,i,-an, u Ken Kolea,,, (1880) 5 Cii ' 76, 788, 759, (he Pilky Council oh )sii edhr the t 'ira,n,t, odaya 1Iijy 
be referred to in Bengal In Cases where di I)avahhiagaIs silent. In practice, in Bengal , this work is rarely relied upon ee PP 56-5, (orrile .oirhoriri,s of the Daahhaga school
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does full justice to his themes and his work saves much research because

the enormous task of research had been performed b y Mitrannshra himself.

The Virarnitrodaya has been cited in innumerable decisions of courts in

India wherever the Mitakshara prevails. The Privy Council has observed.

It suppleme ts many gaps and omissions in the curlier commentaries
and illustr.s and elucidates with logical preciseness the meaning ofe 
doubthti prescriptions) This authoritative work of the Mitakshura school
is a classic because of its direct approach to some of the most involved
and difficult questions. Mitramishra is the last of the outstanding
commentators who give reliable and authoritative guidance on Hindu

law.

Apararka The A'tha,i.dhci. although

itpurports to be a commentary on Yajuava11i .asninti is more of the

nature of a digest than a commentary.- In this digest. we find extracts

from a number of Smritikars, whose works are not available to us in

their integral form. Apararka. a Silhara king. flourished about a century
later than Vinaneshwara and references to his massive treatise are to be

found in the works of man y later writers and in some decisions of

courts Apararka'S work is received as of great authority in Kashmir. Its
authority is also acknowledged by the expositors of the I3enarcs school.
Apararka is rather sprawling though not untidy. The usefulness and
importance of his work cannot. however, be minimised and may be

gauged from The circumstance that Vishweshwara Bhritta. the author o

the Madanaparijaia, and Subodbnzi, which is the leading commentary

on Mitakshara, has used Apararkas work.

Vaijayanti The Vaijaranti, written by Nandapandita, an esteemed writci

of the Benares school, is as already mentioned, is a commentary on the

t'isbnusutra. Nanciapandita is the author of the Dar1a.i M,maiz.sa, which

is a standard treatise and a noted work on the law of adoption. The

Va' aaiz1i has been cited with approval in numerous decisions of courts

in 'India and also by the Privy Council. it is also known as Kc.saz'

Vaiavaizti. Dr loll ,.,. has given many passages from the same in his

publication of the Dhar,nasu!ra of Vxshnu.

I Vedachela u Subraniauia (1921) 48 IA 349, 362.
2 For a translation of a nan of the work eniiikd 'ParW;t,o of JIou..'c. (,ahli, Pi'nzc,Dli's

of Hindu Law. Vol II.

3 Buddha 5mph m' l.a/nt Sinpi' (1912) 34 All 663, 673 (1915) 3 All hU-i. 017-18 (l'C>,

Chinnasami P/thai r A'unju P1/lam (1912) 35 Mad 1-c. 159.

•m See	 13
5 Buddha S:,iph r La/nu Snip)., 119151 37 All (SI-I. 805. (('Ci. mu	 'L' PnIT. I-""

Kunu.'a' (1915 -i2 IA 155 Para Kueri i' Ujap,ir Ra/ AIR 195S All lilt

6 This conunenuary va compOsed b Nandapanduia in the lirsi (IILInLr of the se' euiieeuitn

century at the instance Of his patron King Kesat anavaka
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(i) Benares School

The Benares school as alread y mentioned, prevails in the whole of North
india with the exception of Punjab and the Virarnztrodayci, to which
reference has already been made above , 7 ranks there as es pecial authority.
Of the other authorities to which great weight is attached, reference must
be made to the .Viriiaycisindiju and the Vii'aciataudava of Kamalakara.
Karnalakara is a versatile and an eminent writer of the seventeenth
century , two of whose numerous works have acquire'd great authoriry.
His Nirnayasindhu, which is the best known of his works, though not
a work on :tvil law is accepted as of authoritative guidance in a number
of decisions of various High Courts on questions involving ceremonies
and on matters affecting devolution of property and heirship. ," His
Vit'adatandava is a treatise on the law of inheritance. irs most emphatic
words, he deprecated the a ssertion of inheritance and heritable rights of
women other than those expressly enumerated b y certain earlier lawgivers.9
Kansa[akara comparatively a modern author, is of the ame dine as
Nikanta Bhatta (who s said to be his cousin), one of the great Hindu
urisprudentes° and Mitraniishr'a, the author of the b7rcminrcroaaya. Both
his works, Nirnayasumdbs: and t7&'adatandava are entitled to weight
wherever the Miiakshai'a prevails; but they are accepted as of particularly
great authority in the Benares school when riot in contlict with any
higher authority.'' The Benares school is sometimes called the most
orthodox of the different schools of h hindu law.]'

(ii) Mithila School

The lithila school has at times followed almost implicitly the Vivada
Chiniarnani and the Vit'ada R'nnakara. Though the Vivada'' the Vi:,'ada Ratiicd'ara and the h1at/ann Parmjata are the

7	 e Vraio:rodaya niroduction 10 nc I (ck
n Kbrl^oajcoairar Ca .lIani (1887)	 : aou 21 '7 . 25-1 1 1 1lurria.iw	 erc!nonjes 1:

Visausunc-jar Rao r' Soarasiindara Rao 11920) 4 3 \!ajj $76 "$2 uoanasana
ceremuonvi 1 DwarLma Vai/, v Sara: Gbancjra 11912) 39 Cal 319. 331-33 uccesston to
s:rrdhana;; Da:tatrciia Gangaba: 1922 46 LItirm 5 1 556. 55 riirr to perb>ttnsbraddha)

9 .-Inanda ,8ihee v ,Vow,ut [at (1883) 9 Cal 216, :
10 See Hindu jurisprudents in Introduction to the hook.
II Dwarka Vath u Sarat Cba,idra (1912) 39 Cal 319. 335336. Thc goverflin 4 aimilmorti',

of the Benares school is the 5hiraksharu—Rant Singh z: ()(!ir Stitch (lh'l) 13 ',IIA
373, 390. Of inc colmimnentaries on the Micakshara the i'aijavanti of t'itind:t Pandita
Is greatl y respected in ',liei3enarcs school.

12 Rain Singh ii L)iir Singh (1870) 13 MR 373. 390
13 Rbugwandee i v .ifrna Baee (1867) 11 MIA -487. 507-1)8, Birajztn Koer V Luchi,ii.\arayan (1884) 10 Cal 392, 399; Ba/want Singh u Rant Kishori 1898) 20 All 267.290.
14 The Vivadachjiita,na, i j has been translated by ScOur in his Collection of Hindu Law

CO?it g nuecl air the next page
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favoured Mithila authorities. i: is of Importance to notice that the aiv; of

the Mithila school is the law of Mitakshara, except in :1 i ,,\- matters in

respect of which the law of the Mithila school has depari-d Ironi the law

of Mi takshara) s Neither incidental dicta in any of those works nor any

solitary interpretation or statements in them founded on an y ambiguous

texts from the S;nntis can control the plain meaning of an y rules laid

down in the Mitakshara. Of these Mithila authorities, the Vu ado

C'hmFUa;jani is given the first p l ace,' - being a work of unquestioned merit

written by Vachaspatimisra, a celebrated ,nba;idhaiar of the fifteenth'

century . Vachaspatimisra is also the author of Vtuido Cbriiiantau another

work of allowed excellence. These two works of hs are not commentaries

on any code. but digests and are most probabl y parts of one and the

same treatise \\eiight is also attached jr. Mithila ic 	 a 'ocfrichaudra b

Lakshrni Devi. the Smririsaa b	 Shri ka racha;:. . [ fl y ,5 7-0sa(a b\

Harinathopadfiava\'a and the Dwoiia-parisLo.chlo I v Kesh:iv Mishra .

The Kalpa/aru by Lakshmidhara is a work which is heel-s cued b y the

exponents of the Mithiia school

Vivada Ratnakara The Vh-'ada Rat,ia1ara mentioned above is a dmesi

which has been referred to in numerous decisions its autho: was
Chandeshwara. a minister of Narasinha. who was 'a ,\lmthila kir,

Vachaspazirnzsra has stated that he had consicierec the Raivacirci ane:

it would seem that this work was written in the first uuaner of the

fourteenth century. Chandeshwara has given the year in which he had

performed Tula Punis/ja in which he distributed his own weight of gold

amongsT Brahmins.

Madana Parijata and Subodhini of VishwesFiwara Bhatta The .ticjdaiic;
Parduro to which reference is made above- s;l ye-ark on CivIl and

religious duties. b y \'ishweshwarn Bhatia. It contains a chapici on

Books Mahanm:ihopadha -'a Sir C ing;Lnai I; _11w, a disi ingit (k'd 1 111111 i	 re(enl (ii 11L'

has among var,ou	 ii. i his iredi; iransj.i(ej liii- lre:Ii,sc In the ii;,IlsLaii(ii; n\

Taore, there are in:ic(-ti 	 - les a s noLIcec in	 '\L-ra, decided :tses Raiia,i, x

0928) 7 Pat 820. Saban z 5w'i (1033) 1 Pa 35 9 - q ]3.13 ibid <i tii;n decior AIR 1933

Pat 306. 34.
IS Bhairab r Birendra (t949.' tO) 2 Pa; 123. 12. So;,rencl,a Moba;i t' Han,' Praail

(1926) 5 Pa; 135. 155. PC: Kamla Prasad u .11itt/i (1949' ILR 25 Pa' 123, 12
Is Rain Khelawan - Lksi'nif (1049) IL!) 25 'at lOOS. Bhairah r Biiendrci (19-19) IL!) 2t,

Par 123. 12'r : Bach" Iha uJae,nohanfha (1585) 12 Cii) 38 /u,,i/ci Prasad n

(1949) IL!) 28 Pa; 123. 12
17 Mt Tha&'oor Deyhee r Ba/uk Rain (1886) 11 MIA 150, Fr475
18 Kainavil Devi i' SO' A'a,mtshwar 5inh (146) 2- ;'.it 55 63
19 This work has been inirtshaied [n Mr Gobpchandru Sarkar Shasir; and jilsilc\ - I)ig;iitlb;ii

Chatterjec. rh.' other irarnclations. reference is often made in the (inc given b'
Ghosh in hi,- i/mat, aazi . \, IT
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inheritance and is treated as an authority in the Mithila school.° it is a
digest, which quotes a number of works and was written a ii(de before

the fourteenth century. It was composed at the instance of v1adanapaJa,
a king of the Jath race, who ruled Kashtha on the banks of the Jatnuna.
This work has been referred to by a number of later commentators and
in numerous decisions. It is written in language comparatively easy to

understand. The tenacity of its style is one of its important features.
Vishweshwara Bhatta is also the author of Subodhiiii which is 'the most
celebrated commentary on the Mitakshara. 22 It is not a running and
exhaustive commentary but gives a very useful exposition of the difficult
and obscure texts in the Mitakshara in a remarkably facile manner. The
Subodhini has been referred to in a number of decisions of various High
Courts.

(iii) Maharashtra or Bombay school

The Maharashtra or Bombay school, also known as the School of \èstern
India, claims in respect of certain matters to be the most liberal of the
different schools of 1-lindu law. In Western India, sometimes mentioned
as the Bomba y presidency, the pre-eminence of .\iitakshara is generally
admitted. The relative position of Mitakshara and the Vyaahara .tiayukhc,
which are proxnna1e authorities, as well is of the other works accepted
as authorities in the old Bomba y Presidency and in other parts of Western
India, is discussed in several cases decided by the Bomba y high Court.
Such works as the Scuriskara Kaustubha 23 and the Suboc1hinj2 are
consulted and reference is made to the Viramitrodaya. .VIrUO(C1SH1CTh1/

and other works of the ,\hitakshara school. Reference has also been
made by that court to the Ba1arnabh6jtti, 6 and to the in	 nterpretaons
given there to certain expressions in hitakshara. In the last mentioned

20 '['his work has l)eCn translated by Gliosh, Hindu Law, \bI 11 arid Setitir. The earlie'r
translation was 1"ade by S sitaraitia Sastri and ap peared in the \Lidi-j Liw jolirrhi

was puhlist'ted in book foriti in 1899 A translation by ihe atiie author of Vieacia
Rar,iakara originall y published ifl the Madras Law Journai appeared in ,i lxsik fni'in
in 1898.

21 The com plete text and Englishtranslation of the V)'at'ahO,Oclh rota froui this work
have been published hed by r Gharpure in his Hindu Law 7'.v:s Series Vohi, [11 and [V

22 Lzallubha: v .t(ankuuarbaj 176) 2 Bout 388, 416 (FW.
23 13/jaira(bihai v Kahnzijirao (1887) 11 Bout 285. 293 (Fi). Collec;o,' 0j' Madura r'

.tfcaot(oo Ranta/j,i'a (1868) 12 .\UA 397 , 436. An edition of this work was published
in 191-4 in tfle Gatkwacj Sanskrit Series.

2-4 The complete text and English translation of the Vyar.'ciharc,c(h t 'sycj fi'oui this work
ha e been published by Mr Gharpure in hLS Ilinthi Lao.' Te.vrs Serws, Vols 111 and IV

25 For instance Gojabai r' Shahaj(rao (1893) 17 Boin 114.
26 The t

ext of Balunabhatit dealing with achara, eyaz.'aha,a and pi'czt'ascbita were
published in separate volumes by Mr Gharpure.
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work, it is stated that it wa written by a lad y named Lakshmdevi and

at one time considerable mrtance was attached to the opinions of this

author by the High Court r Bombay. till it was felt that some of those

opinions were rather of the nature of what in case of jUdicinl decisions
would amount to not more than mere obiters. On certain points, the

author has expressed very liberal views and given interpretations in

furtherance of the rights of women and done so with cute reasoning and

in an impressive st y le. Those interpretations, though welcome in

themselves, do not derive support from any authoritative texts or opinions

of other commentators and must be regarded as beautifu l , but ineffective

flutter of wings. Valuable as is the commentary of Balarnbhau?. 2 now

generally regarded to have been written be the husband or son of

Lakshmidevi, it is not treated in later decisions in Bomba y as an a uthoritv

to be accepted without questior..2
While the parental authonrv of Mttakshara is never questioned, some

of the rules there stated have not been accepted and preference has

been given to those put forward in the Vai'aba'a Mavukha in certain

parts of Western India. The Mitakshara ranks first and paramount in the
Maharashtra, Northern Kanara and Ratnagiri district. However, in Gujarat,

the island of Bomba y and North Konkan, Mavukha is considered as the

overruling authority, where there is a difference of 0ifli0fl between it

and the Mitakshara. 29 The principle, however, adopted by the High Court

of Bomba y , and sanctioned by the Privy Council, is to construe the two

works so as to harmonise them with each other wherever and so far as

that is reasonably possible. 3 In Poona, Ahmednagar and Khandesh.

Mavukha is considered to be of equal authority with the Mitaksh:ira. hut

not capable of overruling it as in Guinrat, the Isianc of Bomba and

North Konkari.'

Vyavahara Mayukha of NUkanta Bhatta The Vraeaia y'a Maukha of

Miami,Bbaa, written in the beginning of the se'venteentl; century is.

as indicated above, an authority that strikes a dominating note in some
parts of Western India. From the special and almost paramount authority.

2" Buddba Singh z //rn Singh (1915) 37 AR Ou'. 613. (P0; Pitra KU07-1 r Uiat': r Rai

All, 1958 Al! 101 103 for some of the case, where 1E1 aurilorlr\ wl not a c'epiJ

28 Bha,i,'uai i' Warubar 1908) 32 Born 300; Dalfarrava Garzjaba' 1922 .th Born St I

558. 'cannot be aecepred wtihoui due cauriort and examin: on' Reiern 	 in; ako

he made to Pifra Xiien v L, ,arr Rai All) 1958 All 101.

29 Krisbnaji r Pauthiraupc (38 7 5)  12 Boiii HC 65; LaTh ihha; i . fanko'a,'hi' (1 is

Bon, 388 . 18, 5akbara,, e 5i,abar (1879' " Born 353 365: Ba! O)-t,cnnn

I 1890; 1-i Horn 605, asrksbaz u Stna'ra (18960 14 1 1 o122 612 (Maltad :'. 'a: within

Northern Konkan); .varhar z' Bhais (1916) 4(2 Bout 621. 36 IC 539; AIR 19th 0n; 215.

30 Ibid.
31 Ild
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which the Vyavaharcz Mavuklia gained in Gujarat and in the island and
City of Bombay, it must not be supposed that Vyavahara Mavukha
presents a development of Hindu law connected in any peculiar way
with the religious or social system of Gujarat. Before the Maratha conquest
of Gujarat, it had long been under Mohammedan rule. The customary
law had almost dwindled away into mere caste usages and die Brahininical
influence had almost perished. The yavabara Mavukha was One of the
latest products of the Bombay school, and had gained the eminent
position which it has retained in the Deccan. The Brabmiris following
the Maratha chiefs into the newly conquered country, naturally took their
law books with them. And of' these, the var'cthara Mavukha was the
most comprehensive and characteristic In Gujarat, it had virtuall y no
rival; and, as a Hindu policy was revived there, it took a place analogous
to that of the Roman law in tnediaeval Europe. with the Mahai-ashtrhin
Brahnuns as its expositors. Hence, arose the somewhat strange consequence
that the doctrines of the Mavuklja, gained a more undivided sway over
Gujarat than amongst the Maratlias themselves who had men of wide
learning and copious SOUrCeS of information at liaaci. 3 'redoininancewas given by the High Court of Bombay and particularl y by the older
British courts established in Bombay to the Mayukha, partly perhaps
because they found it more frequently quoted to them than the ,\litakshara
and partly because the Mavukha was ver y much praised and followed
in Gujarat. Mso. the Ma yukha wa.s the more modern treatise and embodied
to a considerable extent, such variations in usage as had occurred during
the long period which intervened between its composition and that of
Mitakshara 34 Both in Gujarat and in Maharashrra the doctrines of the

yar'ahara Mayukha and the Mitakshara are largel y tampered by customs
amongst the backward castes as ma y he seen from the collections of
Steele and Borradaile to which reference is made in ,I 	 of decisions.In form, the vaca/,,ara ilavi,L'ha is a digest and follows tile USLIa!
parrcrn of Liiscussiori of me o titles or !aw. This treatise on ei'at'ahara
is really one of the 12 pans of his enc yclo pedic work entitled Bhag!'ahitaRhaskara and each part is called a .11ai'uAtha (ra y of the sun). The
dissertations wholly justify the claim made by the author that he was
firmly grounded in the Srnritis and had no equal in the mastery ot the
Pun'a .Wirnansa of Jainmini (J aiminive adz'itiya/j). He is more than a
scholiast or glossator and is accepted as the founder of a liberal school
Of law, in his discussions, we see the work of one of the greatest of the
Hindu urispniclents His technique is valuable because lie gives precision
to words. In examining points where the law derives from usage or

32 Sari G'escriichre des, RR. Cli XXVt.
33 Bbarlh1bai v Kabmtjrruu (1887) 11 Ruin 285, 29-'iS (Fil): .-1;nhahai v Kcsbai•

(1941) 43 Lloiu LR 114. 117-19.

34 LalluliJ,aj v .ifaukuvarha, (15Th) 2 Born 388. '118 (Fill
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usage draws inspiration from law, he effectually brings out the important
point that the law is more exact in the choice of words whether it be

the source or the recipient of the ideas involved.
Nilakantha Bhatta was a Maharashinan Brahmin born in Bennres. In

general, he follows the Mitakshara but there are number of matters on
which he differs from \'ijnaneshwtira. in matters DI succession and

stridhaiza, the Bombay school is more liberal in giving recognition to the
rights of women, and for this credit must in a large measure go to this
great legist whose work is notable for his originality and open-mtnded
views Nilakantha Bhatta does not merely present traditional solutions in

the traditional way but seems to suggest that he evaluates them in the
light of what must have been the then current thought and current needs

of the society . A translation of Vyaz'abara Mavukha was published b' Mt

Mandlik in 1880 Thereafter. Mr Gharpure and M Kane have also published
their translations An interesting account of the life of Nilkanta Bharta.
his works and his family which produced some very learned authors, is
given by M Kane in the introduction to his publication of Viatabaro

Mavttkha

('iv,) Dravida or Madras school
The Dravida or Madras school. also known as the school of Southei'r.

India, leans heavily on the SmriIi Gha,idrilta, which is intended In

supplement and not to replace or abrogate the Mitakshaia The 5,nn'i

C'haudrika of Devanna Bh1ria. M who flourished in the close of the

twelfth century has all along had conimanding influence in the South. It
is an exposition on the law of inheritance and was considered by
Colebrooke to be a work: of uncommon excellence, equal, if not superior.

to Parasbara Madhai.'va. which also is a leading authorit y in the Socith.

Little, if anything. is known of Devanna 13hait2 but there is adequate
data that the work was compiled some time in the beginning of the great

\Tijavnagar Empire Devanna Bhatta cites copiously from Katvayana and

Brihas pati. which shows the great eminence and authoritattvc status

which had been achieved by the authors of those leading 5nr:f: l-locver.

for the Sni rid cbandrika, some texts of Brihaspati and a nuinbet of texts
of Karvayaria would have probably been lost to us. The work also refers
to a commentator spoken of as Sangrahakara to whom was attributed the

35 N Karies translation has often been relied upon by the courts in 1C cut cases. h

vet-s useful both from the scholastic and the pt-neural	 gil pun of	 •^ 11 IL

meaning of some abstruse texis has been brought OUt aher relerting to the iechntc.ti

Mimarusa rules.

30 'the first English trjnslation of the law of succession unu inheriOtOce' fr&iuu this treatn.c

was published 1 ,% T Krishnaswaiily As at in 18()". Other tran " Iainms of the SnIOL' at

to be found in the publications of Ghosh. H,izthi Lau. \ol ii rind Sciltit. 'tile work

iris been published in the Hindu Lau- Texts Series of Sir C.huirpiiic.

37 Sc,- Hindu lurisprutuents. Inti o 'Jricuon 10 the xn).
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authorship of an abridged edition of Manu's institutes. The Sinriti
Cbaeicfrika is not a commentary, but a izbandba (digest) and a work of
especial authority of the Dravida or Madras school, in which it has
originated. However, it is to be noted that it is accepted there in point
o authority as next to Mitakshara. 38 Therefore, in the absence of any
evidence of usage, indicating consciousness of the people governed by
that school that any opinion expressed in the Smnti ChaiidriA'a is living
law, the court would not be jusaied in departing fiorii any doctrine or
the Mitakshara, 59 and prefer an y text of Sinriti Chandnka. In Biicldha
Sing/ i' La/tie Singb, the judicial committee of the Privy Council observed
that the author of Sinriti chaudrika differs from the author of the
Mitakshara in several essential rules of law. It seems, to say the least,
doubtful whether any enunciation in the Srnrmri C'hamidrika can be safely
applied, except perhaps by way of analogy, to explain a dubious or
nterminare phrase or term in the Mitakshara.

It is true, that on some points, Devanna Bhatta differs from Mitaksliara
and there is occasionally about him the mere tose dLvmt of the law-give:.
Most probabl y , those interpretations and opinions were tinged by
ustablished usages or views, which found general l'avour in the South
and this accounted for the very high authority there wielded by this
work. Though not held in equal estimation by the other schools, it must
be noted that the Serirmt j 6'ha,iclrika is a treatise most freely quoted as
a high :iutlioritv in the works of almost all writers who flourished after
the twelfth century and h'iipproached by ad :he High Courts as a
valuable source of Hindu law. There are in the Smn'i Chaudrika full and
detailed discussions on a number of questions ohen running to several
pages. Devanna Bhatta seems to be of the view that mere exposition of
a word or phrase would often be barren and unsatisfactom-, :tnd on that
account, takes particular care to see that his treatment of the imucortant
texts of the Smatikars is exceptionally complete. However, his notations
arc selective and his propositions are stated in a straightfom-ward manner
with a logical sequence. His style is impeccabie.

Among the other works which are regarded as authoritative in the
South are the Parasbara Maa'hauiva, to which reference has already
been made, the Sarast'ati Vilasa, the .\7rayasi,ia'hu and the Seiboc/biiti.
The Sarasz'ati Vilasa, 3 ranks high in this school. It has been referred to

38 Reference my he made to Kamalainuial i' Venkaialal&jm g .•\)R 1965 SC 1349. 1356
where the imilporcance of this work was emphasised: Siina'araui Pitkji v R,uasamnia
Pillai (1920) 43 lad 32. 34: Rail' V .4;iiuini (1906) 29 Mad 35$

39 Sinuucinj A ,n,nal V Muttam,nat (1880) 3 Mad 265. 269
40 (1915) 37 All 604. 619. 11C.
-ml Q,innasami Piilai v Ktsnp€ P11/al (1912) 35 Mad 153, 156
-m2 See iW11066CS in Hindu Law, (ntrodricrion to the book.
43 A cranslation of this work was published by the Rev Mr Thommias Foulkes. Other

trjnslations of it are to ),c found in the publications of Chosli, F-ll,uthu Lou'. Vol It.
and Sedur,
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in a number of decisions of the Privy Council. Undoubtedly. as pointed
out by the Supreme Court, the foremost is the Miiakshara. That is followed

by Sinrili CSa,zdrj1a and next by Sara.st..'afi Vilaso. Where there is no text

of Mitakshara, which directly contradicts the law as expounded in Sara van

%'ilasa, it cannot be discarded on the ground of any alleged defects in

its reasoning. 4 ' Prataprudadeva, a king of a principality near modern
Curtack. who is the reputed author of this work, flourished sonic centuries

after Devanna Bhatta. the author of the Smriii c'bnuc/na, to which

frequent references are made in his work. The Sarasi'ali iiia,so presents

a picture of the actual working of the law and not merely a series of

abstractbsct statements of old ru]es, it has been referred to in decisions of
various courts ' However, it is not regarded as a worl of an y particular

authorhv in certain districts of Travancore-Cochin." Of comntentaneS
which rank high in the Madras school. mention must also be made of

the Vi'aiabarc. jVirnava of Varadaraja and Smritimuktaph:mlii, which have

been referred to in a number of decisions.' It has been repeatedly

pointed out id the decisions of the Madras High Court th:ir none of these

and other authorities resnectecf b y the Madras SChOOl can our',veth the

Mitakshara

Bengal or Davabhaga School

The Bengal or Daabhaga schoci as it is nenerally denominated pre'nik

in the Bengali speaking states of Bengal and Assam and Daabhaga. the
celebrated treatise of Timutavahana, is most respected and is of ascendant

authority in these states. Davabhagrt is a valuable dissertation oil 	 lass

of inheritance and partition and is believed to be part of a larger work

known as Dharmarahza The other works ot itmutavuhana entitled

Ka/a,'mieL'a and VvaictharmafriL'a were also part of this larger work.

Whether the larger wori was wholl y written or intended to be wntter.

has remained a matter of uncertaint. Davabhaga is not a commentary

on any particular code, but purports to be a chgest of all the codes

Tinmtavahana. the founder of the Bengal school. flourished in or about

the beginning of the 12th Century . His doctrines on me law of inheritance

and the joint famil y system controverted some basic rules stated in the

Mitakshara of \Tijnaneshwara.' It is difficult to sa y as to when the protestant

Ka,,ialainrna.	 Vcnka;aIaksLin; AIR is Sc 1349, 135c. 135'
45 .lfztbappuimcIaiaii	 Alwfla?ii A,,mnial (1898i 21 Mad 55. 5

40 ?'in,mia i' Pcniina! AIR ]0S3 Tr & Cocli 515. 523 (FIt'. Jris/ana kuiimar r Sh'o

Piasaa AIR ) 94 7 Nag 205. 2C.

sin wa, it .4 in mat v Al u$'anl in i! ( 1 880) 3 Mad 265. 26 - . 260, Bi mtklbo	 v

Sm,mtb (195) 37 All Oil-i. 615, PC. Time Smi'it6niiL'tapbaia 1 \iidi:t;i.mtIm:j 1)iL.Imi00

licen published 1'. St Glm:irp mirc Tlic l"m'acaba,aka1icmc hi > ciel. reimomin ' to lie

pi.itilthed.
45 See tk'ngat Schc-icii. Inhr(xitict 00 i o the hook.
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and advanced views of Jimutavahana were accepted as of binding authority
in Bengal, but it scents that this treatise soon commanded recognition
and acceptance as the fountain-head for a number of commentators on
the same, the earliest of whom probably was Srinath Achaiya Chudamani.
Not much is known about Jimutavahana, but there is reliable material
which goes to show that this eminent jurist-consult was a judge and a
minister of the King of Bengal. His massive character must have run
along lines and appears to have found its full and direct expression in
his work.

Jimutavahana

jimutavahana, although he does not break awa y from or gloss over any
authoritative texts of the leading Smhtikars, as will be seen from a
comparison of the points of difference in the law of inheritance between
Mitakshara and Davabhaga, does break in upon the litakshara system,
which favours a particular node of devolution of joint famil y oroperty
in case of death of a coparcener. He introduces innovations in a number
of incidents of the joint famil y and the rights of the inciibers of such
family. He purports to have found himself on certain precepts of Manu,

the meaning of which according to him had not been properly

comprehended by some previous commentators. He is not averse to and

in fact is successful in the creation of adroit devices and the use of
fictions based on legal sub-titles to relieve the pressure of traditional law
This, he does by expressing his disagreement with other commentators

Although, he does not expressly mention the name of the commentator
with whom he really joins issue and is in particular disagreen ent. a is
obvious that he is controverting some of the doctrines of Vijnaneshwara.
He does not accept any set of propositions laid down by the other
commentators on q uestions of inheritance as crystallised law and deals

iiii iii ubjeLi iii ubd I ha ap.d s aiorc to ceasori and
stern logic than to precepts or precedents and his approach to some of
the controversial questions raised by him is forthright and direct. He
plunges in ,ned,a.s res and is at the heart of the subject. Much can be
learnt from this builder of a great edifice, whose radical turn of mind
made him hunt back constantly to dig up a variety of standpoints and

examine their roots. The criticism made by Mitramishra and others that
jiniutavahana relies at times merely on postulations does not appear to
do justice to this progressive jurisconsult some, of whose interpretations
were in all probability ringed by established usages and must naturally
have found favour with the Hindus of Bengal.

49 Sett the 1nroducrion to the book.
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Dayatatva of Raghunandafla
Of other authorities of the Bengal school, formerly at times ientioneu
as the Gaudya school, the most notable is the Dayatatz'a written by

Raghun	 mandana Siroani of Nadia. It is a treatise on the law of inheritance
and is generally accepted as giving the most reliable exposition of the
doctrines of Davabhaga and has become almost a textbook on law The

authority of Raghunandafla is acknowledged and respected universally in

the Bengal school as onl y next to that of Jimutavahana and statements

from his work, some of which have become locus classicus. are cited and

relied upon in numerous decisions of the Calcutta High Court. Srinath
Achara Chudamani and Srikrishna Tarkaiank2r are other exponents of

the Davabhaga law. The latter is the author of Davakarina Saugraha,

which is an excellent compendium of the law of inheritance. His
elucidations have been of great assistance and guidance to the court in
a number of cases. Achvuta and Maheshwara followed Srinath. All of

them are ex pounders of stature of dignity and wide prestige. The j'ada

Bha'zgarnai'a of Jagannatha Tarkapanchanafla, a work commonly known

as ColebrooA'e's Digest. is one of the authorities consulted in Bengal. With

the exception of the three leading writers of the Bengal school, namely
Jimutavahana R.aghunandana and Srikrishan Tarkalankar, the authority of

lagannatha is, so far as that school is concerned : higher than that of any

Other writer 52 Mention my also be made of the DaL'dlliLci of Shulapani,3

which is one of the older authorities accepted in Bengal. It is a conlmentap'

on the Ya 1avalkya_cflriO. It has the merit of brevity and is remarkable

for its neatness of style. Where the authorities of the Bengal school are
silent or where there is no conflict between them and the leading
authorities of the Mitakshara school, reference ma y be made to the latter

in cases in Bengal.
Reference must be made in passing to two special works on adoption—

the Darraka Mimanisa and the Daziaka Chauclrika. Generally speaking.

they are equally respected throughout India, but where they diffei. the

Daitaka Mtniairsa is preferred in Mithila and Benares. and the Daitaka

Qiaudrika in Bengal. Both works have had a high place in the estimation

of the courts in all parts of India, and having had the advantage of
being translated into English at a comparatively earls' period, then
authority was increased during the British rule. The law of adoption built

u in decisions of the Privy Council has been in the main Founded on

51; The Daia!atea	 translated by Coipciandr Sark-j" sastu.

5	 For instance. Htralal r Truwa C'baran 3913 41: , Ci I-SC', 66i4. ((O (FR).

52 Kerr Kolzlani	 4looee,'a,r (1874) 13 Beng:il LB 1, 49-51

Si A translation of the portion on partition iN to be found i ll 	 publication of Guiosh.

Hindu Lau, Vol 11.
5 Mon,ran: i . Ken KoIiia'i: (1880) 5 Cal 776, 778. 789 (PC). Collector of Jpladzira u

5100(100 Ra,na1:n&'a (1868) 12 MIA 397. 435 (PC).
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these two treatises, which furnished almost exclusively the basis For the
same"

SYSTEMS OF LAW PREVALENT IN SOUTH INDIA

Apart from the two principal schools mentioned above, reference must
also be made to certain systems prevailing among a considerable section
of people inhabiting the West Coast of South India. These systems
embodied a body of customs and usages, which had received judicial
recognition. There was also legislation relating to the same. The three
systems mentioned in the marginal note presented some interesting and
common Features, although, they differed from one another in certain
respects. One essential difference between \ larumakkatca yani and the
other schools of Hindu law is that it is founded on the matriarchate
faintly and descent is from a common ancestor, whereas under Mitakshara
and Dayabhaga descent is from a common ancestor.

PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE OF THE COMMENTARIES

So the lex scrzpta of the Srnntis, though in theory, it continued to remain
the infallible guide and one of the effective sources of law, gave way
on most points to the authority of the commentators, whose interpretations
were received as authentic by the particular school. This evolution of
Hindu law was at times apt to be overlooked by the courts oing to the
Fact that the Srnrttis were the axis of the law and the desire to turn
immediately to the same was quite natural. Nearly a cenwrv ago, the
udicial committee of the Privy Council observed, 57 that the earl y versions
of the laws of 1anu were very ancient and it might be doing great
mischief to construe the words of the original texts literally, unaided b
the gloss that had been put upon them by writers and commentators of
authonrv. A number of the p receots of Manu have been undoubtedly
altered and modified by modern law and usage. The dut y , therefore, of
the court is no so much to inquire whether a disputed do...rrine is fair[,
deducible from the earliest authorities, as to ascertain whether it has
been received by the particular school which governs the district with
which it has to deal, and has been sanctioned by usage ihese. The
tenacity with which people in different parts of the country clung to their

55 The leading decisions on the subject were referred to by tile Priv y Council in
,4rumilh(Perrazu v Sztbbarayitdu (1921) 44 Mad 656. 565-4; 4 13.

56 Reference may be made to ss 7 and 17 of the Hindu Succesiun Act 1956 and Ute
Notes thereunder.

57 Pcdda Ramappa v Bengari Sesham ma (1880) 8 A 1 Rama/axim i' Suana utho (1872)14
MIA 570.

58 collector of.fac!ura v Mooito Rarnalinga (1868) 12 MA 397 , Aonaran: v Bajirac
(1935) 62 LA 139.
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age-long traditions and family and local usages are often reflected in the
works of the commentators. Though, the commentators professed to
interpret the law laid down in the Sinhs, their conclusions were in a
large measure permeated by the customs and usages, which tier' found
in vogue around them In the case of The coliecior of Madi,ri 'lloolioo
Ramalinga referred to immediatel y above, the Privy Council ruled that
it is the duty of the courts to recognise the rules of the law enunciated
in the commentaries, even if the y appear to proceed on a wrong
interpretation of the Smritis. 'the reason beinz that under thc Hindu
system of law, clear proof of usage will outweigh the written text of the
law, indeed, the Mitakshara, Da\'abhaga and the other works of authority
fall subordinate in so man y places to the language of the Smri'I,' texts
which reflect custom and approved usage and evolve rLiles thereby
drawing inspiration from them

The leading commentators and nthazdbakars although they purported
to confine their task within the structure of the Smhti law accomplished
the work of keeping the jaw abreast of the felt necessities and demands
of the time through a long series of centuries during the post-Sinn'ii
period commencing from about the beginning of the 7th Century when
Asahava rote his A"aradabhashva and ending with the 17th Century
when 'iramitioa'aia. the last of the leading commentaries, was written
by Miiramishra. The y originated and accomplished their task without
permitting themselves to be fettered with orthodox prejudices and yet
with disciplined sagacity . They combined intimate knowled g e and mastery
of the law and their awareness of its consen'atism with gravities and a
liberal readiness to move with the times. Even when they were expounding
a particular Smri':i. they constantiv kept before their mind a map of thy
Sinnii law as a whole. They have been adverted to in some decisions
as mere glossators. or compilers of congeries of customs It must have
been seen from the foregoing observations that the leading coa'imen:aiors
and ntbandbakars were more than glossators or compilers of customs.
At times the y have been referred to not inappropriately as scholiasts
obviousl y in analogy of the commentators of the Greek and Latin classics
and the European philosophers of the middle age, whose great aim was
to reduce the doctrine of the Christian church to a scientific system.
During a long series of centuries, when legislation in the modern sense
was not originated and judicial precedents as now understood had no
established authority , these iuristheologians were virtually law-makers,
who systematised the personal law of the Hindus and accomplished legal
innovanons. and in doing so combined all that legal phiiosophv could
yield and substantiall y enriched Hindu law and jurisprudence.

Pursuing the order in which the indices of law are stated by the Hindu
urisprudents, reference must next be made to approved usage or custom
Ancient custom is generall y regarded as a just foundation of mans' laws
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in every system of jurisprudence and For reasons grounded on principle
and justice. Cicero speaking of the generation of custom observes in a
classical passage:

Justttiae cmtizsm est a natura perfection Diende quaedam tit cosz'ti,dwe#n
ex urilitatis ratione r'enerl(nr. Postea res, et a ;zatura proJ?ctas. Cf Ci

consuetudine probata.s, legurn int'tus et religlo sanxit.

Justice has emanated from nature. Therefore, certain matters have
passed into custom by reason of their utility. Finall y , the fear of law,
even religion, gives sanction to those rules which have both emanated
from nature and have been approved b y custom'. in Hindu law,
immemorial custom has proprto tiçore the efficacy of law. It is not
merely an adjunct of ordinary law, but as has alread y been pointed out,
a constituent part of a.

During the earliest stages of the development of Hindu law, custom
was acknowledged and accepted as being the embodimem of' principles
and rules prescribed by sacred tradition. During the Sietrc.m period also,
the influence of custom upon law bore the samile charactermsuc. Gautama,
the most ancient of the Siitrakars, whose aphorisms on law are extant,
states at the very outset of his work: 'The Vecia is the source of the
sacred law, and the tradition and practice of those who know the
Vec1a.0 Gautama states in another aphorism relating to aduitinistranon of
justice by the king: The customs of countries, castes and families which
are not opposed to the sacred records have also authoritv'. vlanu, as
has already been pointed out, regards approved usage as direct evidence
of law! He stresses the importance of custom. The expressions generally
used b y the SmritiL'ars for custom' are acbara, sadachara and

shi.ci3tacbarcl. Broadl y interpreted, they mean practices of good then, a
concept which necessarily involves the element of reasonableness. In the
context of civil law, sadachara, which is the most commonly used of
these three expressions, rcquircs that thcrc iuuSC be no element or mortal
turpitude or anything opposed to public pohcv about the custom. The
Mahabbarata, in one place, uses the expression '1okasaigi'ctha' meaning
usages of the people and in another place states that Usa ge is suoerior

to all the Shastras taken together. Without retracing covered ground, the

59 1, 1, 2, SBE, Vol II: 'lpastainba. 1. 1, 1 -2---.-I:balau samayacbari/,ian dharnan
vvakbyasvamai. lbarinanasainayah pro nun noun redashchci.

60 Xi, 20, SBE, \'ol II.

61	 Ii, 12.
62 ,tfanus,nriti stares: Here the sacred law has been fL111V sti(ed nd .IIM) lie traditional

practices and usages of the four varna.s'—I, 107. A popular verse iroum the .Ifababnarwa
IS: Dbar,na has its origin in good practices and Vedas are eahLoIued in Dha'na -
.4chara sa,nbharo dharmo dhar,ne r'edah prarisbihitab— Vcnta PCIJ7'cJ. 15o. (-.It

Vasihth'a observes: Manu has declared that the pectulor) pr:c:vcs and usages of

countries, castes and families may be followed in the absence of rules of revvaked
texts'-1,17 (SBE. Vol \'Vi)
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importance and efficacy attached to custom by the Hindu funs-theologians

max' be summarised by reference to the oft-quoted verse of arada:
Custom is powerful and overrides the sacred law' •n There are in the

S?nrihs numerous texts relating to the origin and binding nature of
custom and the commentators and uiband/,?kars have criticall y discussed,

considered and applied those texts." Of those, the texts of Manu and
Narada cited above and a quotative verse of Brihaspati exhorting
recognition of local, tribal and family usages are particularl y notable.

In a long series of cases decided by the Priv y Council and courts in

India, the rule has been accepted that custom can override an y text of

Smrr:' law. InCollector of Madura t' Mootioo Rama/iiiga. the judicial

committee of the Privy Council observed: 'Under the Hindu s ystem of

law, clear proof of usage will o'.irtveigh the written text o f the law' ' It

has been repeatedl y sated that a custom ma y be in derogation of S;nrt'i

law and where proved to exis, may supersede that law. ' The tenacity

of famiiy customs even under the strain of migration has been rcpeaiedl

recognised in decisions of the courts it ma y , however, be observed that

though local and family custom, if proved to exist, will supersede the
general law, the general law will in other respects govern the relations
of the parties outside that custom. 61 The essential attributes of a custom

are that it must be ancient. reasonable, mus: have continued o been
observed without interruption, and must be certain in respect of its
nature generally, as well as in respect of the locality where it is alleged

to obtain and the persons whom i i s alleged to affec: It must be uniform

and obligatory. It must not be immoral or opposed to public polic y and

cannot derogate from am statute unless the statute saves any such

custom 0; generally makes exception in favour of rules of cuslom. in :i

catena of cases, the ludicial Committee of the Priv y Council has observed

that it is of the essence of special usages modifying ordinary law that

they should he ancient and invariable, and it is further essential that they
should be established to be so by clear and unambiguous evidence. It
is onl y by means of such evidence that the courts can be assured of their

63 1. 40. As'ahava states that this vt5e accepts the n,ile ihit ('Li-loin is supvrior To wriiin

La Thy Romans took The vk,w thai an existing slauhic might ' y ven i)C I ephiced hv

adverse usage ca trs (Ic jura' quaoe lose sthi quacque cit'tias coustttult. saepc

,nutari solem tel tactic cousenszi popul; ye) aha posu'c; icge late'

64 Reference has aIread been nude To some of them As',ih;iva ciie—Dc'she d.eshc ic
achai'ah ranexin'a ea rama,earab. Sn .cha.ru'arihohalau';aua iwipnanitah aadaccaiia

65 Desha tali ktilana,n the w cihar,naf' prai pra va ,ljlao Tatbau'a a' paiaict'i'ab pi'atai.

prakshubhva:enva;ba. II. 25, SBE, XXIII.
66 (1808) 12 MIA 397, 436.
67 Net'ltsxo Del, r' &erchundcr (1869) 12 MIA 523. 542.
68 Parbat( i' lagdis :1902) 29 IA 82

69 Kali Pershaci i Anunci Roy (1887) 15 'IA 18, Rao Xishorc Singi' i' Gahe,Iabai (1920)

22 Boin LII 50 (PC

69
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existence and that they possess the conditions of antiquity and certainry
on which alone their title to recognition depends.

A subsidiary or auxiliary indice of dharma was :Vvava or iikti. expresses
the juridical connotation of whicl -i included 

'
p rinciples or equity. The

Smrtri texts, howsoever widely interpreted and usages of people though
fully recognised, could not obviousl y provide for every conceivable
question of Law. Analogies drawn from established rules and fictions of
law were therefore resorted to in order to cover such cases. One of the
rules laid down by Jaitnini in his Minansa was atidesha, whereby any
principle laid down with reference to one case was applied to other
analogous cases It is well understood that the spirit of equity underlies
many legal fictions, and rules propounded by analogy. it was recognised
by the Smruzka,- that the traditional law from its very nature could no
be exhaustive and principles of justice had. to be invoked in cases not
expressly provided for by the litem leg is or conventional law. \'ajnavalkva
enjoined that /lyaya. meaning natural equity and reason, shouLd prevail
in case of conflicting rules of law. - ' Brihaspati gave a rule of fundamental
importance when he recommended yukti in the well-known versus
neinoriali.s that decision must not be mace solel y by having recourse to

the letter of the written codes; since if no decisions were made according
to the reason of the law, or according to immemorial usage, there might
be a failure of justice. Narada also, although he does not in this context
use the expression nyaya, favours an appeal to yukti. Even apart from
any special or technical significance of these expressions, it does appear
that the unified legal system mined at by the SmntiAdrs did envisage a
de partment or aspect of law which would permit, within !iiuirs,
interpretation of the sacred texts by resorting to something ak-in to what
the modern lawyer at times does when he acneals to the equity of the
statute. 6 

The expressions io'ayd and vu/tm' are certainl y broad enough
to allow the two sorts of equity described b y Cowell: for the one cloth

) Raja Rap 5tnirtj V f?ani Baisitit 1884) 1 IA 1-40. .52
71 Books Vt! and VIII. .-Indesha c a relation in which one thing contains cite indication

of .1 norher thing a rid deriving Is force fiiii th:n other hvcomcs i w deriva(ion) at
incident of it— } 'asVc, I ni,,'aniarrba-ganioad ahhcthancjvut \tIt, 5. eiisrearraiogy,
however. Was not peririiii tie.

75 In Jicuon juris seinper aeqzsitas exislit.
73 See S,nriRkan. tn(roductiors to the book.
74 Kevalarn sbastramashr,t'-ya flu Atartauyo hi nirnayah. vzthnhec',m iicbcire fit Dhar,nahanth

p raja jare.
75 IV, 40.
76 They recognised that the ngour Of [Ile law often required to he moderated and that

there was, at notes. the possihility of litigants successfully evading o peration of rule,
law by recourse to suhheoes and technicalities. A text of Yajnmivahkya enjoined the

King to do justice according to the pith and substance of the rule of law and
dtsregard technical flaws and decepuvC sublleties—cbl,a/ani ri/i -oslo bhootena
vyavaharannacnnr-ttpa,..tj, 19.
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abridge and rake from the letter of the law, the other doth enlarge and

add thereto. The Srnritikars dealt vith the perennial conflict between

Law and justice by emphasising the importance of right reason, good
sense and equable justice by which alone any law can justify its existence.

Several Charters of the British Parliament directed courts in India to

proceed when the law was silent in accordance with justice, equity and

good conscience. an expression which was generally interpreted to mean

rules of English law if found applicable in Indian societ y and

circumstances.' These principles were invoked only in cases for which

no specific rules existed. 78 Accordingly, it was laid down by the judicial

committee of the Privy Council in the case of a will that because the case
was new, the court would not take the view that it was not provided
for at all. Where new combinations of circumstances arose. it was

incumbent on the court to apply rules of law which could be derived
from general principal. Nor would the court abandon all analogs' to such
principles and similar cases, but would keep them steadily in view not
merely for the determination of the particular cases but for the interests

of law as a science '' Applying this rule of jurisprudence, the PrI\\

Council held in another case that a murderer was disqualified from

succeeding to the property of the murdered person in case of intestac\

This rule of English law founded on public policy was applied to the
case of a Hindu on grounds of justice, equity and good conscience `
However, care was taken to see that no refined distinctions essenualiv
characteristic of English law and no technical rules of equity were

introduced into Hindu law. 8 ' Though, there are no texts in the SmniL'

expressly recognising the right of an adopted son to inherit t

adoptive mother's relations, this right has been c-,-.forced on genetal

principles of equity and good conscience and analogy deduced troir

texts applicable to similar cascs. 8 in a case. the Supreme Court observed

that it is now well-known that in the absence of any clear Sbasznc text.

the courts have authority to decide cases on principles of justice. eoiiitv
and good conscience, unless it is shown that the decision would he
repugnant to or inconsistent with any doctrine or theory of Hindu law.

WabeIa Ra/sanfi r' Sbeh .tfashsdin (1887) 14 IA 89,

75 Ram cootnar, F Chunder Canto (1876) IA 23 50-t
9 hitu'ndroinohutt 7'a,'orc z' Cane,idro,nobun Tapore (182) Sup!) IA 47. Suhraman:a

Ayvar t' Rathnavettt C'hctii (1918) 41 Mad	 , 74. FH.

80 Kencbar'a v Gtnnaiappa (1924) 51 IA 355, s 25 of the Hindu Succession Act 1951-1.

now inflcts this disqualification on the murderer

	

81 luttendroinobim 7'aeore Gauendroinobrin Ta'on' (15' 	 Siipp 1A -

82 Suhrarnanm Ai'var u Ratuttavelu Cbetri (191St 4) MacI 41, 4 (I'M

n83 Guinatl, u KamalabaiIl9Sll I -SCR 1135. 11-, 1148 Pet'a ilia na)kai r'.S,z.'ara,na'
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AlIt 1958 Ncr 123.
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Where there is absence of any express rule of law and an y authority
affording any real guidance and no rule of custom, appeal to the spirit
of the law is not unknown. Some modern decisions of the highest
tribunal in England go to show that, while judges do not legislate at

iarge, they do subscribe to the view that only in the absence ot authority,
and when the spirit of the law suggests the arfirmatmon of previously
unknown or undetermined duties, the courts do commit themselves to
novelty, though of course, very cautiously. Instances do occur From time
to time, though the y are not frequent, where the courts in examinin g any
new situation or a new jural relationship have regard to the genius of
the 1-lindu iaw. and the consciousness of the communit y .it large and
also found the conclusions reached by them on the grounds that, they
were more in accordance with the reason of the thin g and general

principles.
Since the reduction of India under British rule, another element was

added to the effective sources or :'-lindu law. The courts had to ascertain
and administer the personal law at the Flindus in flatters relating to
succession, inheritance marriage. adoption and religious usages and
institutions except in so far is such law v as altered by egisIattv
enactment. The decisions of courts. founded on interpretation of the texts

of the Smntrs and principall y on the views expressed by the coinmenmcous,
accepted as leading authorities in the different schools, although they

immediately affected only the parties, necessaril y operated as binding on
the entire community Judicial precedents became necessary and useful

for in theni the courts found reasons to guide them and the authortrv of
those who made them had to be regarded. Unfortunately, however, the
importance of custom was at times not fully appreciated :incl decisions

given on some points had the effect or disturbing what had been accepted

by the community as established law The ct?s1(s - ;tnae was hound to
be strong in these matters and there was little chance of retracing the

steps 'trendy taken, because the obvious course was to toilow the

iccirine of stare decdms and to uphold .m decision :ilreadlv given rariiei
than overturn it, after it tad stood 'jnreversed and acniicd increased

strength b y lapse of time This, as will be presently pointed out, tended
to impart :i measure of rigidit y :0 the law. With numerous superior courts
adininistenng Law in different parts of the Country, there grew up a mass
of case-law and most of the important points of Hindu law are now to
be found in the law reports and to this extent, it ma y be said that the
decisions of Hindu law, though not n theory vet, in effect, have in part
superseded the commentaries and limited and supplemented the rules of
1-lindu law. Modern jurisprudence endorses d'xe importance of authoritative
precedents and accepts them as legal sources of law being entitled to

84 For instance. 7tr,iven,r.ada,n V Bmitchoira 0929) 52 Mad 33,).
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unquestioning obedience- The pronouncements of the Priv y Council and

now of the Supreme Court are finaL and in practice recourse to them is

of the utmost importance and necessity. The decisions of the Privy
Council and the Supreme Court are binding on all the ocher courts of
India including the High Courts; but the decisions of an y one Iligh Court

are not binding on any other Nigh Court, though they are binding on

the courts subordinate to tt.

NATURE OF HINDU LAW

It is seen from the foregoing observations that Hindu I:l\v was aot static

or staid, but was empiric and progressive. Sir Henry Maine. author of

.4ucieozt Law, and some of his contemporaries, propounded the speculati e

theory that waausmritz and other Smrti codes did not at an y time

constitute a set of rules of positive law actuall y administered in India. in

their opinion, expressed with smug uncharitableness, the Sinritt law, in

great part. was merely the ideal picture of that which in the view of the

Brahmins, ought to be the law. It was suggested b y an eminent English

author that Hindu law was a mere phantom of the bratri iiilagineci by
Sanskritists without law and lawyers without Sanskrit'. All this naturally
disturbed many Indian jurists and scholars who lelt compelled to refute
the charge. it is no more necessary' to discuss that theor y since it has

now been securely interred and its perturbed spirit has ceased to wax
the law. Some writers on Hindu law made observations of -.I like nawre

with lofty disdain or condescension and some cantious critics could see

in the Dharmashastras only primitive rules of rude simplicity . Dr Sen has

observed that the critic who pretended to see nothing in the hindu law
but a stagnant mass of archaic rules, knew not -11:11 he said and only

showed that he himself had a stagnant mind. This enuinetu urist has,

however. 1 usd' pointed out that for this attitude of those writers we

ourselves are partl y responsible. While foreign lurists, in spite of their

many disadvantages have, out of a spirit ct research. directed their
attention to l-Iir,du law, no matter with what success, we ourselves hiwe

simply looked on. 85 It must also be acknowledged that translations of

many Dharmasha.stras by eminent orientalists of Europe in the Sacred

Books of the East Series, and in other publications and the monographs

written by them, are the result of untiring research and evince critical
power of the high degree Mostly based on leading commentaries, those

rranslations of some of the S,nritis have been of great help to the couits

and generations of lawers and students of Hindu law.
The slow and steady process of development of Hindu law was the

result of innovations often imperceptible, as happens when old and

85 Sew s Hindu Jiurusprruth'uce. p tin.
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obsolete rules become- gradualI' displaced by growing usages and customs.
In a large measure, Impetus was given to that progress b y the sninclai'd
works of those leadin g conunentatoi's and ntha,idbak'ars '.';ho did not
permit themselves to be fettered by orthodox prejudices :nd showed
liberal readiness to move with the tunes. However as the Hindu Law
Committee yen' appropriatel y observed: 'we have no longer S?ika,
and commentators of the old type: we have the Legislarui'e and the
courts of law. The courts of law, however, do not exercise the sai'ite
freedom of Interpretation in moulding the law as did the ancient
commentators even when the interpretation was not deducible from the
earliest authorities. This practicall y meant that Hindu law, excepting in
so far as the legislature intervened, had to remain arrested in its growth
at the point at which it was left by \'ijnaneshvara Tinluta\'ahana and
other recognised commentators, the latest of whom flourished in the
18th Centuj-v.' For more than two thousand years 'after the Code of
Manu was compiled. Hindu law pursued the even tenor of its war
without any real break in its continuity and was a!tei'ed, improved and
refined from time tc time. However, the spontaneous growth of' I Tindu
law was retarded if not wholl y stopped, with the reduction of India
under British rule. The difficulties of English judges, who did not know
the language of the D/armashasIras when called upon to administer a
system of law which required understanding and appreciation of
argumentative works, religious traditions, ancient usage and more modern
habits of the Hindus with which ther' were unfamiliar, were indeed great
No S yStem of ]aw makes the province of legal obligation co-extensive
with that of religious or moral obligation. The ancien work and
commentaries dealt with and discussed texts which were mandatory as
well as those which were directory and did not alwa ys draw a clear line
of demarcation between matters religious and sccular. 17 Texts which did
not contain positive law were at times not distinaijshed from rules
intended for positive laws and in a nuanbe of eases, die Pri'.'v Councti
sounded a note of caution while correcting such errors. in difficult cases,
some of those judges were riot unnaturally inclined to t clv or their own
concepts of what the law should be and in praesumpno;i.ce 15ci,niiii, and
at tames reached conclusions at variance with the spirit and substance of
Hindu law. In some cases, doctrines of English law of doubtful applicability
were pitchforked into Sanskrit texts and Roman law was laid under
contribution. The Privy Council, not being unmindful Of all tim. observed
in a very early case:

At the same time it is quite impossible for us to feel am' confidence
in our opinion, upon a subject like this, when that opinion is founded

86 Repori of the Hindu Law Coiinnittee, 1941. para 15-10
8-7 See Dbarujas,bas,,'as lntrodllCii)fl to the book

Mtit 1, 97-91'i.
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Upon authorities to which we have access only through translations,
and when the doctrines themselves, and the reasons by which they
are supported, or impugned, are drawn front the religious traditions,
ancient usages, and more modern habits of the 1 lindoos, with which

we cannot be familiar.

With their mastery of jurisprudential concepts and their unmatched

Forensic ability to expound and elucidate even the most complicated
matters of unfamiliar laws affecting the personal status of the parties,
their Lordships of the Privy Council evolved principles and laid down
rules on varied and complex subjects in their own uniq ue style, and

generations of la. ers and judges in this counttv have acknowledged
their indebtedness to chat August Tribunal for the lead and guidance
given by it. The principle was established that the duty of judge, who

is under the obligation to administer Hindu law I S not so much to inquire

whether a disputed doctrine is fairl y deducible from the earliest authorities
Smrttis), as to ascertain whether ir has been received by the particular

school which governs the district with which lie has to deal and has
there been sanctioned by usage. For, under the Hindu svsteni of law,
clear proof of usage will outweigh the written text of the law.

However. 'clear proof of usage' of necessity requited establishment of
the usage by showing that it was ancient, certain and reasonable and
where the attempt was to support any usage in derogation of the general

rules of Hindu Law. a had to be construed strictly. The law yer familiar

with rules of proceuure and evidence knows the practical difficulties in
the way of a party w	 thho undertakes e heavy burden of adducing
satisfactory proof or usage, so long and invariably acted upon in practice,

as to show that a has b y common consent, been submitted to by a class
or a district or local area. The course of practice upon which the custom
is said to rest must not be left in doubt, but be proved with certainty.
Moreover, custom in matters of personal law readil y applies closure and

does not permit of extension b y analogy nor of an y Lleductivitv b y a

priori methods Custom should occur substantiall y unclet' conditions

substantiall y 'iimrnlar and instances must indicate the probable general
habit of persons under similar circumstances. The principles are indubitably
sound. but the difficulties of proving modifications and variations in the
old rules of law introduced by custom were at times almost insurmountable
and the task often beyond the means of an average litigant. The effect
of some of the pronouncements of the highest tribunal was to treat
certain commentaries as having laid down the last word on every rule
collocated and dealt with in them centuries ago and rhe task of the
courts was no more than application of chose self-sauce rules to a fast
changing society. Referring to the arrest of progress suffered b y HindLt

5) Collector oj'Madiira m' ,itoottoo Raina1ma (15) 12 SIIA 397, 43-3.
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law, Mr Mayne wrote that 'no voices were heard unless they came from
the tombs'. Some ancient texts and injunctions faourccl b y the
commentators which had not 'been accepted as part of current law and
virtually abandoned in practice, were in some cases received as binding
law and given inflexible interpretation. All this tended in a large measure
to unprecedented rigidity and to the creation of judge-made law, which
from the inherent limitations on its scope could not be expected to
respond adequately to all changing needs and circumstances The only
remedy was comprehensive legislation in the form of a uniform code

Codification is a well-worn subject. Its chief apostle was Bentham and
its greatest antagonist was Savignv. It has been said that the y were both
giants, to each of whom half his prayers were granted, whilst the other
half was scattered to the winds. According to Sa\'Jgnv, law should be
graduall y developed by the silent internal forces of national consciousness
with the least possible interference by the legislature. Modern jurisprudence
recognises the advantages of the transformation of a well-developed and
long established traditional and custornai' law into statu:oi-v fom:. i
accepts innovations on the substance of existing law and even extirpation
and substitution of any part of that law to ensure that it accords with the
actual circumstances in which the people of a countn' are placed. Idealist
and totalitarians had most of them to agree that there existed large
number of anomalies and inequitable rules in the complicated structui-e
of Hindu law which could be dealt with only b y legislation. It could ac>
longer be denied that the fast moving conditions and the social, economic
and political transformation in the country had rendered imperative
substantial and radical changes in that law. It has to be admitted that far-
reaching and fundamental changes had become inevitabie, for the y alone
could furnish fair and equable solutions to some of the most controversial
questions relating to the law of marriage and succession.

The question of codification of Hindu law hac Keen debated fc ncari'
a century both by law reformers who like Bentham were staunch advocates
of the theory of the utility of a code of laws and by others, who like
Savigny exaggerated the defects of a code and declined to accept its
practical utility. Bentham wrote thai the great utilit y of a code of laws
is to cause the debates of lawyers and the bad laws of former times to
be forgotten and that its style should be characterised b y force and
harmony. The code of his dreams, one that would not require schools
for its explanation or casuists to unravel its subtleties and be a complete
self-sufficing enactment, was indubitably an ideal to be pursued but he
pushed his theory too far when in his aim at finalit y he minimised all
practical difficulties in the way of such legislation. Codification has all
along been opposed by those who deprecated legislation in an y shape
or form 'in Hindu law on religious grounds and by some others on the
ground that it would be impossible to give legislative form to the spacious
and complicated structure that was Hindu law. Much of the opposition
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was grounded in sentiment and not in reason. Some objection belonged
to the class of uniformed and orthodox element, though it must, be said
that there was considerable sentiment born of reverence for an institution
which had its roots in hoary antiquity . It was not realised by some dry

traditionalists that the venerated authors of the Dbarrnashastras had
themselves been progressive and tried to keep the law in harmon y with
their environments and in general responded to changing ideas, customs

and the march of time.

RECENT ENACTMENTS

The Hindu Law Committee appointed in 1941 to examine 1-undo law,
recommended that it should be codified in gradual stages beginning with
the law of intestate succession and marriage. The committee ceased to
ftinction after making considerable progress and was revived m 1944.
The committee presided over by Sir Benegal Narsing i.au—known as the
R.au C,mmictee—made its report and presented a draft code. One or the
objects of the committee was to evolve a uniform code of Hindu law
which would apply to all Hindus by blending the most progressive
elements in the various schools of law, which prevailed in different parts
of the country. The draft of the Code presented by the committee was
to he regarded as an integral whole, so that no part of it would be
uciged as if it stood b y itself. The Hindu Law Bill remained on the anvil
for a long time and uitiniate[v those in charge of it decided to split it
into certain parts and to move the Parliament after placing each part
separatel y before it. The advantages of this were probably practical, but
one disadvantage was that it meant legislation b y instalments. Such
codification, however carefully done, cannot derive the full benefit of a
pre-conceived plan of the whole system to be wrought upon. Instalments
of a law intended to be urnforin and to operate as an organic whole
have come into operation at intervals during 1955 and 1956, and this
must raise some problems and create some anomalous situations and this
apart, from the fact tlia the enactment which have so tar found place
on the statute-book leave an undetermined residue. The Hindu Marriage
Act was enacted in May 1955. the Hindu Succession Act in June 1956,
the Hindu Minority and Guardianshi p Act in August 1956 and the Hindu
Adoptions and Maintenance Act in December 1956.

Fundamental Changes

The Changes brought about by the two principal enactments, the Hindu
Marriage Act 1955, and the Hindu Succession Act 1956 are pointed out
in the lntroductoiv Notes' to the commentaries to those Acts. It will
suffice here co state that the alternative conditions which had arisen in
matters social, economic and political, made it imperative that polygamy
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should not be permitted and rules of succession should be equitable.
The outstanding feature of the new Hindu Marriage Act is that monogamy
is now enforced as a rule of law and biganiv s rendered punishable as
a crime. The conditions and requirements of a ceremonial Hindu marriage
are considerably simplified and any two Hindus. which expression includes
not merel y Hindus by religion but Buddhists. Jams and Sikhs as well, can
solemnise the ceremonial marriage recognised by the Act. Relief b y was'
of judicial separation, declaration of nullity of marriage and divorce are
permissible under the Act. There is considerable force in the remark
belonging to times long past, that rules of succession to properr being
in their nature arbitrary , are in all s ystems of law mostl y conventional
and that even deeply rooted traditions ma y have to change with the
march of time. The new Hindu Succession Act ma y seem to break
violently with the past, but it has to he conceded that it is characteristic
of the age which is one of great ideals and fast changing theories One
outsiandinc feature of this Act is that it la ys down a uniform svsiem of
inheritance for the whole counti' and la ys down some sim ple rulc
relating to succession of the propert y of a Hindu male and female. The
property of a male Hindu d ying intestate after the commencement of the
Act devolves in equal shares between his son, daughter, widow and
mother Male and female heirs are now treated as equal without any
distinction. Another notable feature of the new Act is that an y property
possessed by a female Hindu is not held by her as her absolute property
and she has full power to deal with it and can even dispose of it by will
as she likes. The restraints and limitations of her power have ceased to
exist even in respect of existing property, so that any property possessed
by a female Hindu whether acquired b y her before or after the
commencement of the Act, is not held by her as a full owner and not
as a limited owner.

The objects achieved by the new legislation are sebstannal urifcariui
of Hindu law by blending much that was progressive in the various
schools of law, which prevailed in different parts of the countl-\' and
removal of many anomalies and incongruous injunctions One aim of this
legislation was to act, it is submitted rightly, on the principle that where
the reason of the rule had ceased to exist there was little justification for
insistence upon its perseverance. (Cessauw ra:ione Ie,,gis ces.ca tpsa k'x.)
Renascent India of the post-independence era appreciated the value of
the fresh and broadened outlook in matters affecting the social, economic
rmi political rights of the citizen regardless of sex. Adult suffrage and

political parity were forerunners to the recognition of all that was implicit
in the constitutional directives and fundamental guarantees of equality of
status and equality before law enounced in the Constitution. The
underscoring of the rights of women to be in eqoahjura finds concrete
shape in the new legislation.


